
56.74% 379

4.34% 29

6.74% 45

24.85% 166

16.02% 107

Q1 Please indicate your connection(s) to
the Upper Canada District School Board.

Answered: 668 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 668  

# Other:  (please specify) Date

1 Hopefully future parent to UCDSB schools depending on outcome 2/8/2017 3:27 PM

2 Grandparent 2/8/2017 3:04 PM

3 Former UCDSB student 2/8/2017 2:52 PM

4 I am a former student with siblings in the system who will be gravely affected 2/8/2017 2:49 PM

5 graduate 2/2/2017 6:16 PM

6 Parents of students that attended LSPS K-8 2/2/2017 5:58 PM

7 tax payer 2/2/2017 5:39 PM

8 I attended a country and am so thankful that all my Grandchildren are now in a country school. Some of my
Grandchildren attend the same school I attended. My parent taught for many years, always in a country school.

2/2/2017 5:32 PM

9 Community member with infant that will attend ucdsb when the time comes 2/2/2017 5:23 PM

10 I am a community member who has had children attending UCDSB schools & now has grandchildren attending 2/2/2017 5:21 PM

11 Grandparent of children attending Longue Sault 2/2/2017 5:18 PM

I am a
parent/guard...

I am a student
attending a...

I am an UCDSB
employee

I am a
community...

Other:
(please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I am a parent/guardian of student(s) at UCDSB school(s)

I am a student attending a UCDSB School

I am an UCDSB employee

I am a community member without children attending UCDSB Schools

Other:  (please specify)
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12 I have a Grandchild attending Long Sault Public School 2/2/2017 5:14 PM

13 Retired teacher....Thank goodness! 2/1/2017 10:15 PM

14 I am a grandparent whose grandchild will be attending school in Long Sault. 2/1/2017 2:53 PM

15 Former UCDSB student in University. Would like my kids to attend UCDSB someday. 2/1/2017 2:51 PM

16 A grandmother. 2/1/2017 2:45 PM

17 Graduate from Rothwell Osnabruck Secondary School, currently enrolled in College 2/1/2017 2:24 PM

18 I am a graduate of Osnabruck District HS, my children graduated from RO and I now have some grandchildren
attending LSPS and one more in Sept. for French Immersion.

2/1/2017 2:22 PM

19 My child attended R.O 2/1/2017 2:18 PM

20 Grandparent of child attending UCDSB in fall Parent of a teacher employed by UCDSB 1/31/2017 9:17 PM

21 I am a former teacher of this board and also a grandparent of students in schools in this board 1/31/2017 6:51 PM

22 Community Clergy Member 1/31/2017 12:14 PM

23 Concerned community member 1/31/2017 11:07 AM

24 I am a community member and business owner, proud parents of RO graduates 1/31/2017 9:37 AM

25 I live in Long Sault 1/31/2017 8:31 AM

26 Grandmother 1/30/2017 9:13 PM

27 Former Student 1/30/2017 6:56 PM

28 I am a past graduate of Rothwell and Osnabruck District High School. I am also a retired elementary teacher that
taught at Rothwell Osnabruck.

1/30/2017 6:10 PM

29 I am a community member . My Children went to Longue Sault Public and my grandchildren will be attending as well. 1/29/2017 4:49 AM

30 My child will be starting school in September 2018 1/27/2017 12:33 PM

31 Attended R-O from K-12 1/27/2017 12:31 PM

32 All of my children have graduated from Rothwell Osnabruck and they attended the school from JK to grade 12 1/27/2017 12:25 PM

33 My oldest child will be starting school in September 2018 for the first time 1/27/2017 12:24 PM

34 My children enjoy immensely Longue Sault Public 1/27/2017 12:22 PM

35 grandmother 1/27/2017 12:12 PM

36 I operate a small business in South Stormont 1/27/2017 12:04 PM

37 I am a community member, retired employee of UCDSB with grandchildren attending UCDSB schools 1/27/2017 11:30 AM

38 Resident of Long Sault - that raised children in Long Sault who all attended LSPS from Kindergarten through to Grade
8. All were able to walk to school. One attended RO - Grade 9 through to Grade 12

1/27/2017 11:15 AM

39 A public school supporter with grandchildren in the UCDSB system, and another to register in the future. 1/27/2017 11:05 AM

40 I am a grandparent with many grandchildren. 1/27/2017 11:02 AM

41 Grandparent with children attending UCDSB school 1/26/2017 9:15 AM

42 Former student and UCDSB employee 1/24/2017 9:34 PM

43 Graduate who attended an UCDSB school 1/24/2017 8:21 PM

44 I am a former student of a UCDSB school 1/24/2017 7:22 PM

45 And tax payer 1/24/2017 5:31 PM

46 Life time long sault resident and past student of lsps 1/24/2017 11:58 AM

47 I am an RO graduate. 1/24/2017 11:58 AM

48 I went to RO, my children went to RO and now my Grandkids go to RO. I have lived in this community all of my life. My
grandkids will not be allowed to be bused over an hour away!!!!! Period!!!!

1/24/2017 10:57 AM

49 I am a former UCDSB employee. My grandchildren attend UCDSB schools. 1/23/2017 8:06 AM
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50 I am a grandparent of children in this community and I also live here 1/21/2017 1:22 PM

51 Retired OSSTF teacher. 1/20/2017 9:29 PM

52 I have a child that I would like to attend a UCDSB when she's of age 1/20/2017 9:04 PM

53 Grandparent of child attending Longue Sault Public School 1/20/2017 8:48 PM

54 I am a community member and a grandparent of a student who will be attending a UCDSB school 1/20/2017 3:39 PM

55 I attended one on the UCDSB schools. Rothwell Osnabruck. 1/20/2017 1:46 PM

56 i am a community member who will have children attending UCDSB schools in the future 1/17/2017 9:28 PM

57 I have a child who will be attending 1/16/2017 3:58 PM

58 graduate 12/21/2016 11:02 AM

59 My children attended Longue Sault Public , and I am expecting my grandchildren to attend. I live in the area, and pay
taxes to UCDSB.

12/21/2016 10:52 AM

60 Alumni 12/19/2016 11:03 AM

61 I am a community member for many years. Our schools are a vital part of our township. Our family has been an active
part of our town for multiple generations.

12/15/2016 10:30 AM

62 I am a graduate of R-O and presently have a student in high school. 12/15/2016 10:23 AM

63 Business owner with children attending a UCDSB School 12/7/2016 11:41 AM

64 Grandparent of children attending South Stormont schools being affected. 12/5/2016 9:15 AM

65 grandparent 12/2/2016 8:09 PM

66 Grandparent of a student and community member 12/2/2016 1:03 PM

67 Parents to Former UCDSB Student(s) 11/29/2016 10:21 AM

68 I graduated from this school as well 11/25/2016 11:00 AM

69 I am a parent and very disappointed with UCDSB in regards to even considering closing our rural schools!! 11/24/2016 9:51 AM

70 My child will be starting school 11/24/2016 9:32 AM

71 I graduated 11/24/2016 9:31 AM

72 Graduate of Rothwell Osnabruck Elementary and High School 11/13/2016 7:51 PM

73 municipal employee 11/9/2016 1:57 PM

74 municipal employee 11/9/2016 1:54 PM

75 Graduate of rothwell osnabruck 11/9/2016 10:35 AM

76 Unspecified 11/9/2016 9:16 AM

77 I'm a graduate and professional now working in our community 11/8/2016 6:59 AM

78 Parent who children already graduated 11/6/2016 9:00 PM

79 I am a community member WITH children, hoping my child attends a UCDSB school 11/5/2016 2:39 AM

80 taxpayer 11/4/2016 7:18 PM

81 graduate 11/2/2016 5:08 PM

82 I am a former teacher, member of a school council and member of the community whose children have graduated
from UCDSB schools. We chose to live and teach in a small rural setup because of the beneficial outcomes for
students.

10/30/2016 3:16 PM

83 Local Minister 10/28/2016 2:15 PM

84 I'm a recent graduate of UCDSB schools. 10/26/2016 1:47 PM

85 I am a grandparent of a future student. 10/23/2016 9:05 AM

86 Parent with children entering a ucdsb 10/21/2016 8:45 PM

87 Grandparent 10/21/2016 8:27 PM
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88 I am a parent of a child who will be of school age in September 2017 10/21/2016 5:30 PM

89 taxpayer 10/21/2016 5:11 PM

90 Graduate of RO ( formerly ODHS) Retired teacher (UCDSB) 10/20/2016 10:02 PM

91 My children will be attending UCDSB in the Spring of 2017. 10/19/2016 3:39 PM

92 I went to rothwelk osnabruck from k-12. 10/19/2016 5:51 AM

93 Retired elementary teacher 10/18/2016 2:06 PM

94 Former student of rural schools within the UCDSB 10/18/2016 11:22 AM

95 s 10/16/2016 7:12 PM

96 I am a former student of a UCDSB school, and future parent of children who will attend UCDSB schools. 10/15/2016 11:57 AM

97 Current teacher candidate, practicum in the public board 10/15/2016 10:11 AM

98 I attended a UCDSB School from JK to grade 12 10/15/2016 9:25 AM

99 I am a community member who attended a UCDSB School 10/15/2016 7:12 AM

100 grandparent 10/14/2016 10:31 PM

101 Grandparent of children attending UCDSB Schools 10/14/2016 9:58 PM

102 Previously a teacher with ucdsb 10/14/2016 9:18 PM

103 Former student. 10/14/2016 7:36 PM

104 I am a former student at a UCDSB school (Rothwell-Osnabruck) 10/14/2016 7:26 PM

105 grandparent with students attending UCDSB retired teacher of UCDSB 10/14/2016 7:07 PM

106 I will be a parent of a student for the 2017-2018 school year 10/14/2016 5:45 PM

107 granparent of student in UCDSB school; and a tax payer 10/14/2016 5:23 PM
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Q2 The draft recommendations contained in
the Initial Staff Report for the

Accommodation Review are organized by
Feeder Groups of Schools. This refers to
the elementary schools and secondary

school(s) that students attend in
accordance with school

program boundaries.Please choose from
the list below, the feeder group of schools

for which you would like to provide
feedback. (Please note that there are no

recommendations impacting the
Gananoque or Russell Feeder Groups.)

Answered: 668 Skipped: 0
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Brockville -
(Brockville ...

Cornwall -
(Cornwall...

Seaway -
(Seaway...

North
Grenville -...

South
Grenville -...

Tagwi - (Tagwi
SS, Maxville...

Rothwell-Osnabr
uck -...

Glengarry -
(Glengarry D...

Char-Lan -
(Char-Lan DH...

Almonte -
(Almonte DHS...

Carleton Place
- (Carleton...

Perth - (Perth
DCI, Drummon...

Rockland -
(Rockland DH...

Vankleek Hill
- (Vankleek...

Rideau -
(Rideau DHS,...

Smiths Falls -
(Smiths Fall...

Athens -
(Athens DHS,...

North Dundas -
(North Dunda...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

100.00%
668

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Total 668

Brockville - (Brockville CI, Thousand Islands SS, Commonwealth PS, Front of Yonge ES, Lyn PS, Prince of Wales PS, Toniata PS, Vanier PS, and
Westminster PS)

Cornwall  - (Cornwall Collegiate Vocational School, St. Lawrence Secondary School, Bridgewood P.S., Central P.S., Eamer’s Corners P.S.,Viscount
Alexander P.S.)

Seaway - (Seaway District HS, Iroquois PS, Morrisburg PS)

North Grenville - (North Grenville DHS, Kemptville PS, Merrickville PS, Oxford-On-Rideau PS, South Branch ES)

South Grenville - (South Grenville DHS, Benson PS, Centennial '67 PS, Maynard PS, South Edwardsburg PS, Wellington ES)

Tagwi - (Tagwi SS, Maxville PS, North Stormont PS, Roxmore PS)

Rothwell-Osnabruck - (Rothwell-Osnabruck School (k-12), Longue Sault PS)

Glengarry - (Glengarry DHS, Laggan PS)

Char-Lan - (Char-Lan DHS, S.J. Mcleod PS, Williamstown PS)

Almonte - (Almonte DHS, Naismith Memorial PS, Pakenham PS, R Tait McKenzie PS)

Carleton Place - (Carleton Place DHS, Arklan Community PS, Beckwith PS, Caldwell Street PS)

Perth - (Perth DCI, Drummond PS, Glen Tay PS, Maple Grove PS, North Elmsley PS, Queen Elizabeth PS, The Stewart PS)

Rockland - (Rockland DHS, Rockland PS, Plantagenet PS)

Vankleek Hill - (Vankleek Hill CI, Pleasant Corners PS) * impacted by Glengarry recommendations

Rideau - (Rideau DHS, Rideau Centennial ES, Rideau Vista PS, South Crosby PS, Sweets Corners ES)

Smiths Falls - (Smiths Falls DCI, Chimo ES, Duncan J Schoular PS, Lombardy PS, Montague PS, Wolford PS)

Athens - (Athens DHS, Meadowview PS, Pineview PS)

North Dundas - (North Dundas DHS, Chesterville PS, Nationview PS, Winchester PS) *impacted by Seaway recommendations
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2.05% 11

6.34% 34

61.19% 328

30.41% 163

Q27 Please provide your response to these
Draft Recommendations. Select the
statement(s) that best describe your

thoughts, you will be asked to expand in the
next set of questions.

Answered: 536 Skipped: 132

Total 536

Yes, I support
all of the...

I support some
parts of the...

No, I don't
support the...

I have an
alternative ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes, I support all of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

I support some parts of the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools.

No, I don't support the DRAFT recommendations for this feeder group of schools at all and I don't have an alternative suggestion at this time.

I have an alternative to the DRAFT recommendations that would meet the board's objective to reduce surplus space in this feeder group of schools.
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Q28 If you indicated in Q3. that you support
some or all of the Draft Recommendations

for this feeder group of schools, please
describe what elements of the

recommendations are favourable to you.
Answered: 52 Skipped: 616

# Responses Date

1 I am favorable to RO grades 7 to 12 closing but I am not favorable of my child going to CCVS. My child currently
attends Tagwi. I believe my child should be able to continue to attend thus school. Tagwi is a great school, great
facility with great programming options. If my child is not permitted to continue to attend Tagwi I will send them to St.
Joes in Cornwall as they have friends there.

2/8/2017 2:58 PM

2 Agree with 1 and 3. I disagree with 2 and 4. I have a child in school now who I do not want going to either of the
alternative schools. We live in ingleside and want my child to go to the school in this area. I have heard horror stories
of both CCVS and Tagwi regarding drugs and gangs in both of these schools. If it is not controlled now how do they
expect to control this issue with even more students. I will consider moving from ingleside in order yo avoid my child
from going to either of those schools

2/8/2017 2:57 PM

3 I agree that Long Sault Public can be closed and those kids can be bused to RO. But RO should not be closed. I went
there from K-12 and it was beneficial because I was comfortable with my classmates, the staff, and my surroundings
every year. Bring back the French Immersion program though! This program is needed because having the option for
a solid French education and knowledge is important in this area. Also, the school itself is architecturally sound since
upgrades have occurred over the years. All those upgrades and money will just go to waste. RO has amazing staff,
great athletics, and is a community staple. I worked after school and on weekends and I would not have been able to
do that if I went to school in Cornwall. One of the main benefits of working there was that it was a five minute walk
after school to get there. Not only did that job contribute financially to my post secondary education, but it helped me
be accepted to great colleges and universities because educatuonal institutions like to see employment on your
application as well for experience. RO was a blessing for me and thousands of other students because it was a
stepping stone to get us where we are today, to reach our goals, and live the lives that we dreamed of one day.

2/8/2017 2:54 PM

4 None. Many of the students currently at R. O. Benefit from the smaller school environment. Kids like my siblings where
any bit of change causes them to regress in behaviour. With the current draft they would get sent to TAGWI. I am a
former student of this school and experienced a lot of bullying there. I almost didn't graduate because of not finding out
until a week before the end of school I was short a credit. Which is sad as I advocated for myself often and was in that
office plenty.

2/8/2017 2:50 PM

5 Our child attends RO. We have seen class sizes dwindle each year as a few students entering high school have opted
to attend St Joes, which has offered busing to their school in Cornwall. I have never heard of any students opting to go
to CCVS or St. Lawrence. I believe that if those students leaving had been responsible for their own transportation
they would have remained at RO and the student population would have remained at a more sustainable level. That
being said, by diverting classes from Long Sault to RO, the student body would again rise to a more acceptable level.
We live on the northern border, and find the 15 minute bus ride to school totally acceptable. Our child has participated
in most sports at RO along with a small but determined group of students, they have been competitive against much
larger schools. We have competed at both schools in Cornwall and found neither school to have the spirit of our much
smaller school, and in fact I remember thinking how pleased I was that our child attended RO. Sending our students to
Cornwall would eliminate many opportunities for extra circular activities and lengthen bus times to unacceptable levels.
Next year will be our child's last year in high school, and while it would be easy to say these decisions to close not only
our school but Char Lan and Seaway will not matter after our child has graduated, that is not true. Bigger is not always
better, we live in a rural area by choice and these smaller schools have turned out many outstanding individuals, and
we will not be supporting CCVS if the closure occurs. Our teachers are excellent and caring individuals who are
involved with their students to help them succeed and deserve the opportunity to continue to do so.

2/2/2017 6:11 PM
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6 While I don't like that the school that I've taught at for a very long time is on the closer list, I understand. Our small
team gives everything we have, to our students everyday. If students are actually the board's primary concern, then
you would ensure they get to chose their new school together and you would give a choice that makes sense and one
that accommodates the students and staff together. Right now, forcing these children to go to CC will result in them
changing to the coterminous board. Do we really want to bleed out more to them in Cornwall? Cornwall has been a
challenge for years. Cramming CC so the city trustee can get a new school is ridiculous. Please think of the students
first and consider your employees. With the fallout of this process, the UCDSB stands to lose MANY students and
therefore jobs for all of our staff. Please act responsibly!

2/2/2017 5:47 PM

7 Closing Longue Sault Public School & busing them to Ingleside shouldn't be too much of a hardship for the children
except for the extra time & buses needed. My grandchild is picked up at 7 am now for Longue Sault PS. What time will
they be picked up for Ingleside? Does Rothwell-Osnabruck have an afterschool program for children with working
parents? These are my concerns.

2/2/2017 5:22 PM

8 I understand that attendance and staffing is a major issue with rural schools in eastern Ontario. As a graduate from a
rural school the education and opportunities received are invaluable. I support the idea of extending french and early
immersion to begin in kindergarten for all students. When I was in grade 7 it was very important to me to begin the
french immersion program at RO which was not being offered at my elementary school Students who reside along the
northern boundary (Newington etc) already have the option to attend Tagwi, if that was more reasonable and
suggestion I would be in support of rerouting RO students to Tagwi. With the growing obesity rates, decreases in
physical activity, increase in the consumption of processed foods children and youth are already being set up for
failure. Increased bus time, and increased student populations will limit the students opportunities to succeed not only
academically but also athletically as well. When I was a student at Rothwell Osnabruck Secondary School I had the
opportunity to play for every athletic team, however when I switched to St. Joes (for academic reasons) the increased
competition meant that I was not able to play for as many teams. Ultimately limiting my physical activity.

2/1/2017 2:26 PM

9 By tightening the boundaries and having all children in South Stormont attend LSPS or RO more spaces would be
filled. South Stormont is growing and families with children are moving in. What we need in RO the availability of early
French. High school students in the South Stormont-near-Cornwall-area could be given the choice of a Cornwall
School or travel to RO. What I heard at the public meetings is that the citizens value French courses, that Eastern
Ontario is a progressive and developing RURAL community and hence must have rural schools of which RO is one.
Also the K-12 model at RO is classic - has many benefits to both students and families and should be valued,
maintained and duplicated in other parts ie Char-Lan.

2/1/2017 2:23 PM

10 I think RO secondary should close. There simply isn't enough programming. I attended that school in the 90s and
there wasn't enough then. Everyone says bringing back French would help but my kids left RO for St joes like most
kids do not because of the lack of French but because of the lack of opportunities for students not strong
academically. My kids didn't have access to shops, or enough courses in applied and basic or good sports teams. This
school is for good strong students. If you aren't one then St Joes is the only choice. I would have sent them to Tagwi
but I couldn't get busing there so St Joes was my only option. More than half of my child's class left RO because of
the lack of options and it had nothing to do with french. The people going on and on about french obvisouly haven't
had a kid trying to take a full set of courses when all they are getting is online. My suggestion is to close rO and let the
kids choose between CCVS or Tagwi - don't force them to go to CCVS. Let them keep the rural school an option.
While a community school is nice, most kids leave RO for St Joes.

2/1/2017 2:20 PM

11 I am in favour of closing longue sault and those students attend ro 1/31/2017 7:57 PM

12 I recognize the need to populate the RO elementary and secondary schools. I also recognize that the proposal to
close LSPS is purely based on assessed vacancies elsewhere in the region, and not based on LSPS's demonstrated
success as a thriving community school.

1/31/2017 12:31 PM

13 My kids have gone to R-O cause we're loyal to our community and we like the rural environment. They had wanted to
leave before but we wouldn't let them. I understand that their academics choices would be better if we went
somewhere else. I tried to share my ideas with the SS reps but it seems they only like when you agree with their point
of view. It's too bad as many of us have better ideas and although we are very sad about R-O closing, we understand
that the #'s don't make it a good place to keep high school students. The board staff needs to ask more parents what
we want because I don't think the representatives are speaking for the majority of us. If R-O closes, we want our kids
to go to Tagwi. If not, we will move to St. Joe's or home school them.

1/31/2017 9:44 AM

14 As an RO lifer, it would be nice to graduate from there. I do understand that we don't have a lot of high school
students but it's always been a small school. I wanted to change schools a couple years ago but my parents made me
stay. I like so much about my small safe school and everyone knows everyone. We can hang out in the guidance
office or the extra help from any teacher. If you do close my school, please don't make me go to CC. It's so old and too
many kids. At least let us pick Tagwi where some of my friends already went and I wouldn't have to take online
courses. If not, I want to go to St. Joe's which my teachers say isn't a good choice.

1/29/2017 8:15 PM
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15 I wasn't sure what to click as I go to LSPS school and then will go to Tagwi but they are listed together? I love being at
LSPS. We get to walk to the rink, and so many places in our village. I can't wait to go to Tagwi and use the fitness
room, get in shop classes and join the many clubs my older sibling talks about. Why would you make LS move to RO?
Just to save RO high school my parents say but isn't it ok the way it is? It has always been a great place as I have
cousins that went there but I want to take shop and my friends are at Tagwi.

1/27/2017 12:28 PM

16 I feel that closing the 7-12 component of R-O ingleside is long overdue. I have had students go through and my
youngest child will never attend a school of this size. Academic opportunities are limited. The facility in longue sault is
in a decrepit state as a seaway Era school it was bypassed years ago for renovations. Ingleside s school is a much
better facility and offer a much better opportunitys and space for a large elementary school

1/27/2017 12:03 PM

17 I don't think that the Long Sault school should be closed. There is enough residents who have relocated to Long Sault
just so that there children could have the experience of growing up in a small town. You may think that its no big deal
to get up an hour earlier to catch the bus to Ingleside but it is and most kids don't want to go to school so this extra
travelling would definitely make it harder for most households.

1/27/2017 11:03 AM

18 I support cost saving measures in the UCDSB; however, I do not support cost saving measures at the expense of
rural communities. The current proposal will devastate rural communities and have a negative impacts of families,
businesses, and kids in rural areas.

1/27/2017 10:46 AM

19 Combining the two public schools 1/26/2017 9:20 AM

20 3.A/Keep Long Sault Public School as is. It is currently thriving with a 96% studen population and it exists within a
growing community. B/ Keep the current Upper Canada District School boundaries with students from Longue Sault
Public school feeding to R/O. Also, bring back French Immersion for all grades at R/O so that students do not have to
bus out of boundary for French language progamming. This will result in a 97% student population at R/O. The
outcome will be improved programming, continuity of education from JK to grade 12, and a diverse range of courses
for workplaces, college, and university pathways.

1/25/2017 1:06 PM

21 Option 3. Close LS public, consolidate to RO dual track and keep RO secondary open. 1/24/2017 5:46 PM

22 I agree with keeping R-O Elementary open. I disagree with closing R-O Secondary and Longue Sault Public School 1/24/2017 9:10 AM

23 Long Sault Public School remains open and continues to feed to RO and reinstate French immersion for all grades at
RO

1/22/2017 10:56 AM

24 Combine RO and Long Sault Public into one school with k-6 and 7-12 instead of getting rid of 7-12 at RO for good.
this would be easier on the parents as they live close to the school if they need to pick up their child for appointments
or for other reasons. I find it is not fair on the parents if they have to drive all the way to cornwall to pick up their child
this could be hard because of work or other commitments. If the students are still attending RO as one they will only
have a 15 or 10 minute drive. If the school separate that means longer bus rides for students and bigger crows of
students at school which can affect some students because they might be bullied more or get involved with the wrong
crowd which can affect their grades negatively.

1/20/2017 1:56 PM

25 i do not support the closure of longue sault public 1/17/2017 9:34 PM

26 I love my school and don't want RO to close!!! We have awesome teachers & know everyone, even though I know I'd
get more choices elsewhere. If you close us, please let all of the students and teachers go to the same place so we
would have some comfort. I would pick Tagwi over CC if I could pick.

1/17/2017 9:24 PM

27 My opinion. Our rural schools are our future. Long Sault public school is thriving. Rothwell Osnabruck school in
Ingleside is a great school which was renovated from roof to floor. Now it is up to date with lots of room for growth.
Kids don't need to be transferred on buses for an hour each morning and one hour each afternoon when we have top
notch schools. Terrible even thinking of closing schools and sending kids to old schools that will be over crowded..For
ten years while funding is found for new school. Transferring young children will be the cause of back problems from
sitting. Youngster's will miss out on sport activities and other after school clubs. Our local kids now have many co-op
opportunities here. In bigger schools the chances of small town kids to get work will be less. Kids here have after
school jobs but after traveling so long on and bus home it will be too late for a job

1/4/2017 11:34 PM

28 I really feel that my children should still have the option to attend Tagwi. That has been their goal and our goal as
parents. We strongly believe in our children being educated in a rural school setting. My oldest is crushed that they
may not be able to attend Tagwi. They are very much looking forward to the great programs that are available at
Tagwi. I know that my community is wanting our students to attend R-O. I don't support this as I feel there are too
many programs our kids will miss out on; essential life skill programs such as shop and construction are a very
important component to education. Please allow our students to attend Tagwi for 7-12

12/19/2016 10:58 AM

29 All high schools within South Stormont and the tax base supported by their parents, need to be returned to R-O where
they belong and bring in the extra shops or classes they are lacking.I promise that my tax dollar will go to support the
catholic board if our public schools on South Stormont close. CCVS is using my grandchildren as pawns to get a new
school. This is unacceptable.

12/5/2016 9:15 AM
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30 I understand that cost saving measures need to be put into place. Declining enrollment is a reality so, yes, the board
has a fiscal responsibility to taxpayers to use public money wisely.

12/5/2016 9:09 AM

31 What I appreciate most about the draft recommendations is the unapologetic honesty with which the
recommendations are being made. Essentially, the document affirms that money is more important than children and
communities. This is a bold and unpopular position but the Upper Canada District School Board and the authors of the
draft recommendations should be congratulated for their transparancy in this regard.

11/29/2016 11:13 PM

32 I will not send my kids to Cornwall Collegiate V.S 11/28/2016 1:26 PM

33 I support closing R- O 7 to 12 but I don't support sending my children to CCVS. I would much rather send them to
Tagwi. Thank you for creating this survey.

11/25/2016 10:50 AM

34 Saving tax dollars 11/24/2016 2:34 PM

35 Although it makes me sad, I know that RO doesn't have the size to keep going and give me the course I need. Many
of my friends left. If we have to close, then at least give me the choice to go to a country school. Tagwi has shops and
more options for me. My parents don't want me going to Cornwall like St. joes or ccvs.

11/24/2016 9:59 AM

36 My kids are at RO. One will be going into high school. I feel that RO secondary is too small to provide the options my
kids need. That side of the school should close and students bussed to Tagwi instead. I will not allow my kids to
attend CCVS - nothing good happens at that school and it is a disaster (I attended that school and it was a mess then.
It needs to close.) My only other option is to send the kids to St Joes like many parents from RO do in order to get
bussing to a better school. I would like to keep my kids at UCDSB but I want them to have opportunities in classes like
woodshop and manufacturing which is offered at Tagwi but not have to drive them to school daily. RO is a nice school
but it's too small as a highschool...

11/24/2016 9:54 AM

37 I think students should have a choice between two high schools. Right now my children would go to avonmore ... With
the choice of Rothwell. But now with this they will be bused to an overcrowded school in Cornwall. This doesn't seem
right.

11/23/2016 3:37 PM

38 I do not believe RO secondary can support the needs of secondary students, there are no tech classes which are
extremely important for students who wish to pursue a career in the trades, these students should attend Tagwi. The
proposed boundary changes will adversely affect Tagwi's ability to program for their students. LSPS should remain
open as the community is growing significantly.

11/16/2016 6:41 PM

39 I support that R-O 7 to 12 close but that the students should be permitted to attend Tagwi instead if Cornwall. I don't
believe that our students are better off in Cornwall. I also think that Tagwi has a fantastic facility to offer shop and
cooking programs that my children can benefit from.

11/15/2016 8:24 PM

40 I support bigger high schools as more course selection, all core courses offered every year, more social and
extracurricular activities and better prepare students for university.

11/14/2016 7:56 PM

41 If the boundaries for RO included 7-13 then the numbers at RO would be fine and they could stay a K to 12 school
and Longue Sault PS could stay the way it is. Then send Roxmore kids to Tagwi making it a K to 12 school and all
children could go to school within an appropriate distance to their home.

11/8/2016 6:30 AM

42 I understand the reasons for the closure of Longue Sault and having students move to RO. However, we live in a rural
community and would like the option of sending my children to a rural high school.....not a mega school in the city of
Cornwall. Ideally, I am in favour of the K-12 model.

11/5/2016 10:42 AM

43 I understand that cost saving measures need to be addressed within the UCDSB. 11/1/2016 4:34 PM

44 I would like to see school boundaries changed so that Rothwell-Osnabruck remains a viable secondary school. 10/30/2016 3:29 PM

45 I am a student at R-O. There are no courses at this school. I live south of Ingleside. I would like to go to Tagwi, not
CCVS. I am scared of the city and a bigger school and think I might have mental health problems. I have lots of
friends who already go to Tagwi.

10/25/2016 9:24 PM

46 I note that enrolment in the RO high school program is an issue. 10/23/2016 7:42 PM

47 . 10/21/2016 10:32 PM

48 I am in favor of closing LSPS and making RO a K-6 school. They have a beautiful facility, wonderful staff and it could
be the hub of South Stormont. I would however like RO's students to have the option to attend Tagwi for 7-12 as
opposed to only being directed to CCVS.

10/19/2016 7:43 PM

49 . 10/19/2016 4:29 PM
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50 Being a parent of 2 high school students at Rothwell-Osnabruck, I am sadden to hear the possibility of the school
closing. Having stated that, in the best interest of the students, I do feel a school with little enrollment in grades 9
through 12 is unable to provide all the recommended programming. R-O staff has done a wonderful job in providing
the programming with the limited resources and enrollment. Thus, in the best interest of our students, I am in support
of closing Rothwell-Osnabruck Secondary School. I am very concerned with the recommendation of sending all high
school students to CCVS. This decision is not practical for all students and where they live. In our case we are a 12
minute drive to R-O and a 37 minute drive to CCVS. Why would we have our children commute on a bus for over an
hour when we are 17 minutes from North Dundas. As a family we chose to live in the country; one of the reasons
included we do not want our teenagers attending high school in the city. In addition, it is my understanding that should
these changes proceed CCVS would be at 142% capacity. This is not sensible.

10/18/2016 7:34 PM

51 Longue Sault Public School should not close. Long Sault is a thriving community that pulls in students from outside
rural communities. Putting grade 7&8 into the high school hurt the elementary school enrolment. Grade 7&8's should
be put back into the elementary schools.

10/15/2016 7:19 AM

52 7-12 going to a city school; more opportunity 10/14/2016 7:44 PM
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Q29 If you indicated in Q3. that you do not
support the Draft Recommendations, please
use this space to help us understand what

could be done to improve the
recommendations.

Answered: 271 Skipped: 397

# Responses Date

1 Email received: I know passion runs high with school closures. The very fact that I am wide awake in the wee hours of
the morning is quite indicative of that. Our children go to Longue Sault public school. A school considered by the
parents to be a working example of a school that is getting it right. I would suggest and will do so openly at public
meetings that your data is skewed and being improperly applied to come to whatever numbers you have crunched that
make Longue Sault Public School not viable. More specifically I want to see the numbers specific to this school not
the region that shows that Longue Sault Public School does not have the numbers. You see I have attended every
open house and every school event and I am lucky when I arrive half an hour early to get standing room at the wee
little school that apparently does not have enough students to stay open. My understanding is Longue Sault Public
School is a school with a large number of students. Albeit I imagine they reduced with the introduction of French
immersion to Rothwell Osnabruck. Which the planning of that and the timing of this proposal makes me believe that
the two are very much related. We sold our family home in the country in Ingleside and moved to Long Sault so that
the children would not be submitted to a lengthy bus ride as they were going to LSPS as it was the only immersion
option at that time. We followed the immersion and the reputation of a small village school (one that I am an alumni of)
to provide our two young children with the absolute best education. My children get to walk to school. They get to walk
by their school. They get to do community walks and participate in community events. What they learn from this
experience is invaluable and essential to their development into becoming community engaged young adults. I want to
make it clear that I have no aversion to Rothwell Osnabruck. RO is a spectacular school which I imagine will present
very viable reasons why the small community high school is a cherished and important part of our community. We had
considered high school as an option at RO for the children. However my children will not be attending CCVS (I am a
graduate). If Longue Sault Public School closes my children will most likely be placed in a Catholic school. The key
factor for us will be a question of when (public school or high school). I actually placed the call to the one in Ingleside
yesterday and was cheerfully informed that they had had a family register that morning. I have also spoken to many
families and believe that there is a serious dialogue of a mass exodus from the ucdsb. I hope that you have planned
this into your budget and your numbers because I anticipate that there will be a significant number to follow. I believe
that you will be placing families in a terrible position, almost an impossible one, to switch boards to maintain the village
quality education they are used to and to keep the high school options that they want. I hope that your mind is not
absolutely set on this course of action and that you would consider the voices of the parents. While I understand that
every school is special what is being proposed is against almost every reason why most of us have chosen to live in
little villages like Long Sault and Ingleside. The quality of life that we have chosen for our families is vey much linked to
our small community schools.

2/8/2017 3:25 PM

2 Long Sault needs a public school. As an owner of a local company, closing Long Sault Public will affect everyone in
the community and surrounding area. Our child has been going to Long Sault since JK and has been taking French
immersion since then. I was told that Rothwell was just starting French immersion now in grade three. This would not
make sense for my child to go backwards in education because of all of the new students that may consider to join the
French immersion program. In my opinion French immersion should be starting in JK just like it has been at along
Sault. Closing the school in Long Sault will be a Mistake and my family and I will not support the closure of this school.
We have other children who are at tagwi now and are doing extremely well in their classes because of the guidance
and support that they were given at Long Sault Public School.

2/8/2017 3:19 PM
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3 My child attends Longue Sault Public School. Let me begin with a brief synopsis of my child's first few years of life. Our
child was born locally and soon after, my husband was given an opportunity to work in _________ for a X year term so
we moved to __________ as a family. There was an adjustment period but we all adjusted reasonably well. My child
was normal, healthy, loving and outgoing. In this time, I had the incredible opportunity of taking a leave from work to
stay at home raising my child. When my child was X years old, our family moved back to Ontario and had a purchased
a home in Long Sault, Ontario. We were all very excited to move back and to familiarize our child with family and a
new home. By this time, we also had a second child. The excitement of being back in Ontario slowly diminished when
we realized how difficult of an adjustment the move was on our child. Adjusting to a new home, a new surrounding of
new things, new people, new routines and new childcare. My child attended two separate daycares and each morning
was an hour ordeal of me being able to leave my child's side. This did not improve as time went on. It was even
difficult to stay with family members without worrying. This experience was a very difficult time on my child and my
family. I've even had the thought of moving back to __________to spare my child the heartache of the adjustment.
When September came around, it was a nervous time as my husband and I were expecting another rough adjustment.
I've looked at numerous schools in the area from different boards. I've done my research and homework to try and
determine the best fit for my child. We decided to send our child to the French Immersion Program at Longue Sault
Public School as it was a small School and carried a long time outstanding reputation within the community. It's
numbers have always been high. The School was also very close to home which we thought would help our child with
the transition. I can honestly and proudly say that since Day 1 of School, there has been absolutely no difficulty in
getting to School. My child loves school and the teaching staff at Longue Sault Public. The teaching staff have been
made aware of my child's specific adjustment struggles and have been prepared to do whatever was needed in order
to ease the transition. To be honest, they treated my child like any other student and simply excelled from Day 1 and
has also had an easier adjustment since the drive to the school is literally a 3 minute drive and also can familiarize the
surrounding of school to home. I've also seen how Longue Sault Public treats special needs students. There is no
labelling and all students are inclusive regardless of their status. It truly warms my heart to be a parent of this School. I
cannot say enough positives about Longue Sault Public. My child comes home daily and mimics through play of what
was learned that day. My child is now slowly learning how to read which amazes me. Longue Sault Public has an "old
school" way of teaching and simply brings learning "back to basics". No fancy items needed and the children are not
glued to a smart screen (even though there are ones in the classrooms) the entire day. Longue Sault Public is a highly
interactive, inclusive hands on learning and is an integral part of this community and has been for decades. Closing this
school will not only reduce the real state market but it will kill the community of Long Sault. Longue Sault Public is truly
the heart of the village of Long Sault. Please don't take that away. Don't deprive our children who need a small
community school to thrive in at their own pace.

2/8/2017 3:17 PM

4 Email received: I am writing to you to voice my disapproval of the proposed school closures. Our family moved to
Ingleside, one of the biggest draws for us was the fact that the school here run from JK to Grade 12, giving us the
peace of mind that our child would have a good school locally that would not require any travelling. Now we have come
to find that, in the latter days of schooling that this could all change!!! Rothwell Osnabruck is a very unique school,
where students are known from Kindergarten right through to High School, it creates a bond that the child feels safe
and looked after, now many children are confused and upset. For my child and other children the thought of going to a
city school, in this case CCVS is frightening, as a parent I am extremely worried about the conditions of the school
and the time wasted travelling, an hour each way, 2 hours lost each day. 2 hours; less time for homework, work,
sports, relaxing and family time. I am not prepared to send my child to CCVS so could you please tell me what my
options are? Rothwell Osnabruck could accommodate High School children from LSPS and I'm sure there are other
options for all the other schools. Why is this not an option? Tagwi would be a better option for many at Rothwell
Osnabruck but no that apparently isn't an option, why is that? Ingleside is a wonderful small community the loss of the
high school would have a huge negative impact on the local businesses and house prices, just look at what happened
to Newington. Please, please think of the children, not just in Rothwell Osnabruck but all the other rural schools that
are on the chopping block. I sincerely hope that these proposal are not a done deal as many suggest and that you will
listen to all the communities that are affected by these ridiculous proposals.

2/8/2017 3:13 PM

5 Email Received: My family had our lives thrown upside down a few years ago when we moved from our home due to a
job relocation. The whole thing has been stressful for our entire family. In order to make it easier for our kids we were
determined to find an area as similar as possible to the one we left. Fortunately we found Long Sault, Ontario, a small,
but growing, close-knit community with a good school, an OPP station, Fire Hall, and an arena. We invested an
enormous amount of our time, and money into building a new home in a neighbourhood that continues to see the
construction of new homes. In fact hundreds of new lots have become available in our community in recent years.
Now we find ourselves faced with the possible closure of our kids school, and once again our lives are thrown into
turmoil. People in our community are devastated. No one saw this coming. It doesn’t make sense for a growing
community with a school that is near capacity. One of the main reasons we built our house in this area was to be close
to the school. Now we are forced with the possibility of our kids getting bused out of our community. My other concern
is that my eldest child is now attending middle school at Tagwi, another rural school. I have been made aware that if
this plan goes forward, they will be forced to switch to a school in Cornwall. This is not acceptable to me. I will
definitely not have my children attend a crammed, run down city school that would force our kids to sit on a bus for
potentially hours a day so that a future generation can have their super school. I am sure you wouldn’t want your child
to have to sit on a bus for hours a day. We are considering moving out of this part of the province, however, now we
are afraid that the school closure could affect our home value. In a recent CBC article, __________ with the Upper

2/8/2017 3:08 PM
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Canada School Board is quoted as saying “We know that in our small schools we aren’t providing the learning
experience we provide in larger schools.” I’m not sure what was meant by that, but I agree that it isn’t the same
learning experience as in larger schools. It’s better. The school we left, is a small rural school. It is one of the smaller
schools on the board with less than 200 students. According to the website Educationworld.com, “Creating a better
school may be as simple as creating a smaller one. The results of two recent studies indicate that small schools may
be the remedy for lots of things that are wrong with public education, especially for the nation's poor children. The
separate studies credit small schools with reducing the negative effects of poverty on student achievement, reducing
student violence, increasing parent involvement, and making students feel accountable for their behavior and grades.”
Apparently many studies show that small schools do better on test scores. “In Georgia, achievement scores in schools
serving children from poorer communities fell on 27 of 29 test scores as the school size increased. In Texas, scores
dropped on eight of ten tests. In Ohio, at all grade levels, students in both smaller schools and smaller school districts
that served poorer communities had a higher achievement rate. These were American studies, but the same
principles apply here in Canada. More proof can be found from a two year study called “Small schools: Great strides a
study of new small schools in Chicago.” These are just a few examples of what many parents already know, which is
that small schools are better for our kids. Regarding the “speed-up” in rural school closures, (schoolhouseconsulting)
writes, “I would like to see the hard evidence to support the purported cost savings and operational efficiencies. I
would also like to see the impact on school board or provincial school busing costs.” I’m sure all of the affected
families would like to see this evidence as well. Speaking of busing, this move seems counter to the Metrolinx “The Big
Move Project” that the Premier of Ontario and Minister of Transportation committed $11.5 billion to begin. Part of the
project aims to have 60 percent of children walk or cycle to school by 2031. With the Premier’s focus on greenhouse
emissions, one would think that she would be in support of less busing kids to school, especially kids who live
upwards of 40 minutes away. I fear that the disappearance of walkable community schools is likely the result of top-
down decision making driven by the provincial government. I fear that despite what we have been told, money may
not be the only issue. After all, the liberals love to spend money. Over one billion on the wasteful eHealth scandal, two
billion on wasteful “smart” hydro meters that do not work, over $70 million on a scrapped pension plan, and who can
forget the $1.1 billion on the gas plant scandal, just to name a few. Also the $25 million claim won by Windstream
Energy for a failed wind project could balloon to much more as the company is seeking $568 million I was
disappointed when I read that our Liberal government secretly gave several million to teachers unions to cover
bargaining costs despite the fact that they are sitting on more than $65 million in financial reserves for such purposes.
When I read that during the probe of that spending, the Auditor General uncovered $80.5 million earmarked for
professional development, which went straight to the unions, and not to the school boards who employ the teachers, I
was absolutely disgusted. The 2006 payment of $22 million did not require the unions to report back on how the cash
was spent. According to the Fraser Institute, spending on public schools has increased dramatically over the past
decade and a half, but the spending has not meant better results for students. “In Ontario, recent measurements of
mathematics performance, for instance, by the Education Quality and Accountability Office show declines in the
percentage of Grade 3 and Grade 6 students performing at or above the provincial standard. Specifically, only 54
percent of Grade 6 students achieved at or above the provincial standard in math, down from 61 percent five years
ago.” If it’s indeed the case that public schools are starved for resources, then it is high time for a better look at how
Ontario education dollars are being used. I’m sure you can understand why one might be inclined to question whether
this is entirely about money. Could this be a push to depopulate our rural areas by covert government policies?
Perhaps an attempt to start emulating the plan of the communist dictatorship that is ruling over mainland China which
is the “National New-type Urbanization Plan (2014-2020)? A plan by which China hopes to move 250 million people
from the country’s farming regions into mega-cities. I sure hope not, but one can’t help but wonder as we see
skyrocketing electricity rates, especially in rural areas, and unwanted wind farms littering the landscape. If this sounds
far fetched, and it really does all come down to the utility costs of some empty rooms, then please enlighten us with
your cost saving numbers. Then explain to our kids how despite the billions that the government has thrown away,
there is not enough money to maintain their school. Regarding our school in Long Sault, we don’t even have low
enrollment problems, or empty space, and therefore our community and our kids shouldn’t be punished with the
closure of our school. __________, MPP of __________ has a news release on a website that sums up the feeling
from rural Ontario: Hardworking rural Ontarians and workers in our agriculture sector are facing difficult conditions,
including the crippling cost of hydro, the overburden of unnecessary regulations, and outright government intrusion into
the way they run their businesses. Unfortunately, the Wynne government doesn’t seem to be getting the message,
even after the Premier and the Liberal Caucus were booed at last month’s International Plowing Match.

6 I do not want my young child having to be transported such ways as we live in Long Sault and do not think it is fair for
children to have to sit in a bus for a extended period of time. Longue Sault bs a great school and has been part of our
community for a long time. It would be ashamed for this school to close

2/8/2017 3:06 PM

7 I think the school should be kept open. Its a grat school. What about the bullying when kids wi be subjected to bigger
schools. Kids cant be held back anymore so lets push these kids on to classrooms were there not ready. This with
only intimidate these children and cause for such bullying. Theres so muuch more to consider. The travel times. The
children with anxieties. I have a grandchild that has special needs and when at R O the improvement is miraculous.
Kudos to R O and the teachers there. Please do not close our school.

2/8/2017 3:04 PM
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8 There is no logical reason for my child to be up rooted from our school! It has taken a year and half for my child to
finally get comfortable there, with friends and teachers. Do u know what damage emotionally and effects it will do
plucking a young child out of a school with reasonable sized classes and putting them into a strange school with larger
classes??? I know what will happen, learning and social skills will tank because it will be just like starting school all
over again.... If upper Canada district school board has this sort of attitude towards there students, maybe my next and
only option will be switching my children to the catholic board.

2/8/2017 3:03 PM

9 I have not had enough time to review the recommendations or their reasoning. I do understand they were based on
the current funding formula. Perhaps it's the formula that needs to change. My one child attends LSPS which is near
capacity. I can advise you that this school is a huge factor in attracting and retaining families in this area. Another
attends Tagwi and I am quite satisfied with the school and its programs (I graduated from Tagwi). My other child
attends CCVS in order to walk to the pool before and after school. I am happy with the programs and staff but this is
an aging facility that I am not convinced can handle any influx of students and provide a good learning environment. I
would respectfully request an extension of one year to further study better alternatives.

2/8/2017 3:00 PM

10 Residence of North of RO and surrounding areas can attend high school RO. If there are more programs at RO there
would be more of an attendance.

2/8/2017 2:57 PM

11 Children like my siblings would be lost in a bigger school. They already fell through the cracks in the inner city larger
elementary schools. They will be the children that UCDSB fails if this goes through. It was bad enough that I was one
of those. I hate that my siblings will be due to the short sightedness of the UCDSB.

2/8/2017 2:50 PM

12 Email received: I was a student at Rothwell Public and R/O from many years ago. My experience there was the best!
Because of it being a small school there was a feeling of family.. all the teachers knowing your name as well as most
of the students. There weren't a hundred students trying out for different sports so you had a hope of making it even if
you were mediocre. The rural school was definitely a confidence builder. I realize it was a different time but I believe
that can still happen with the same format.

2/2/2017 6:17 PM

13 I do not support the proposal to close Longue Sault Public, but I also do not support the Save South Stormont
Schools "solution" as the only way forward. It does not recognize the families here in our community who wish to
retain the choice of where our children go to school. Identifying and ENFORCING boundaries, as is proposed, will not
serve students who have learning needs that their designated school is not equipped to meet. Further, mandating that
all students living within a boundary attend only that school robs kids of opportunities to access quality programming
that better suits their individual interests, goals and career aspirations. Mandating that my child, who wishes to pursue
further studies in agriculture and the agri-food industry, attend a school with no related programming, while another
school 15 minutes away has specialized programming in those very areas, denies the access to the very education
UCDSB claims to offer. Our schools should be able to cooperate to deliver the best education options to the students
of the UCDSB, and likewise our students should have some choice about where they will seek that education.

2/2/2017 6:03 PM

14 Do not close RO secondary or Longue Sault Public . It is vital that ucdsb parents have a secondary school in south
stormont. There is too far of a distance between schools if it closes. It must stay open and French immersion must be
brought back, otherwise our students will be going to the coterminous board.

2/2/2017 5:49 PM
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15 Email recieved: HIGH SCHOOL ON SHIFTS 19XX… I graduated from grade 8 from the Catholic Board. In September,
I started high school at St. Lawrence High School in Cornwall. That was at the original SLHS location, at the corner of
Second Street East and McConnell Avenue. At that time, high schools were severely overcrowded. To alleviate this
situation, the school board made the decision to double-shift St. Lawrence High School until a new school could be
built. The new high school opened in September of 1974 on Second Street East, as St. Lawrence High School. At this
time, the original SLHS building became Ecole Secondaire la Citadelle, and remains so today (2017). I spent 4 years
on shifts. I got my grade 13 at the new school. For the first time, we had a normal schedule, a cafeteria and lunch
period, enough washrooms and lockers. Unfortunately, many of my friends who did not go on to grade 13, were never
able to experience a normal high school lifestyle or community. For grades 9 and 11, my school day ran from 8:00 am
to 1:00 pm. For grades 10 and 12, my school day ran from 1:30 pm to 6:30 pm. Add to these times, a 50 minute bus
ride twice a day. I was one of the lucky ones. Living east of Long Sault, I was the last pickup inbound and the first
dropoff outbound. During the winter months, the early morning and late evening bus rides were in the dark. In grades 9
and 10, high schools had not yet adopted the 4-class / 2-semester system. We had 8 classes every day. There were 4
classes, then a 20 minute break, then 4 more classes. In grades 11 and 12, with the semester system, we had 2
classes, then a 20 minute break, then 2 more classes. Even with the double-shifting, the school was still considerably
overcrowded. The 20 minute break was typically spent in line for one of the overloaded washrooms. There was no
cafeteria or food service available. There were a couple of vending machines in an upstairs room with soft drinks (in
paper cups) and candy bars. If one was lucky enough to make it there after the washroom lineups, more often than
not, they were either empty or out of order. Many students were required to share lockers. I was one of the lucky ones.
I had a locker of my own, but the lockers on either side of me were shared, so there was always a tight fit to get to the
lockers. I should mention that we were not allowed to go to our lockers between classes, only during the 20 minute
washroom / snack break. As I mentioned earlier, I had a 50 minute (+/-) bus ride to and from school. For the early
shift, I was on the bus about 7:00 am and home again shortly before 2:00 pm. For the late shift, I was on the bus
about 12:15 pm and home again shortly before 7:30 pm. Many fellow students were on buses considerably longer that
that. Because of these school hours and long bus rides, participation in any form of sports, school committees, or
extra-curricular activities was difficult for in-town students, and pretty much impossible for bus students. It also made
the possibility of any kind of a part-time job near nil. It also made it extremely hard for those living on farms to be of
much help to their families. To summarize – for 4 years: - Awkward school hours. - Long bus rides (many of those in
the dark). - Not enough lockers. - Not enough washrooms. - No cafeteria / food service. - Inability to participate in
sports / clubs / activities. - Inability to have a part-time job. - Inability to provide much help on family farms. Why am I
bringing all of this up so many years later? Simple. As undesirable as the situation was in the seventies, the delays in
building the needed schools, even when expedited, forced the overcrowding and double-shifting in local high schools
for 4 years. Those students involved were denied a happy / healthy high school experience. What the school board is
preparing to do in 2017 is to intentionally overcrowd schools! Then, they plan to apply to the province for money to
build new “mega-schools” that they can bus even more students longer distances to attend. None of these students
affected by the school board’s decisions will ever see a new school. They will spend 4+ years enduring excessively
long bus rides, only to be forced into intentionally overcrowded school buildings. As a taxpayer, I find this to be totally
unacceptable. I will not get into the negative effects that these decisions will have on the small towns and rural areas
of South Stormont Township or on the rest of SD&G. I am sure that many others will deal with those subjects. I just
wanted to point out some of the facts from my high school experience.

2/2/2017 5:41 PM

16 Email received: I’m writing to you to express how concerned I am about the proposed school closures. My children
attend LSPS. I carefully chose this amazing, small community school after careful consideration. I grew up attending
similar schools in SDG as did my husband. We are raising our family on our family farm. My children are picked up by
their school bus 55 minutes before their school day begins at 7:05 am. This is an improvement over the last few years
when they were picked up by the school bus at 6:50 am when their school day begins at 8:00am. My children are
young. The advantages this small school offer my children are infinite. The community involvement they have in Long
Sault through their school is priceless. From skating at the local arena, newly installed splash pad visits in June, bike
rides to the lost villages for a school wide bbq, visits to the Woodland Villa to sing Christmas carols for the residents,
community walks to the OPP station, fire Station, Library…just to name a few. I work in a school for another board. I
chose LSPS for my children knowing the path they would follow would eventually take them to Tagwi Secondary
School, possibly Rothwell. Sending them to CCVS is not an option nor will it be an option for my children. Having the
option of a high school education in our community is very important to not just our family but all rural families. Rural
families need access to rural education. Please consider the impact this will have on the children who will be affected
by these closures and keep LSPS and Rothwell Osnabruck Secondary School open.

2/2/2017 5:36 PM

17 Why should the children from rural schools be moved to Cornwall? Megaschools are not an option. 2/2/2017 5:32 PM

18 My children would be on the bus way to long......longer days.....they don't function properly at school 2/2/2017 5:20 PM
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19 My children attend long sault public school and have since kindergarten. The staff is wonderful and caring. The size of
the school means that every teacher knows the students and education is more personalized. A small rural community
school feel where parents are involved in many school initiatives and activities. They are keen on fundraising, donating
to charities and immersing themselves in the business culture of long sault. Many students have developed bonds with
the elderly in close by facilities which foster a connection within the generations. Moving to a larger school like RO and
becoming one of many will be detrimental to many student's education. Children especially who represent as First
Nations children attending LSPS will be lost at a much larger school.

2/2/2017 5:17 PM

20 Longue Sault Public School has a 96 percent capacity rate with numerous new families in the district. These families
have numerous siblings coming up to keep this school open and up to the capacity needed to keep the functional to
code. Amalgamate all the school boards to one. We lost a Catholic school last year. One school board with a 96
capacity rate to a local school should not be tampered with.

2/2/2017 5:14 PM

21 I am a concerned parent of children who currently attend Tagwi, and who spent their elementary years at LSPS in
Long Sault. We really appreciated the high quality education they received at LSPS, and are perplexed why such a
successful, thriving school that is so well-supported by its community, is slated by the school board to close. Both Long
Sault and Ingleside are growing communities, and their schools really are vital to their health and growth. I do not
support the plan to close LSPS. It and RO Elementary are both able to meet our communities' needs for quality
elementary education. RO Secondary is very small for a high school, at 104 students, so I see why you might want to
send those kids to a bigger school with more program options and extras. I do not want to see RO close, but if it does
Tagwi is a better alternative than CCVS. Tagwi has been a great rural high school for our kids. It is large enough to
offer diverse program options (like French Immersion, which RO does not have for the high school grades), but still
small enough that people know each other, kids get great support from their teachers, and it feels like a real
community.

2/1/2017 7:06 PM

22 Closing the K-6 L.S.P.School is a HUGE mistake! Parents and teachers have moved to this area and created an ideal
K-6 educatonal enviorment. As a retired school bus driver I can attest to the fact that bussing is necessary but the
unnecessary closure of L.S.P. will expose our youngest students to a negative environment that would best be coped
with at a later age.

2/1/2017 2:53 PM

23 Plain and simple, I attended Rothwell Osnabruck for almost all of my elementary and high school education. It is
without a doubt that the highschool is integral to the health of ingleside as a community. Having a local school is just as
important as having up to date material and clean facilities. I don't believe closing and consolidating schools adds ANY
quality to education or the quality of student life. I challenge the school board to examine quality of education over
dollars and cents, though I understand this is the governments doing as well I still think the board is taking an easy
way out by trading small town pride and the power of local in exchange for new facilities that make our board look
"modern" and "flashy". The cost of Bridgewood Public alone wold have sustained the cost of our small town schools for
many years, it is not fair to continuosly take and take from rural communities when rural students already have unique
challenges to overcome. Coming from someone who follows the board, I know there are other options and many have
been suggested by the community. By removing the high school you are remobing thousands of dollars of local
scholarships and bursaries from the hands of students, and preventing student opportunities by pooling them with
unfamiliar communities.

2/1/2017 2:51 PM

24 My children attended rural schools until high school, one of them did fine, but one did not in an urban setting. One of
my grandchildren also did not do well at all after attending a rural primary school and attending a City school. Consider
the choices carefully you are making on behalf of many hundreds of rural children. Their future is at stake. Please
make the right decision and do not close rural schools. Their future is in your hands.

2/1/2017 2:46 PM

25 I believe my children have a right to attend school in the township and community that they live in. I purposely choose
to have my children enrolled in a small rural school. My child attended a city school and was lost in the shuffle so to
speak. Needs were met and addressed in a way that I do not think would happen in a larger size school. My child
needs a smaller sized class and teachers that are not overwhelmed. My child has a couple years until a transition to
secondary, and I specifically placed my child in a rural k-12 school to set up for success.

2/1/2017 2:35 PM

26 R O provides a local alternative to students who do not feel comfortable leaving their home town. Traveling farther to
get to school is not the answer. The Lancer Centre attached to R.O is a community location for various fundraisers
and community events. A sense of community at RO cannot be replaced by a large city aschool

2/1/2017 2:18 PM

27 The boundaries need to change! It is absolutely ridiculous. My children currently attend Longue Sault Public. We live
minutes away from the school and my husband works in Long Sault. We bought the house my husband grew up in so
our kids could attend Longue Sault Public but upon registration we find out that they are not eligible for transportation
if we have them taking French Immersion. They would only qualify for Roxmore Public. So in order to allow them to go
to Longue Sault Public, we had to register them for the English program EVEN THOUGH FRENCH IMMERSION IS
ALSO OFFERED AT LONGUE SAULT PUBLIC!!! Roxmore Public is an added 2-5 minute drive. Long Sault us closer
for us and yet they are not within the boundary for French Immersion??? How does this make sense. The entire
system is bogus! If the boundary at these smaller schools were slightly extended, (even by 5 minutes) more children
would be eligible to attend, balancing out the numbers.

2/1/2017 2:08 PM
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28 • recommend that the high school component of Rothwell-Osnabruck be included in the boundary for Tagwi Secondary
School • return grades 7,8 to elementary buildings • an overcrowded Cornwall Collegiate VS is inviting a lower
standard of education, more mental health issues, unnecessary time restrictions concerning family and community
involvement, all in the hope of a securing a new structure • consolidation is necessary, some schools must close, but
here is an opportunity to develop and strengthen our assets, assets that other regions no longer have as options and
not make decisions that will result in Dumbing Down Eastern Ontario. 'Bigger is Better' does not apply to schools.

1/31/2017 11:43 PM

29 Longue Sault is currently at a 96-97% capacity and continues to have a healthy registration turnout. Does NOT make
sense to close this wonderful school. Closing the school would negatively impact the community.

1/31/2017 9:25 PM

30 Don't close schools that have high enrolment! Don't close the only secondary school in an entire township - the fastest
growing township of all SDG.

1/31/2017 8:44 PM

31 - keep schools in our home communities - students rely on jobs, co-op placements, and a sense of family at our local
schools - the decision to send rural students to Cornwall is unjust and makes no sense - do your due diligence and
keep in mind the value of our time should be equally as important as the value of your time - would you like to waste
two hours a day commuting?? - do your due diligence to maintain stable mental health among students - we want our
schools to mimic our communities - we do not want to be schooled in an urban setting which does not have any
intrinsic pride for us

1/31/2017 8:12 PM

32 1. Bring back french immersion for all grades at R-O so that students do not need to bus out of boundary for french
language programming. 2. Keep the current UCDSB school boundaries, LSPS feeding R-O 3. Keep LSPS and R-O
secondary OPEN 4. This will result in LSPS at 96% capacity, and R-O at 97% capacity

1/31/2017 8:00 PM

33 If ro secondary closes I want my children to attend Tagwi SS. I do not support my students attending high school in
the city of Cornwall. I live in a rule community and want my children to go to the rural high school I do not agree that
the current northern portion of RO switch schools and go to Tagwi feeder schools.

1/31/2017 7:57 PM

34 I do not support closing down Longue Sault PS. This is a thriving school in a thriving community at pretty much full
capacity.

1/31/2017 7:29 PM

35 Keep students within the boundaries that are in place for these schools instead of letting them go off to other schools
that provide better programming. Provide programs at RO secondary that will keep them in their own boundaries.

1/31/2017 7:01 PM

36 I don't have a solution... I leave that to those with greater knowledge of the issues. But, I do know this. Closing Longue
Sault Public is a grave mistake. That school is full, it's a place where parents from outside the district have enrolled
their children - the reason being the size of the school and the safety of our community. Bussing 4 and 5 year olds to
Ingleside or anywhere outside their own community, when there is a perfectly good school here, is shameful.

1/31/2017 6:22 PM

37 Put a freeze on this process until the ministry of education revises the funding formula for rural schools. 1/31/2017 5:33 PM

38 i really like my school and I don't want it to close 1/31/2017 5:29 PM

39 I feel that it is not a good plan to close the school in Longue Sault. It is almost at capacity at 96%. I feel we should
keep the current Upper Canada District School boundaries with students from Longue Sault feeding to R-O. Also,
bring back French Immersion for all grades at R-O so that students do not have to bus out of boundary for French
language programming. This will result in a 97% student population at R-O. The outcome will be improved
programming, continuity of education from junior kindergarten to grade 12, and a diverse range of courses for
workplace, college and university pathways.

1/31/2017 3:52 PM

40 See the article dated Nov 18th 2016 from Nation Valley News, where former Liberal MPP and teacher Jim Brownell
make many great points and a plan on how to keep our schools open.

1/31/2017 3:22 PM

41 The proposed closure of Longue Sault Public School is unacceptable as an option. Such a closure would be a
deterrent to prospective new residents of Long Sault (a growing community). Local businesses, community
organizations, and churches depend on population stability in order to serve our community. Closing LSPS would sent
K-6 children out of their community on bus rides in one direction to Ingleside, while children in gr7-12 would be bussed
out of their community in the opposite direction to Cornwall. This would make after-hours programing at school and in
the local community impossible for many families. There is also a very serious concern about the environmental impact
of increasing the fossil fuel consumption and emissions through expanded school bus use. As transportation becomes
increasingly expensive, local schools will become more attractive to policy makers. Closures will then be seen as a
shortsighted mistake.

1/31/2017 12:31 PM
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42 Our Long Sault community will be negatively impacted if we lose our school. The Catholic school (grades 5-8) closed
over a year ago, and now you are recommending to close our only remaining school? This community is growing
BECAUSE we have a great little school with a stellar reputation -- not just among the community members but among
the LSPS staff too, who often comment on the special school spirit and culture at LSPS, as well as the great support
they have from their families and community members in general. Please do not close our gem of a school! You will
undermine the growth our town has been experiencing, kill property values, and send our kids outside their own
community for school and before-and-after school care. Home-based before-and-after school care providers will be
hard hit. Kids won't be able to access the kind of extra-curricular activities they have now if they are stuck on a bus for
longer commutes.

1/31/2017 11:21 AM

43 I do not support the recommendation to close LSPS. The communities of South Stormont are clear that we wish to
keep our schools open. They are thriving, high-performing schools at the heart of our communities. Both LSPS and R-
O Elementary should be preserved. I do not support the Board's recommendation to send all South Stormont grade 7-
12 students to Cornwall high schools when we have a rural alternative in Tagwi Intermediate and Secondary School.
LSPS students have been allowed to attend Tagwi for many years, and the majority of grade 6's leaving LSPS choose
to do so both for the French Immersion options and the tech courses (shops in automotive, construction,
manufacturing) they offer. R-O Secondary doesn't offer French Immersion above grade 3, and the facility isn't built to
offer options like the shops, or the agriculture courses or food services and hospitality courses at Tagwi. When my
kids finished at LSPS they chose to attend Tagwi for the better programming options it offered. Even though R-O is
closer to our home, they still wanted to go to Tagwi, and they wanted to stay with their group of friends and
classmates, the majority of whom also chose Tagwi. (Two chose CCVS. None chose R-O from the years my kids
finished grade 6. About half a dozen switched to the Catholic Board).

1/31/2017 11:06 AM

44 Students in rural areas are already on busses at a very young age for extended periods of time. Children in urban
areas don't experience this, and it's hard to understand if you don't deal with it yourself. Over and above that issue is
the fact that local schools create local jobs, have a huge impact on the sustainability of small communities, impact the
housing market, and retail. Schools bring people to communities. And the lack of schools makes people move away.
We want to sustain our communities in Long Sault, Morrisburg and Iroquois. Small towns shouldn't be any less
important than large urban centres. And I've seen the local reports generated showing that the student population has
sustainable numbers. So that needs to be intensely reviewed as well. We have a great school community, the school
has brought Spec Ops to long Sault which the children absolutely love, and my children are thriving in this growth
mindset school environment. Please reconsider this recommendation, as the negative impact on students, parents,
teachers and the community will be huge.

1/31/2017 9:40 AM

45 The recommendations need to be totally changed 1/31/2017 9:37 AM

46 Why move Longue Sault Public School to RO when Longue Sault is working at about 97% capacity. If it does close
then Long Sault has no more schools.

1/31/2017 8:36 AM

47 I don't support the recommendations and see no reason why LSPS, which is a school that is almost at full capacity in a
rapidly growing rural community, should be closed. I have chosen to raise my children in a community where the
elementary school has always been a pilar of strength and support and has played a key role in shaping the minds of
the areas children for decades. Why should my children and their peers pay the price and lose the privilege of
attending their beloved school?

1/30/2017 8:13 PM

48 Both RO and Long Sault Public deserve to stay open. They are not facing low enrolment and are in communities that
are only growing.

1/30/2017 8:03 PM

49 Keep the both schools open and help bring back immersion programs and add more courses 1/30/2017 7:22 PM

50 keep Long Sault open and RO K-12 open and don`t make country kids go to city high school. 1/30/2017 7:14 PM

51 Keep both schools open and honour the wishes and needs of students, parents and the communities of Long Sault
and Ingleside.

1/30/2017 7:14 PM

52 My kids go to long Sault and the school is excellent, staffing is excellent and there are no issues at the school, they do
lots in the community and the closure would impact that significantly,

1/30/2017 6:35 PM

53 This draft suggests closing a "thriving" elementary school in a growing community! What this closure will do to the
economy of South Stormont cannot be underestimated. Many new residents have relocated there to send their
children to LSPS...this school needs to remain open!!!

1/30/2017 6:33 PM

54 Moving the kids to ccvs which is old and already over crowded school has us wondering what kind of education will
our kids receive. My family will be switching boards if this goes through. Shame on ucdsb for not taking into account
the effect this has had on our children. The stress of the thought of their school closing is not something any child at
any age should go through. They should be focusing on being kids and the current school year studies. Do any of the
board trustees have children who's school could be closed. Ask your child how they feel. If the boards trustees
children are with another board then they will understand why so many families switch in September 2017.

1/30/2017 5:20 PM
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55 There is no need at all to close at school like LSPS that is running at capacity in a GROWING community. The school
is in excellent condition and the students there will surely lose out by moving to schools further from home. Longer
bus rides, bigger classes and less available attention will have an overall negative impact on daily life

1/30/2017 5:08 PM

56 Give the the kids a choise to a better school. 1/30/2017 5:03 PM

57 Rothwell osnabruck is a community school in which kids are well known threw out the school from jk to grade
12...everyone knows everyone and looks out for eachother. If this school closes i will not send my kids anywhere else i
will home school them. This is where i attended school from jk to grade 12 and i loved this school. Many people have
graduated from here to become successful people and even come back to visit the school.

1/30/2017 4:16 PM

58 Don't close the school. There are students there who have been there since kindergarten and will also graduate there.
There are students going to this school from Long Sault all the way to Finch and the students that live in Finch could
go to Tagwi but they want to stay at RO for a reason!

1/30/2017 4:09 PM

59 Start the recommendation process from scratch based on the received feedback. Include community representatives
in the new effort.

1/30/2017 3:14 PM

60 Rural residents and communities deserve local education opportunities 1/30/2017 3:11 PM

61 Turn RO into dual track schools at elementary and secondary, while forcing the boundaries for bussing would ensure
the required numbers to maintain these two schools without having to close Longue Sault Public (which is almost at
capacity).

1/30/2017 1:23 PM

62 LSPS is almost at full capacity. It is, and has always been, a wonderful school in a fantastic community. There is no
reason that it be closed, as Long Sault is a flourishing community! I, like many other LSPS families, strategically
bought my home in South Stormont, because I wanted my children to have the privilege of attending this wonderful
institution. It is evident, with all of the facts that have been presented over the past several months, that LSPS should
not be closed. I have been anxious and worried about the welfare of my children since the news broke, and I am
praying that my children will not have to pay the price for the ludicrous decision to close this wonderful Institution!!

1/30/2017 12:47 PM

63 I don't support this proposal at all. Eliminating schools in the rural areas to form larger schools is no benefit to anyone.
This decision is not based in the best interest of the students. Students don't want to be moved, let alone transported
into Cornwall for secondary school. The enrolment issue at RO would not exist had the board left well enough alone.
The low enrollment is a result of stripping the school of it's French programs and the good majority of its high school
programming. These schools could be left alone and if RO could provide the programming they once did, the
enrolment issue would soon fix itself. I think we must not forget that there is a Catholic school across the road that
may reap the rewards of this proposal you have in place. That being said, you will still be in the same situation leaving
you not enough enrolment or support of your bigger plans. Longue Sault is functioning at capacity just fine and putting
appropriate boundaries in place will ensure that its high school enrolment is on the rise f coming years. I think there
are many other factors that need to be considered here. Think about the impact economically it will have on all of
these communities... Think transportation ( the time and cost that will need to be devoted to taking kids into the city)....
The list goes on. Put these kids first....

1/30/2017 12:46 PM

64 I am not a finacial analyst but I do think that closing a community school will have massive impacts on the community
as a whole..People will not move into or want to remain in a community without a school.Not everyone wants or likes
the city school environment for children. For once put the children first!!

1/29/2017 4:55 AM

65 To maintain LSPS!!! In the event of closure, RO to include intermediate grades 7 and 8. 1/28/2017 9:00 PM

66 Keep Long Sault PS open it is necessary for our community,plus without it many families will move out of the area and
new families will be very reluctant to move into the area. This will cause a stagnation in growth which will turn this
community into one for retirees and the kids will spend an un-necessary amount of time on school buses. Any plan to
close any school in Long Sault and/or Ingleside is short sighted and will be a determent to the communities. Should
the UCDSB decide to close either school it will prove to this writer that they are only interested in the all mighty dollar
and not the students and staff of these schools. Get rid of the dead wood at the board offices and review their grossly
inflated salaries. That alone will save any monies needed to keep the schools open. If your afraid to do the review
contact me directly and I will do the review and cut out the dead wood.

1/28/2017 1:40 PM

67 I support the proposal of reimplementing French immersion at RO and having LSPS feed RO exclusively. I will NOT
be sending my children to secondary school in Cornwall, be it CCVS or a new super school. I will move my family to
within the boundaries to attend Tagwi. This plan fills both schools with little extra work for the board and no alterations
to the buildings...it cannot be ignored. Rural families want to keep their kids in rural schools.

1/27/2017 7:05 PM

68 We would not want Long Sault Public to close, one of the reason why we purchased our home in Long Sault is
because we wanted to raise our children in a small community and to have our children to attend a school within our
community.

1/27/2017 12:33 PM
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69 I'm not sure what I would recommend because I don't work for the UCDSB & as a result I'm not fully versed on all the
parameters that these recommendations have been based on. What I do know is that I was born & raised in Cornwall,
attended all my public schooling in Cornwall and one of the primary reasons that my wife & I bought our home in the
Ingleside area was that when we started our family we wanted our children to attend a smaller rural school rather than
a large city school. Like it or not, the issues at larger city schools are greatly amplified compared to smaller rural
schools and it is my job as a parent to provide my children with the best atmosphere, experience and opportunity to
succeed in all their endeavours including schooling, RO provided that to us & it still does for the students that are there
now.

1/27/2017 12:26 PM

70 Keep Longue Sault public open 1/27/2017 12:22 PM

71 Leave LSPS open. Its thriving and my child doesnt want to attend another school, and is already on a bus for 40 min
and going any where else will be a problem. Think of the children and community.

1/27/2017 12:15 PM

72 two classrooms recently added to RO school...to divert students would be a waste of money already spent. Children
spend a long time on the bus as it is....longer bus rides shouldn't be an option. Loss of community feeling when
children are bussed out of the area

1/27/2017 12:12 PM

73 I do not support the draft recommendations because the population of South Stormont can sustain the schools that it
currently has. There needs to be a FAIR way to divide the students among schools. In order to do this, it makes sense
to divide the students based on geographical boundaries that are already in place. Therefore, students in South
Stormont should attend South Stormont schools. This really is a simple solution and one that eliminates the need
justification becasue the boundaries are clear, already in place, and it allows each community to benefit from the
students that live in the community - it makes sense. Both LSPS and RO could sustain themselves if the kids from our
communities were allowed to be schooled in our communities. In order for this to happen, equalized programming
should be offered board-wide (French Immersion programming throughout, etc.). This will eliminate students needing
to cross boundaries to get programs that are not offered at their schools.

1/27/2017 12:08 PM

74 Long Sault is a rapidly growing community with L.S.P.S thriving at 96% capacity and should French Immersion be
brought back to our schools it would increase R-O's to at least that of L.S.P.S.. It is completely irresponsible to expect
these students to spend up to 3 hrs per day being bussed to and from school!!!

1/27/2017 12:05 PM

75 Hi, thank you for giving me the opportunity to voice my concern. The problem that I have is with the boundary lines. My
child attends R.O in elementary. If forced to go to CCVS in grade 7, would have to travel over 33 km on the school
bus, one way. Tagwa would be over 23km. My request is simply that we are given the choice to go to the school that
is closest to our home. It would be a shame to have to keep my child home as an only child. I have already decided
that my child will not be attending school at all if forced to bus that far. Prefer to go to RO but Tagwa would be our
second choice. But CCVS is much too far and not an option for us at all.

1/27/2017 11:56 AM

76 The Board and trustees could give serious, unbiased consideration to the proven and irrefutable impact of the
recommendations on at least three generations of community members, two of which are comprised of taxpayers with
high expectations of the honesty, integrity and accountability of Board officials and the elected trustees; the third
comprised of potential taxpayers - students who are now reaping the immeasurable benefits of being educated and
individually nurtured in their small rural school and not being lost, left behind or marginalized in the mechanical mass
production of a mega-school. Rothwell Osnabruck school was deliberately abandoned to inevitable failure when the
French Immersion program was withdrawn by the administrators - also in the name of fiscal responsibility. The
proposed alternative presented by the committee members would surely prevent such a gargantuan error in
judgement being repeated - this time there will be no recovery and the communities will never recover.

1/27/2017 11:31 AM

77 When we moved to South Stormont from another province, we went "school shopping" even before we looked for a
house. The community in which our family settled was determined by the school we chose, namely Longue Sault
Public School. Our children benefited from the quality education they received in this jewel of a school. The staff at
LSPS go above and beyond to support student learning, and to build a school community that includes a vital
volunteer base. It would be a blow to the heart of this community to lose our public school -- and we are the fastest
growing community in SD&G! Those choosing to move here are primarily young families, bringing many prospective
new "customers" to the UCDSB. We should be looking at ways to support and enhance our public schools, and make
them competitive with what the French and separate boards are offering. Both Long Sault and Ingleside need to retain
their public elementary schools. They are vital to our communities' health, well-being and viability into the future.

1/27/2017 11:20 AM

78 We do not want LSPS to close. They are our family. I do not want my child on the bus any more time then what
already is!

1/27/2017 11:19 AM

79 Leave things alone for Long Sault. 1/27/2017 11:03 AM
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80 I think Rothwell Osnabruck School is the perfect model school that should be used in all rural communities. K-12
schools are the best solution to keep costs low and keep our children in their own communities. The communities we
support and have chosen to raise our families. There are many positive outlooks to having a K-12 school in small rural
communities. The positive outweigh any possible negative by a landslide. I believe K-12 schools should be greatly
considered. The programming can be equal at all schools giving our children the same academics. With technology
today there is no reason this can't be a solution not just for my community but all rural communities!!!

1/27/2017 11:01 AM

81 Use innovative cost saving measures to save schools. Currently the solution is to close schools. Each community has
innovative, realistic solutions to the school closures and communities are spending a lot of time trying to problem
solve. Why not do some innovative problem solving from your end too? NAV Canada, for example, has an innovation
program happening right now with some of their empty space. They have converted some space into open concept
offices (which would be easy in classrooms in schools since they already have computer hook ups, etc.). At NAV
Canada, they offer this space for computer / technology based businesses can rent. Start-up businesses, web
designers, app developers, graphics specialists, etc. . . are renting this space to have office space that is easily
accessible and away from their home (some people simply don't have space for a home office or do not enjoy working
form home). Why not take an innovative approach to the current "open space" in schools. My kids are encouraged
daily to adopt the "growth mindset". They are encouraged to stare failure in the eye and combat it using problem
solving skills. They are encouraged to be original, experimental, and cautiously fearless of failure. How about we end
the hypocrisy at the board level and model a true growth mindset rather than closing schools? With the current
proposal, the UCDSB will lose students, communities will lose schools, and residents of towns will feel the trickle
effect in both the financial and emotional toll this will have on their families. In our area, both Longue Sault Public
School and R-O secondary should remain open. We have the population to sustain both schools - especially if we look
long term and INVEST programming into our schools and make them all equal. Reinstate French language
programming at Rothwell Osnabruck Secondary, make it appealing for students.

1/27/2017 10:46 AM

82 Explore other cost saving methods to keep our local schools in the present communities. 1/26/2017 3:04 PM

83 Long Sault is the faster growing town in South Stormont. I believe for the continued growth, an elementary school is a
vital component. How to deal with the closure is Rothwell Osnabruck I do not have a recommendation for.

1/25/2017 5:24 PM

84 Ingleside and Long Sault are both growing communities and these schools are central to that growth. To close
either/both of these schools will have a huge impact on further growth. Keep French in both schools, expand the
education programs so our students will have a good basis for further education, change the boundaries so busing will
not be affected thereby enabling these schools to be populated continually. These schools are currently recognized as
good learning centres due to the quality of education provided. Some areas of education and courses could be
expanded and newer courses could be introduced so the students would not be likely inclined to go to larger schools
to get courses needed that are not available. This action in itself would keep the student population higher. To me, this
appears to be the main reason for less students in Grades 11 and 12.

1/25/2017 1:21 PM

85 Keep Longue Sault open and change RO to French Immersion 1/25/2017 1:05 PM

86 Email received: I have completed the survey, but had no opportunity to provide this final comment. Our grandchildren
are being used as pawns in this school restructuring process, and they are fearful and hurting. Shame on the UCDSB!
Believe me, I hear about this, every day, in MY community of South Stormont. In conclusion, I wish for you to know
that I shall be changing my school support, should the UCDSB decide to close Longue Sault Public School and
restructure R-O. I've witnessed the stress that this is causing parents and students, and I attended last week's
Township of South Stormont's Council meeting, where the economic impact was outlined. I've worked a lifetime to
build my community, and I will not stand by, passively, while others work to manipulate and tear the heart(s) out of it.
No way will I support a school board that is using our community's precious students as pawns in a flawed process.
Please don't call it "Building for the Future"! It's anything but, and the community has spoken, loud and clear!

1/25/2017 10:27 AM

87 Bring back French Immersion to Rothwell-Osnabruck. 1/25/2017 8:50 AM

88 Do NOT close Long Sault Public School. You will destroy this community by doing so. 1/25/2017 8:17 AM

89 I do not have any suggestions other then We need to keep our rural schools open. You do not get the same rural
community teachings if our children our bused into Cornwall. Longer bus rides decrease family time. Rural
communities are extremely important to our children. If they are all directed to another school, those schools will
become over populated class room, they will then advise that we need more trailers for class rooms?? This is not a
good solution.

1/25/2017 1:36 AM

90 Don't close LSPS or RO secondary 1/24/2017 9:50 PM

91 I believe that Long Sault PS should remain open. This school is a gem in our Board. It is the heart of the Long Sault
community and families are moving to this town to take advantage of the wonderful programming that is happening
there. To close the school and send everyone to R-O would be a very difficult transition for these students and it would
devastate this small community. This community of learners deserves to remain in their school that is almost full to
capacity and that offers such a wonderful learning environment. Students who are currently there should be allowed to
remain there. Boundaries should not be changed either.

1/24/2017 6:16 PM
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92 Instead of busing children from the rural areas .... bus Cornwall kids to the closest school. Also consider consolidating
school boards

1/24/2017 5:37 PM

93 LSPS needs to remain open, this school is thriving as its community! Keep RO open adding back french immersion
and maintain the secondary school!

1/24/2017 1:53 PM

94 I very strongly disagree with the report. Closing a thriving school like Longue Sault Public School in a growing
community is detrimental to not only that community's growth and development but the children who will be uprooted
from the community they belong to/participate in. Not to mention bussing times being greatly lengthened! Th proposal
being put forth at the ARC meeting involving returning french immersion to Rothwell Osnabruck along with maintaining
the Secondary School there keeps both LSPS and RO at high capacity.

1/24/2017 12:47 PM

95 Give RO French immersion programming. Keep LSPS open an feed those children into the High school portion of RO. 1/24/2017 12:30 PM

96 In my opinion I think that both schools in Long Sault and Ingleside should remain open. I believe that it is in the best
interest of the children of the community and surrounding areas.

1/24/2017 12:05 PM

97 First, The recommendation to close the only school in long sault, a school that is full and that has a good building
rating and most importantly has students performing well in testing, certainly indicates a poor recommendation. Further
it is an indication that the root problem here is the application of the funding model. It seems quite obvious that the
funding model criteria is the problem. It makes it virtually impossible to make a good recommendation with that scope.
Second, return French immersion to R-O secondary where they had that programming as late 2013. Finally, it's hard
to make recommendations with the available information. Without fiscal information to work with, we end up with
recommendations we believe fit the funding model but may or may not offer any benefits. For example, Maxville public
school can destroy part of their building, which in turn benefits them in regards to the funding model. However I'm at a
loss as to how this actually achieved any savings

1/24/2017 11:51 AM

98 I don't want my town of Ingleside to become a ghost town and I don't want our community children and teens to have
to travel longer to attend school. Also, our community uses the Lancer center for events and the school is a significant
part of our community.

1/24/2017 11:15 AM

99 -Longue Sault PS is a vibrant, successful, near-capacity building. There is no need to close it. To do so would- without
a doubt- drive those students to our co-terminous boards. - R-O has been a model of both K-12 programming and
small-school innovation, receiving the High Performance School designation and other accolades and recognition in
recent years. Allow it to continue as a model of what small, rural schools CAN do. Allow it to grow by returning
immersion programming. Allow it to continue to nurture local community partnerships and the opportunities for
authentic student learning they provide. Allow staff to continue to innovate and model for other schools the responsive
and personalized care that have led to some of the highest graduation rates in the board. Allow it to pilot technologies
and programming that will demonstrate- to the rest of the UCDSB and the province-what rural and remote learning will
look like in the 21st century. Allow partnerships between rural schools (as envisioned in Boundary/ Building 2020
between R-O and Tagwi but never implemented) to provide even richer opportunities for students from both schools. -
The community has been clear that it does not support busing R-O students to CCVS. Please listen carefully to
feeback you've received as South Stormont students (and those at Seaway and Char-Lan) have much stronger social
ties to students at St.Jo's and Holy Trinity than to those at CCVS and St. Lawrence. Secondary school students go
where their friends go. UCDSB stands to lose an unprecedented number of students to the CDSBEO if the original
recommendatione concerning South Stormont students and CCVS are accepted.

1/24/2017 10:42 AM

100 An entire new strategy. This proposal is very damaging. This is a proposal that is reactive and not proactive. This is a
proposal that will further destroy our education system. The current system requires an overhaul that you as trustees
can embark upon by digging in your heels and presenting something that makes more sense to parents, etc.
Otherwise, you will not get anyone's buy in as it currently stands. The government works for us, not the other way
around.

1/24/2017 10:37 AM

101 It doesn't make any sense toclose half of RO.... Expenses will still be there only without students..... 1/24/2017 10:33 AM

102 I am a parent of a long sault public school student. We moved to long sault just so my child could go to this school. It
seems unnecessary to close down a school that is currently doing so well. It seems like a very easy solution to keep r.o
and long sault public open. All that needs to be done is bring French immersion to r.o. I will not consider busing my
child to ccvs. If the school closes I will have to either move from long sault to the borders of tagwi or home school my
child.

1/24/2017 9:50 AM
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103 As per the information provided in last night's public meeting, I strongly urge the decision makers to take a stand
against the government and the current funding formula, which clearly puts rural residents and their lifestyle at a
disadvantage. Please listen to the public's appeal for our families. We do not want an urban lifestyle - and that means
maintaining the communities' amenities - and community schools are a staple. Please keep these schools open. There
is a viable solution for South Stormont: keep LSPS as is. It is thriving and does not cost the board money. Make
CLEAR, STRICT boundaries for the residents of South Stormont by providing equalized programming (French
language programming, etc.) at R-O Secondary so that South Stormont residents have the same opportunities for
education that other municipalities have. This will keep students in schools within our communities while also
minimizing the "marketing" of schools - parents won't have reason to "shop around" for schools if all programming is
provided at a safe school within our home community. This will be an investment in our communities and an
investment for the UCDSB - making a community based decision will keep students at UCDSB schools rather than
providing them reason to switch to coterminous boards.

1/24/2017 9:10 AM

104 LSPS must be kept open. This community was built around the school. The removal of this school from the
community will,gravely affect our community!!!,!!! We are over capacity and have the best scores in EQAO for our
school board STOP DESTROYING COMMUNITIES AND SNALLER SCHOOLS THAT HAVE PROVEN TO BE THE
BESTFOR OUR CHILDREN,

1/24/2017 6:29 AM

105 Leave the schools as they are and return french. Be more strict at enforcing boundaries. 1/23/2017 11:00 PM

106 Keep Longue Sault Public School as is. It has a 96% student population & it exists within a growing community. Keep
the current Upper Canada District School boundaries with students from Longue Sault Public School feeding to
Rothwell-Osnabruck. Bring back French Immersion for all grades at R-O.

1/23/2017 4:11 PM

107 I do not agree with closing thriving schools in communities that are growing (ex: Longue Sault Public School in a
growing community with 96% of seats filled). This is a poor business decision - ultimately it will result in a loss of
students for the UCDSB, a lower staff morale (they work hard at LSPS to provide a solid education for our children and
it has become a school that teachers want to be at and parents want to send their kids to). If it closes, what message
does this send to local parents? That even a thriving school within the UCDSB can close at any time. This will anger
some parents and result in a loss of students. The staff that work so hard every day at LSPS to maintain a solid
reputation in the community so that parents WANT to send their kids there will also feel angered - why work so hard
for a boss that is going to shut down what you've worked hard to maintain?

1/23/2017 10:14 AM

108 This will be devastating to small communities. I've heard rumors that this report will not take into consideration the
economic impact that these decisions are going to have on small towns. This is absurd. As a taxpayer and someone
who enjoys the culture of a small town - which includes seeing children walking to school, etc. I vehemently disagree
with pulling schools out of our communities. I urge you to take a look at the devastating impact that this will have on
businesses and home owners. When people are moving out of these areas because our small towns are dwindling,
you will regret your decisions because once people move out of South Stormont, you likely won't have their kids to
worry about. In the end, these economic factors will also have an impact on the UCDSB because there will be a trickle
effect. I hope you've prepared for this. . .

1/23/2017 9:14 AM

109 Long Sault is a growing community. Longue Sault Public School is at 90% capacity. It makes no sense to bus these
children out of their community, spending unnecessary money that could be used to run the school . Have trustees
actually visited these schools? Do they know how involved parents are in these schools? When you attend (as we
have) events, you see & hear the adult involvement. You cannot put a price tag on that. These children deserve a
great education in their community. Perhaps trustees should think about what their decision would be if they were
discussing THEIR children. Consider travel time, community involvement, the growth of the area. Maybe cuts should
be made at the top. Begin with the people who never seem to have time to actually visit these rural schools (unless
the Minister of Education is also visiting) and who therefore make "blind" decisions. Think of all the wasted money that
is spent on unnecessary meetings, events, etc. Cut back on these & you just might be able to give these children what
they really need.

1/23/2017 8:17 AM

110 You are willing to close a school that not only is near capacity, but is in the best shape of all the school in the area.
You then plan on moving a ton of students to a school in Cornwall that is basically a gong show. All of this in the
HOPES that you will get funding to build a super-school that will be built in 10 years. From what I have seen of these
moves (most recently with Gladstone and East Front) is that you put all of these students in one school, only for things
to actually be WORSE than ever for the students. This process has nothing to do with the well being of students. It
has everything to do with trying to "save face". It's been quite a joke to be honest, with how representatives from the
board "care" but showing up unprepared to meetings and brush off any questions they receive.

1/22/2017 9:45 PM

111 Look again at this school . It is growing and has many full classes. It is FILLED with community sprit and fulfills the
needs of this GROWING village. It meets the needs of the students and parents . Teachers are thriving here. It would
destroy this community , socially and economically to shut down this school . This is not an issue to be decided so
lightly . It would negatively impact many many lives

1/21/2017 1:32 PM

112 The higher cost, more in the area from transportation. Kids safety getting on bus earlier to be bused longer distances 1/21/2017 1:17 PM
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113 Community schools are VERY IMPORTANT to the life of a community. We (the taxpayers) are all well aware of the
billions of dollars that the past and current liberal governments in Toronto have stolen from us (rural Ontario) and
squandered. The costs to maintain community schools in small town Ontario would obviously be "peanuts" compared
to this, and would actually do something to maintain / improve life in small towns and rural areas. We all know that the
Ontario liberals have been elected and re-elected only by Toronto and other larger urban voters, and not by rural
Ontario. The closing of our rural schools and busing the children long distances to (intentionally) overcrowded city
schools comes across as a strategy designed specifically to punish small-town and rural communities. In the 1970's, I
was the victim of OVERCROWDED SCHOOLS. We were shifted. Grades 9 and 11 were from 8 am to 1 pm, grades 10
and 12 from 1:30 pm to 6:00 pm. Add a 50 minute bus ride twice a day, and understand my frustration at intentionally
overloading schools. For those 4 years, there was a 20 minute break mid shift, where we stood in line for overcrowded
washrooms. No cafeteria or food service. No ability to participate in sports or other school activities. No ability to have
a part-time job, or for the farm kids to be of much help on the farm. It really pees me off to see such atrocities being
intentionally planned. None of these displaced kids will ever see a new school. I hope...

1/21/2017 11:17 AM

114 Provide the funding necessary to keep the schools open for five a year test period. Over this five year time frame, the
municipal government (together with the school board) should promote the relevant areas by attracting more jobs and
hence an even faster growing population than currently exists to pay for the existing school space. Long Sault is
growing; just look at all the new housing, the expanded leisure programmes,the expansion of the seniors' home and
the new one to be build in the closed Catholic elementary school. Moreover these days as society become more
secular, many would-have been Catholic elementary students would doubtless be willing to attend the Long Saulte
Public School. Of course the most sensible thing to do across the whole province is to get rid of denominational school
boards for one only publicly funded secular school system. If you want to send your child to a religiously based school,
pay for private schooling, be it Protestant Catholic, Jewish, Islamic or any other denomination. The state has no
business mixing religion and education: it is absurd in the 21st century. Of course such a sensible consolidation would
doubtless be beyond the blinkered ability of the Government of Ontario.

1/21/2017 8:30 AM

115 Longue Sault is a growing community and we should not be shortsighted in closing this facility. Numerous people I
know have chosen to live in a rural area and wish their children to attend community schools. I also have heard that
many will choose to send their children to the Catholic Board if these changes happen. I also know many of our Board
employees currently are sending their children to Catholic Board schools. Maybe we should be looking at why that is
instead of closing schools.

1/21/2017 7:47 AM

116 I do not think these schools should be closed. Rothwell Osnabruck continually loses students to Tagwi that are within
R.O. boundaries. R.O. also lost students because it was designated a non-immersion school until just recently. If R.O.
was totally French Immersion and the boundaries were enforced its enrollment would improve. I do not understand
why our board is planning to close schools in communities that are growing, communities that provide Co-op
placements within walking distance,communities that provide after school employment, and communities that support
the schools with bursaries. The real alternative is to take more time and look at this decision more carefully, it wasn't
many years ago that our board was promoting R.O. as a pilot K to 12 school in Ontario.

1/21/2017 2:48 AM

117 Return French program to Rothwell-Osnabruck to fill spaces left by void when program was cancelled. Leave all
students in Longue Sault Public school. Longue Sault Public school is at 96 percent capacity! Long Sault is a
GROWING community. Why is this a growing community? A SCHOOL for starters. Young families moving to the area
do so because of the school and all that is available to young families. The Arena is used by students at Longue Sault
School for activities (ie Skating programs during winter months). Participation in sports is healthy. Parents, caregivers
and grandparents especially those that live in Long Sault participate in school events. Arena is within walking distance
from Longue Sault Public School as also the Library. No busing is needed to attend these activities. Families chose to
live in Long Sault and Ingleside. This is their choice to live and have their children attend the schools they have
chosen in the grades they have at these schools. Businesses would be affected, revenue would be lost. Longer bus
rides.

1/20/2017 8:52 PM

118 There is absolutely NOTHING that makes any sense regarding closing long Sault public school a 96% capacity school
in the largest growth area in south stormont. I would support a logical option this is not a logical option. I have heard
the community voicing the notion of re doing boundaries and having LSPS and RO Feed RO high school. This makes
more sense than the other options. Overall terribly disappointed in our board and the lack of actual assessment and
thought to this. Thumbs down.

1/20/2017 8:21 PM

119 I recommend that you consider the proposal being put forth by the township and representatives of South Stormont,
that keeps South Stormont kids in their home communities.

1/20/2017 8:17 PM
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120 I am going to be honest with my comments, as per your request at the beginning of this survey. The world is letting me
down and it is getting harder and harder to hide this from my children. If these closures come to fruition, the world will
be letting my children down, too. You will be responsible. I will do everything in my power to fight against these
closures, but I fear that will not be enough. I fear that a few people who are out of touch and who are in positions of
high power will make poorly guided decisions that will benefit only the few among them. It scares me and saddens me
to know this may be the world my children come to know. True, we don't always get what we want and things are not
always fair, but there is a difference between life's inevitable ups and downs and being intentionally robbed of choice,
cheated and silenced. Please, do not allow these closures to happen.

1/20/2017 7:50 PM

121 This is wrong and I believe you know it. I believe you understand the devesating effects this will have on our
communities and our children. I believe you can do the right thing and NOT let this happen. Please. Please. Please.

1/20/2017 7:35 PM

122 The way in which this draft was presented to the public was not professional and did not follow the guidelines for
transparency and community cooperation as set out by your board. The draft should be set aside for a period of years
and then revisited. When being revisited, you should work with communities prior to presenting a draft.

1/20/2017 7:32 PM

123 If a draft is written to address a surplus of vacancy, then it would be beneficial to assure the schools slated for closure
have a surplus of vacancy. Longue Sault Public School is at 96% occupancy. To improve the draft, please accurately
calculate occupancy of the schools in question, please be transparent and honest, please listen to those you were
elected by.

1/20/2017 7:27 PM

124 Please leave our rural schools the way they are Long Sault has a high enrollment rate. Currently it is at a 96%
attendance rate. Our community is growing with all the new subdivisions. You will cause more inconvenience and cost
to all who live and operate small business here. Your community will suffer greatly. Young families will chose to move
to other locations, closer to schools. As a parent I chose to move here for the small community and rural school
atmosphere. I also attend Long Sault P.S. Taxes will increase, property values will decline and new development will
slow...

1/20/2017 7:05 PM

125 I do not support the closure of Longue Sault Public School. It is a thriving school in the heart of a growing community
in South Stormont. Its facilities are in great shape, and it provides a high quality education in both French Immersion
and Core. Longue Sault Public is equipped to continue to serve its community well into the future. Rothwell Osnabruck
is also poised to better serve its community with the re-introduction of Early French Immersion. Both schools are
capable of thriving as K-6 dual-track schools. I do not support directing grade 7 to 12 students from LSPS and RO to
attend high schools in Cornwall, nor do I believe that RO Secondary is equipped to deliver the diverse programming
that students today are seeking. If RO Secondary does close as per the Draft Recommendations, I do not support
those students be forced to attend Cornwall city high schools.

1/20/2017 6:22 PM

126 By answering this question with possible solutions you are pitting one community against another. I feel there is a
strong case for keeping Longue Sault Public School base just on numbers alone. To close rural schools just to keep
city schools viable and certain heritage properties viable and perhaps bursaries for graduation intact is wrong

1/20/2017 6:13 PM

127 I am completely against the Draft Recommendations. I find it hard to believe that a school such as Long Sault Public
which sits at 96% capacity should be a part of these recommendations. Not to mention closing the 7-12 component of
R-O which was recently renovated only to move our children to other schools which are not comparable. To my
understanding these 2 schools do not fall under the purpose for the recommendations in that they do not have lower
registration and empty seats. Keep these 2 thriving schools open in the manner with which they currently operate.

1/20/2017 5:40 PM

128 Longue Sault Public School is an excellent school. The community rallies behind this school and the school supports
the community. LSPS should NOT be closed. Another alternative must be available at this point. What a tremendous
loss it would be to Long Sault if we were to lose LSPS.

1/20/2017 4:50 PM

129 LSPS is already at 96% enrollment which tells me that we have sufficient population to warrant a school in our
community. If there is a need to up the 96% to 100%, perhaps increase programming to attract more enrollment. By
restoring the French immersion program and add/strengthen co-op, apprenticeship and vocational programs at R-O
might entice our children to stay so they do not need to be bused into Cornwall to access them. Long Sault is growing
as evident by the housing growth. Young families are moving here precisely for the rural environment to bring up their
children. Removal of the LSPS, you are removing one of the strong reasons why young families relocate here. And it
is a betrayal to your tax payers who have already moved here and are supporting this community with their tax dollars.

1/20/2017 4:08 PM

130 It is unacceptable to the community of Longue Sault to close a school that is thriving at 96% capacity and such an
important part of the community. Listening to the community and parents of students is essential to this process.

1/20/2017 2:19 PM

131 Give full French immersion to RO from jk to 12, allow shop classes at RO, use the existing boundaries to ensure
enrolment at RO This will keep RO open as a jk to 12 school And LSPS will stay open as it already has enough
students Both schools are in good repair with excellent academic reputations This will reduce busing and improve
quality of life for students and keep them in their communities

1/20/2017 10:20 AM

132 keep longue sault public open as it is a growing community and too many families would be affected by the change,
including ours.

1/17/2017 9:34 PM
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133 Keep LSPS open and keep RO open as a JK to 12 school Enforce the existing boundaries as there are enough
students in the area to fill both schools Both schools need to be kept open

1/17/2017 9:19 PM

134 Leave the schools as they are and bring back students that were allocated elsewhere by offering classes and
programs to accommodate these students. INVEST in our FUTURE.

1/12/2017 7:01 AM

135 I would like RO to keep 7-12. Both my children have special needs and the main reason I choose this school was that
they would stay with the same group of kids throughout their school career. Plus I wanted my kids to attend a rural
school and not have to bus into town spending a good part of their day on the bus. In order to bring up numbers I think
that kids living in the schools zone should have to attend their local school.

1/11/2017 9:47 PM

136 Set up and stick to boundraies. That's the way our schools were set up to work. Bring back French . We had it here
but this was taken away causing parents to pull kids away from our schools. After attending Long Sault school
students should transfer to RO. Long Sault is a feeder school for RO. There is lot of space to grow at R O so add
shops. This would be much cheaper then the buses to transport and the huge cost for new schools.

1/4/2017 11:34 PM

137 The board needs to consider that South Stormont is the most rapidly growing municipality in the area. It makes no
sense to close schools in an area that is growing rapidly. More busing only results in a lower quality of life, and more
greenhouse gas emissions. Longue Sault Public School is already well populated, and has an excellent FCI (including
large investments made recently in a new roof and new front entrance). We moved to Long Sault to be next to a very
good school! With the provision of French immersion at R-O, we look forward to sending our two kids to R-O for
grades 7-12. With LSPS feeding a French immersion program at R-O, there will be ample students to fill the school.
R-O also has a very good FCI. It makes NO sense to reduce this school's ability to serve South Stormont high school
students.

12/21/2016 7:21 PM

138 Email received: Children make a village. The separate school has been closed down. If you close down Long Sault
Public School our village will be absent of the beautiful children voices. I love the sound of children. Please help us
keep our school, fight hard for our village school. This so important issue will be there for our village. Please help us
now.

12/21/2016 2:26 PM
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139 Email received: I would like to start by saying that I certainly understand that a decision to proceed with school
closures is one that is not taken lightly, but I would also like to say that closing Rothwell-Osnabruck Secondary School
would be a very sad event to many, many people. I understand that you are likely receiving a mass amount of emails
at this time, but I hope you take the time to read this one, as I can say that attending RO changed my life for the
better. As an elementary school student, I loved school and sports, and was bullied for much of my time in the
Catholic school board. I often came home crying due to harsh words about my height and cruel remarks because I did
not fit the mold of what was considered to be "cool" at my school. After a lot of conversing with my family, I decided to
leave the catholic stream to attend RO for high school. This, was one of the best decisions I could have ever made
because my life started to become mine; I found my identity, was accepted for being athletic, and those around me
embraced me for who I was. Additionally, RO went above and beyond to help me achieve my goals. At the time, I was
playing competitive hockey in Ottawa and had the aspiration to play for the ___________ Team one day. I could name
so many teachers who helped me with this, from writing recommendation letters for universities, to adjusting
assignment dates as I was often away with hockey, and all the way to going above and beyond. In particular, I would
like to mention 7 individuals at RO who helped propel me to reach my goals. This list is not inclusive of everyone who
positively impacted me, but these 7 deserve enormous recognition. - Mr. ___________: When I was invited to my first
________ training camp in 2008, Mr. ____ stayed after school with me on a couple of occasions to help me train for
fitness testing. He did the workouts with me and really provided me with training support that I did not have in
Ingleside. His positive regard and overall caring nature was enormously supportive and provided me with an increased
sense of self-efficacy as I was about to face the challenges ahead. - Mrs. ___________: As I had been a student in
the catholic board, I had grown up with a french immersion education. Coming over to RO was an adjustment, but she
did everything she could to ensure that I could keep up the level of my french and still receive the credits I needed.
When I started being recruited by universities across North America, Mrs. __________went above and beyond to
ensure I had everything I needed. This, in turn, helped me earn a spot at University. Had she not worked so hard to
ensure that everything came through and guided me to making sure all my requirements had been satisfied, I'm not
sure that I would have had such an amazing opportunity as that. She has since invited me back to run workshops for
students on various mental skills, as this was part of my internship for my Master's program. - Mr. ________: In my
final year at RO, Mr. ___________ took me in as the only Grade 12 French student and made a plan that allowed me
to advance my education under his tutelage. He was incredibly kind, adjusted our schedule accordingly, and even
allowed me to get involved in the Grade 9 French class as a sort of peer mentor. Furthermore, years later after my
completion of my undergraduate degree, he provided support to help me get into my Master's program at the
University of ________, and offered a lot of guidance for this process. - Mrs. ________: In Mrs. ________ class, I
learned a lot about myself as a writer, and her educational style positively helped me prepare for university. She wrote
me a number of letters of recommendation, and has since been in touch, checking in from time to time to see how I
am doing and always wishing me all the best. Having a positive role model like her, with so much energy and
enthusiasm for what she was teaching, helped open my eyes to the passion I wanted to have when searching for the
right academic domain, for me. - Mrs. ________: I can't express how much I have to thank Mrs. ________for her
positive attitude, contagious energy, and overall engaging teaching style. She also empowered me through my
education, allowing me to engage with materials in a new way and forcing me to look forward at my prospects. She
also helped with my application process to school and offered our class a lot of guidance in terms of how to prepare for
university. I can still remember her teaching us how to take short-hand notes so that we'd be able to keep up in
lectures. She also offered an after-school cooking class so that we could know how to cook for ourselves in the future.
- Dr. ________: Not only an incredible teacher and person, but Dr. ________was a driving force in my motivation to
pursue science at the Undergraduate level. She genuinely cares about her students and wants to see everyone
succeed, as long as they put the work in! (haha)... She was extremely flexible to me in my demanding academic and
athletic schedule and did what she could to accommodate my needs. - Mme. ________: Although she left us half-way
through my education at RO, Mme. ________brought such enthusiasm and humour that it was contagious. I never
went through a class with her where I didn't laugh or learn something incredibly valuable. She saw a lot of potential in
me and encouraged me to continue my hard work and dedication. The way she cared about her students was
unrivaled and I have to say that I am extraordinarily grateful to have had her as a teacher. All that being said, I realize
that most of these teachers have come and gone, but I cannot overemphasize how my experience at this school
changed my life for the better. My dreams started coming true at RO... I made ________, graduated with honours and
went to University, and had so many extracurricular opportunities; I became a volunteer with the Canadian Red
Cross's Beyond the Hurt Program through RO, I worked in a fair at the school that talked about the effects of smoking
as part of an Anti-Tobacco campaign. I played for a number of school teams, was a member of the drama club,
interact, prom committee, and more. RO gave me the opportunity to get out of my shell and open my eyes to the
possibilities of life. It breaks my hear to hear that the school might be closing. I feel as though a massive part of my
identity is tied to that place, even though I graduated. This school helped facilitate my personal, academic, and athletic
development, and I cannot imagine that others won't have this opportunity any more. The small class sizes made it
possible for everyone to be fully engaged in our learning. The teachers at RO care about their students and want to
see them succeed. That's not to say that this isn't present at other schools, but RO is part of our community. It's the
place where many people have successfully begun to grow, learn, and dream. It might not be the most appealing to
everyone, but it will always hold a special place in my heart. I come back to it often and smile, just reminiscing about
my positive experience there, and I have to say, it would be a tragedy that others won't have the opportunity to be so
positively affected but this incredible school.

12/21/2016 11:04 AM
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140 Email Received: wo months ago my child came home from school and said, "Someone told me something at school
today daddy and before I tell you I hope you are going to tell me that it is all a bad dream". My child proceeded to tell
me that their beloved school was possibly closing in June. Of course I had already heard the news but to hear it from
my innocent child was heart breaking. And to see the sadness was unbearable. Now, nearly every night when they try
to fall asleep, they ask me a variety of questions....where will I go, where will my friends go, can I still see my teachers
and principal, who gets to make this decision, why don't they visit our school, do they know we needed a new portable
because we have lots of kids, and the final statement is always I wish this was a bad dream and you could wake me
up now. You see it is simple, money isn't everything. My wife has lived in Long Sault her entire life and we chose to
raise our family here. Generations of us have attended LSPS. We have subdivisions going up like crazy in Long Sault
and if you ask families, "Why Long Sault?", one of the calling cards is LSPS. The school is at 96% capacity. Monthly
assemblies have to be held for primary and junior SEPERATELY because of the community attendance at every
event. Concerts, Remembrance Day and graduations are standing room only in the hall. My child walks to school,
visits with Grandma for the occasional lunch date, visits the local police department yearly, walks to the arena to skate
monthly, bikes to the Lost Villages yearly, enjoys the splash pad in June, all because of LSPS I believe in public
education. If you read the statistics, it is clear that small community schools outperform "super schools" in all areas.
This decision to possibly close Longue Sault Public School is, simply put, a bad decision. Purchasing the Catholic
school property next door and expanding the school would have been a better option monetarily for UCDSB. I am
certain you have received multiple emails, letters and phone calls over the past two months. If you have not, don't think
it is because parents and community members don't care, we do. I would appreciate a reply to this letter. A reply I can
read to my child explaining to them why you are proposing to close a school with 96% capacity, with strong ties to a
thriving community and whose testing scores are in the top third of all Ontario schools (report card on Ontario's
elementary schools 2015). Guess what, location matters, buildings matter, communities matter, children unable to fall
asleep at night matter. Thank you for taking the time to read this

12/19/2016 11:08 AM

141 Email Received: Hi this is a concerned parent of a student at Rothwell - Osnabruck school here in Ingleside Ontario
and is very concerned about this closure of the school at I did plan on my child going to RO until finishing grade 12
having started there since you've been in JK and I also attended the school for my high school years and I would
really greatly appreciated if you would not close the school of Rothwell - Osnabruck. Thank you for listening to my
concerns and I'm really greatly appreciated if I get any information of what is going on with the situation OK thank you
for taking the time to read this message from a concerned parent

12/19/2016 11:02 AM

142 Email Received: I am writing to you as a concerned parent of a child attending Longue Sault Public School. The recent
proposal of closing LS Public is VERY concerning to me, and my entire family. I grew up in Cornwall, but when it came
time to raise my family I wanted to do so in Long Sault. One of the main factors that drew us to this quaint little village
was the beautiful family-oriented public school. I had heard wonderful things about LS Public and was looking forward
to my, then toddler, to attend. Let me say, we have not been disappointed. My child, is very happy there and we are
very happy with the education being provided. LS Public is the backbone of our community. When it comes down to
the facts, the school is maxed out in terms of enrollment and the academic level of the kids is at the top. We are all so
proud of the kids. You can see it in the community when the “Kinders” are out for a walk on an adventure to discover
what the Post Office is like, or how the Mayor gets his work done at Town Hall. Losing LS Public would be a terrible
loss to the community. I am asking, better yet, begging for you to FIGHT to keep our school open. We, as parents, will
do anything in our power to keep it open. If you need any further action taken please reach out to me. My family (and
extended family) is more than willing to stand up for our beautiful country school. That being said, IF the worst case
scenario happens and our precious school closes, I can guarantee you that I will be taking my child out of the UCDSB
completely and switching to a new board. I would never support a board that does not support it’s communities. Thank
you in advance for your hard work in keeping Longue Sault Public School open.

12/19/2016 10:59 AM

143 Senior Staff are backing the Trustees in to a corner. As far as I'm concerned Trustees should vote not to accept any
final version, and let the Senior Staff loose their jobs when they can't balance the next budget. The Ministry of
Education can't do any worse than the UCDSB Senior Staff closing 30+ schools. At least it will keep schools open for
one more year, with the benefit of Senior Staff being replaced. Win-Win.

12/19/2016 10:56 AM
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144 Email received: "It takes a village to raise a child"... ... or at least that is what my husband and I and the many other
families of the beautiful village of Long Sault still believe. I am shocked and in disbelief of the report that was
announced recently that included the possible closure of Longue Sault Public School (L.S.P.S). My initial response
was complete confusion as to why L.S.P.S would make the list? Surely we have enough enrollment, we just added
portables to the property. After reading all the current reports and articles it appears to me that L.S.P.S does not fit
into the category of a school with low registration, quite the opposite. So we are being punished now for our success?
After living in many provinces and other countries prior to having children, my husband and I wanted to to settle down
and raise our family in a community that shared our values. When our child was of school age we moved to this region
and rented while we scouted out schools and neighborhoods that we thought would be suitable. We visited most of
the areas elementary schools, including those in Cornwall, and as soon as we came to Long Sault and visited L.S.P.S
we knew it was the right fit. We bought a house and have never looked back. This is a beautiful progressive rural
village and LSPS is a shining example of how wonderful and successful a village school can be. We have bright
engaged students and are one of the top performing schools in the region. We have a large parent, volunteer
involvement, and engaged, nurturing and creative teachers. We also live in a demographic of hard working TAX
PAYING parents. I don't know statistics for our area for those students that have parents relaying on welfare for
support but I suspect in our area that most families pay a significant amount of taxes to our region. Surely we should
have some say, discussion and inclusion in a decision that drastically effects the future and education of our children?
Let's talk about "outside of the box" options before dropping the axe. Whilst I am writing this letter as a concerned
parent and community member of Long Sault my worries are also for the closure of all of the Seaway areas where you
are leaving no option for a small community school and only that of busing our children to the city. To completely
remove the clause from the report that takes into consideration the local economy is absolutely ridiculous and
obstructs rights of citizens to not be able to offer local education to their children. I would welcome anyone of you to
commute for an hour each day to work on a hot and sweaty or cold & damp school bus and see how productive you
are each day. Not to mention you have poor road conditions (safety concerns) and evening sports, jobs, homework
etc. Please be realistic that this is a genuine concern for many families along the 401 corridor that this will effect. As
we enter the 150 year celebration of this country, the school is focusing on the history of Canada and what makes us
unique. Ironically we now have to explain to our children why the fundamental pride of Canada, the celebration of it's
diversity is being boycotted in the educational system and that rural Canadians are 2nd class. So, to the "powers that
be" that have taken the time (and thank you) to read my letter of concern, do not take a away choice. Let the city folk
be city folk and let those families who choose to live a humble and sustainable life have options too. You might be
crunching numbers and have quotas to meet but students #___ & #___ have a name, a face, a right to local education.
Their names are ____ age X and ____ age X. You are welcome to visit their school at any time and our local
community and see for yourselves how tragic the decision to close their school would be.

12/19/2016 10:56 AM

145 Email received: There are not enough words to express the emotions I feel regarding this unexpected news. I am
originally from ________ and was commuting to work from home until I had my child. After attending some Long Sault
community events and meeting the residents of this warm community, we decided to move to Long Sault to raise our
family. I also quit my career to stay home with my child. I have lived in a number of different cities throughout the
world and none have compared to this small town of Long Sault. The fantastic reputation of Long Sault Public School
is recognized not only in the immediate area, but all the way to the neighboring cities of Ottawa and Montreal. It is the
root of this community and keeps the families together in a way that no large city can compete with. There are a
number of new residential subdivisions being built with a growing number of daycare needs which in turn, will lead to a
higher student enrollment. The school has also just invested in a number of upgraded renovations. I know in the real
world it all boils down to money. But please think of the students that are full of anticipation, hope and excitement
when they are on their way to class. Please find an alternative to closing. On behalf of all the students, parents and
residents of this community, I am requesting that you reconsider the decision to close Long Sault Public School in the
hopes of saving a small community filled with love, which in this day and age, is hard to come by.

12/19/2016 10:54 AM

146 I completely disagree with taking away the choice for families to choose a rural education and country life for our
children. I am choosing to raise my children in a simpler way without much tv, video games, and computer time. I want
them to have an old fashioned childhood which includes living and going to school in a rural area. Todays life is way
too hectic and fast paced and it's our children and their futures that are suffering. At Longue Sault Public, the teachers
all know who my children are. My child gets the extra care needed. A large school would be a safety issue for my child.
Long sault as a community will suffer tremendously if this school closes. I will move out of the area and even seek
employment elsewhere. Why do the schools have to close so soon. A few months is not enough time to decide such a
huge decision with so much impact to so many families. Maybe taking a look at the school zones and changing some
of the districts would help. I understand some school closures need to happen but why take away schools from
thriving communities like Long Sault and Ingleside. Also why are there four school systems. Religion should be taught
at home. Each child should have the same oppurtunity of learning at the same level so they have more equal
oppurtunity to get into post-secondary and to get great careers. Right now every one wants bilingual applicants and
with the current education system not very many children graduate with a bilingual diploma. All children should be
given this right to learn both languages. It would save our French heritage too. It's Canada there should be one
education system in the public system and it should include equal English and French learning. This would How much
money would that save? Plus all tax dollars would be towards the same school system. Plus a huge savings towards
busing costs too.

12/19/2016 10:51 AM
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147 Long Sault Public School is a thriving school and should remain open. One presenter of South Stormont Township put
forth many good ideas as to saving our schools. These should be reviewed and pay attention to this. R-O and LSPS
are the center of our communities. We do not want to loose our schools. We do not want our kids traveling to city
school on long bus rides.

12/15/2016 10:31 AM

148 All school age children of South Stormont should attend their neighborhood school. No transportation would be
provided to go out of the district. French should be brought back into every grade. R-O school went under major
renovations 10 years ago making it an up to date school. Their is plenty of room for the school to grow right here in
Ingleside. The town's of Long Sault and Ingleside were built from flooded town's when the St.Lawrence Seaway was
built. We were promised schools,and now UCDSB wants to take our schools. Children need sleep, with having to
spend more time on buses the young will miss sleep. Keep our children in the neighborhood.

12/15/2016 10:30 AM

149 I do not support the board's proposal to close my school R-O and Long Sault Public School. They are in the centre of
our communities. I am a student and have attended R-O since JK. This is an awesome school and I have been part of
so many great things because of its wonderful environment and great teachers. Are we small? Yes! Is that a bad
thing? No! Would being a "bit" bigger be better? Probably! But do you know how many kids have left their community
to attend another school because you, UCDSB took away the late immersion program? Give us that back and we will
fill those empty seats. We do not want to bus out of our community to attend another school. We chose to stay loyal to
UCDSB despite them taking away the late immersion program (I got it, but my siblings have not). Make it fair for all
students in the board to have French in their schools, that would go a long way. YOU created a stigma of have and
have not schools. What will happen to me if I have to move to another school next year? Have you thought about
that? I have been working towards goals throughout my entire schooling, to be part of certain clubs and teams, to be
the lead organizer for certain events, to win certain bursaries and awards. Now you are suggesting that I give all that
up and go to another school and be a no body for my senior year? I am not OK with that! Neither are my friends!
Where in this whole plan do we matter? I understand that funding is an issue but a lot of the empty seats we have are
because of bad decisions that YOU made in past years. Kids in Ingleside often choose Our Lady for their Early
Immersion because their parents don't want to put them on a bus, but then they stay with the Catholic board and go to
St. Joe's. Long Sault Public school kids are supposed to come to R-O but because you took away our French they
now go to other schools out of their community, if you fix this, our empty seats will be filled. You are talking about
closing Seaway, R-O, CharLan, and Glengarry, that makes no sense! Also, what plan do you have for helping kids
transition schools, wait none I bet! Kids are having major anxiety, we don't know what teachers and guidance
counselors will be helping us apply to university next year. We don't know how to pick our courses next year because
we don't know what school we will be at. I know kids who are in elementary who feel sick when we talk about this
because it makes them so anxious. Have you thought about the mental health impact all of this is having on US?
Please do not close our schools, please remember that you will tear our community apart if you do. At R-O, we are a
family and I don't think that you understand that.

12/15/2016 10:29 AM

150 I do not support the draft recommendation! This is a direct assault on our rural school RO which has been a model K-
12 school since its opening day! Bring back immersion, you'll bring students back to our community and back to RO
problem solved. The presentation made has given suggestions that are more than suitable and easy to do. As a
parent I WILL NOT support this Draft Recommendation and will pull all of my children from the school board
completely! This is beyond ridiculous! First Wynne with energy and now this. When is enough going to be enough.
Now our children's education is in limbo because of someone who could care less of our children. I will NOT have my
kids attend an urban school setting, we relocated to a rural setting for a reason. My older kids have attended urban
and guess what the schools failed them. The rural teachers actually care and do their jobs. They learn about so much
more than their urban peers. I attended both urban and rural, I back my children 110%! I back my community 110% as
well!

12/15/2016 10:27 AM
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151 I completely disagree with the board's proposal to close the secondary section of R-O! The ONLY reason that R-O
secondary's enrolment has declined is because the school board set it up to fail by taking away the French Immersion
programming a few years ago which at the time was offered as late immersion in grade 7. By doing this it caused
students from Long Sault and Ingleside to have to bus out of their boundary for French programming. French
programming should NOT be considered a frill! This is something that all of our students need if they want to have jobs
in this region. The proposed solution presented at the public meeting in November cannot be ignored! The board
needs to recognise that a solution which brings Longue Sault Public to 96% utilization and R-O to 97% is a viable
solution. It also keeps children attending school in their own community. Has the board even considered the cost of
bussing that would be saved? Since it seems that dollars and cents and facts and figures are what is most important
then this should be looked at. Also, the board needs to remember that R-O is in great condition building wise, and
reduced cost for administrative and custodial staff since it is JK-12. I would like to bring to your attention the mental
and physical impact that should be considered by bussing students out of their community. Being sedentary, loss of
sleep, less time for students to socialise, do homework and participate in extra curricular activities. What about my
children's after school jobs? Do they have to give those up to be bussed out of their community to go to school? This
is how they are funding their post secondary education! R-O is located in the middle of a community that supports the
school, the board is not considering the economic impact that losing our school will have on local businesses and our
property values either. My wife and I purchased our home in Ingleside because of the rural setting and because it had
a JK-12 school with an excellent reputation. My children have had an wonderful education at this school and have had
many opportunities due to it being a JK-12 school. I am pleased to see so many other schools throughout the province
are considering a JK-12 model, they should come and learn from R-O because they are doing it right! Sadly, the only
thing lacking there is the French programming for the older grades since finally they have been given early immersion.
The board has been losing students to the Catholic board for years in Ingleside with parents choosing Our Lady of
Good Counsel (which is located across the street from R-O) instead due to their immersion program. The solution
seems pretty easy, give French Immersion to all of your schools and then kids don't have to bus out of their boundary
to attend other schools, in R-O's situation this will bring them to 97%. This is what the community of Ingleside has
been asking for for many years, it's time for the UCDSB to listen!

12/15/2016 10:26 AM

152 I am quite concerned about the school board's recent announcement to close rural schools in our community. My
husband and I purchased our home in Long Sault and chose to raise a family here and are quite pleased with LSPS as
a school for our child. We also like that as they get older they will be able to walk to school by themself and get this
kind of daily physical activity. Although I had not looked too far ahead to high school yet, I have had the opportunity to
get to know more about R-O since our child attends the after school program there. R-O has a wonderful atmosphere
and I would like to have the opportunity to send my children there for their secondary years. My husband and I both
work in __________, we chose to live in Long Sault so that our children would be raised in a rural setting among the
cozy communities that LSPS and R-O are situated in. If we wanted city of Cornwall schools then we would have
chosen to live there, but we did not. In LSPS and R-O, students are not just a number, yet what you are proposing, a
mega city school would have them be just that. LSPS is quite full and does not have vacant seats. I understand that R-
O does but I also know that this is because the school board took away French programming a few years ago causing
parents to look outside of their municipality for that programming. French is a necessity in this area, I don't understand
why it is not in every school within Upper Canada. I do not want my children on a bus for long periods of time to go to
high school, R-O is just a few minutes from our home, it would be a short bus ride and the children would be kept in
our community, that we chose to live in (South Stormont). I truly hope that you will consider the presentation made at
the meeting at GV. This is a sound plan that provides the solution that the board is asking for (next to no vacant
seats). This would also mean that the residents of South Stormont would be happy as well as we would have access
to public schools, in a rural setting, in our communities (which are growing) for our children from elementary to
graduation. I do not want to bus my children to Cornwal or to Tagwi when I know that we have an excellent secondary
school in our community. No one has asked parents what they want in advance to preparing these recommendations,
this is very frustrating and I am truly disappointed in UCDSB. You have the opportunity to redeem yourself however
by keeping these two schools in South Stormont open. The economic officer for the township said that SS is poised to
be the biggest municipality in all of the counties in the near future. How insane would it be if all this development was
planned and we had no schools to offer? Our township could lose future opportunities for economic growth because of
the board's poor decision. We urge you to reconsider!

12/15/2016 10:22 AM

153 Do not close our schools. Keep R-O a JK -grade 12 open. Keep LSPS open, it is a thriving school in the UCDSB
system. RO and LSPS are center of our community Think of the students attending these schools of their attachment
to their home school. It is their education. Rural people value our schools. Rural kids need their schools. Residents
need their schools. Businesses need their schools. Industries need their schools...WE NEED OUR SCHOOLS in
South Stormont. Our children do not need to take long bus rides to school, when there are schools in our community.

12/9/2016 8:31 PM
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154 Leave all South Stormont Schools open. LSPS is thriving and R-O has been renovated and is a safe up to code school
having been rebuild a few years ago. If need be there is plenty of space to grow at both schools. Moving our 7-12 to
bigger schools in Cornwall where the kids would be up early sitting for long periods of time of a bus. More money
spent on buses and gas not to mention up keep. Bring back our FRENCH...enrollment would be back up. Put the
school boundaries on and enforce them. Rural kids from small communities need their schools where they are not just
a number..In our schools in South Stormont teachers know their students names, not just another face in the hall way.
Our youngsters are stressed enough without adding stress with having to go outside of their home schools into an
over crowded school. Please consider the children, they are the ones to loose when it comes to being shipped off to
city schools.

12/9/2016 8:15 PM

155 Keep R-O JK-12 school open. Keep LSPS open The schools are the center of our communities. Our kids don't need
to go outside of the community to attend schools. We have renovated up to date schools right here. Bring back french
to our schools...enrollment would go up with french added. Put boundaries up for schools and the feeder schools.
Rural values means we do not want to loose any part of our schools. Kids do not need to go on the bus for hours a
day, when we have schools right here in our community. South Stormont will have significant growth in coming years.
We need our kids attending local schools.

12/8/2016 9:37 PM

156 I am a student at R-O and I want to graduate from that school. I grew up in South Stormont and went to R-O from first
day. I walk to school and that is how it should be. I should not be forced to take a bus to school in the city. R-O school
has already went under big renovations and is in great shape. There is a lot of room to build the school bigger. Bring
back French to the school and the number of students will go up. Kids need a school in our community not travel,
making us give up our extra fun events at school because we will spend hours on the bus. Keep our community
strong...schools are apart of us. R-O offers a lot. Thank you for listening to a student of R-O who wants to graduate
from there. I do not have any reason to attend a school out of town when there is a school right here within minutes of
my home.

12/8/2016 9:16 PM

157 I am completely disgusted by the school board's proposal to close so many rural high schools! I have been following
the process since the end of September and cannot believe how poorly orchestrated this entire process has been.
From the very first day where teachers went to school not even knowing that the school that they taught at was on the
list. I did not get the opportunity to be on the ARC committee but am pleased with the proposal that the Save South
Stormont Schools group has put forward. I have reviewed some of the data on the UCDSB site and am completely
perplexed as to why some of these schools are even being considered for closure. I also wonder why there is such a
huge target on SD&G. Is this the board's master plan to kill rural communities and force all of our children to attend
school in Cornwall? My children are not interested in a rural school, they have a wonderful school at R-O. It has lost
students in past years due to the board taking away the immersion program but it is a great place for our kids to grow
and develop and has very caring teachers. Has the board considered what would happen if you brought the
immersion program back? I'm told it's now there again for the primary grades but what if you brought it back all the
way through? I am certain that the halls would fill up again and you would not as many empty seats. You are not
looking at the big picture, R-O is situated in the middle of our village. Do you know how many employers offer coop
programs that our kids can walk to? Why did the board ever give Tagwi an immersion program and not R-O? Why
does the board seem to always be bailing out this school that is situated in the middle of no where and from what I
can see in their SIP is very costly to run? I would like to see all local secondary school remain but the board is not
looking at this properly. They are not considering the cost of busing and the physical cost and emotional cost that
busing will have on our children. If you take kids out of their community for their education you will do major damage to
our villages. I also have heard that the board did not consult with municipalities about the impact this would have on
communities or learn about future developments. I understand that not every new house brings 2 children but when
you have multiple residential developments planned, it surely will yield students that could be filling your schools, or
perhaps these projects will never come to fruition if our schools are closed. I'm not sure the board has taken enough
time to evaluate all of the factors. R-O is an amazing school which is very well supported by our community and all that
I can see that it is lacking is the full French program. I am truly amazed at all that the little school accomplishes and
does with a smaller population and fewer staff. In this school our kids are big fish in a smaller pond, in a big over
crowded school they would get swallowed up. Please consider keeping R-O open and give it the same French
programming that most schools have and you will see the kids will stay and new ones will come. You must look
carefully at why some schools have an inflated population, I think that you will clearly see that it is because you
handed some the gift of having French and took it away from others and the students went along with it. I am waiting
to see the end result, our community is fighting hard. If you close my community school I will leave the board, you will
have failed us completely. Some families went to the Catholic school Our Lady right from the get go in JK because
they had early French but we chose R-O for our kids so they could have the JK-12 experience in our own community.
It is not right for you to threaten that, especially without acknowledging why R-O has lost students in the past few
years. It is not because there are not families in Ingleside, in fact this is a very desired place to raise a family. The
board is far too big and I don't believe the trustees and staff understand the demographics of each community. They
also seem to not know or have conveniently forgotten the history of years of our community asking for French and the
board saying no and giving it to schools that were struggling like Roxmore and Long Sault. Now the board created an
issue and I sure hope they will take this opportunity to fix it! There is not a lot of time, I hope this survey isn't just a joke
and is actually being read by staff and trustees. You started this process poorly, I hope that you will end it properly and
restore my faith in public education.

12/8/2016 1:17 PM
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158 Email Received: I am writing to you as a concerned parent of a child attending Longue Sault Public School. The recent
proposal of closing LS Public is VERY concerning to me, and my entire family. I grew up in Cornwall, but when it came
time to raise my family I wanted to do so in Long Sault. One of the main factors that drew us to this quaint little village
was the beautiful family-oriented public school. I had heard wonderful things about LS Public and was looking forward
to my, then toddler, to attend. Let me say, we have not been disappointed. My child is very happy there and we are
very happy with the education we are getting. LS Public is the backbone of our community. When it comes down to
the facts, the school is maxed out in terms of enrollment and the academic level of the kids is at the top. We are all so
proud of the kids. You can see it in the community when the “Kinders” are out for a walk on an adventure to discover
what the Post Office is like, or how the Mayor gets his work done at Town Hall. Losing LS Public would be a terrible
loss to the community. I am asking, better yet, begging for you to FIGHT to keep our school open. We, as parents, will
do anything in our power to keep it open. If you need any further action taken please reach out to me. My family (and
extended family) is more than willing to stand up for our beautiful country school. That being said, IF the worst case
scenario happens and our precious school closes, I can guarantee you that I will be taking my child out of the UCDSB
completely and switching to a new board. I would never support a board that does not support it’s communities. Thank
you in advance for your hard work in keeping Longue Sault Public School open.

12/7/2016 11:44 AM

159 Email received: As a parent of students presently at ROTHWELL Osnabruck and a former graduate alumni. It disturbs
me that the board would even consider closing a small community school like RO. The small school community is like
a family to all that attend there and to all that have gone there in the past. It's a place where everyone knows
everyone's name...staff and students alike. Our children Excell at what they do and accomplish. And they are treated
as individuals with names and not numbers. The children are quickly identified if they are struggling and are assisted
in a timely manor. Çhildren with disabilities are assisted and not forgotten in our small rural school. They excell also. I
am in the school frequently and I see the unique interactions between students and staff that assist our children to
excell that you would not find it the big city schools. To the teachers they are like their own children and want to see
them excell and are proud of every child no matter what they accomplish as long as they are trying their best. The
children have opportunity to participate in sporting teams that they would not normally have in larger schools and other
extracurricular activities that would normally be able to participate in. This would be a great loss to our children as it
helps to build their self-esteem and gives them team building skills also. My husband and I live in a small rural
community because we want to send our children to a rural school not a city school. Were we live we have the choice
of a fee different schools to send them to but we wanted to send them to our small rural school where they are treated
as individuals and not a number and where everyone knows each other's name. I believe that RO helped me to
accomplish the things I have done in mu life. I believe that small community schools are needed and it would be a big
mistake to close the high school at Rothwell Osnabruck School.

12/7/2016 11:40 AM

160 Do not close this amazing school! I have had a great education there with amazing and caring teachers! People keep
saying we have no programming - that is so wrong! We don't have French Immersion starting in Grade 7 and this is
why Long Sault School kids go to other schools instead of R-O because they want more French and for NO other
reason! Our building has had many renovations too in recent years. JK-12 "Lifers" as we call ourselves is something
special that you do not understand. I walk to school, walk to my sports practices, participate in a ton of extra curricular
groups and clubs and have an after school job in town. If you make me go to another school I will have to lose all of
this. I think if you give French back so that Long Sault School kids can come here after grade 6 then R-O will be just
fine, we are all South Stormont and we have been told that lots more development is coming. I have put down roots at
a school that has nothing wrong with it except that it has less French than other schools in the board. I think that most
schools the board didn't give French to are struggling. Make it fair and we will be OK.

12/7/2016 11:36 AM

161 I do not agree with the recommendations because I find it disconcerting that our children are at a good school (LSPS)
which is at capacity, in good condition, and thriving only to be relocated. This recommendation could be approved by
keeping this school open AND providing secondary rural options for students in South Stormont. I assure you, parents
in this area will NOT send their kids to a large city school for high school. I don't understand the logic from an
educational or financial perspective. The solution may reduce some strain on the UCDSB (provincially funded) but it
will be at the municipal government's expense (local businesses will suffer, local home owners will see a decrease in
house values, etc.).

12/7/2016 11:33 AM
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162 Email Received: Recently our little village of Long Sault has been hit with the news of possible school closures which
include L.S.P.S and R.O. As I am sure your emails are over flowing at the moment, I feel the need to voice my opinion
to you as well. L.S.P.S has been around for many many years as you all know. It is a huge part of our little village, and
huge reason why our little village has been growing so much over the last few years. Many people have relocated to
Long Sault, as they started their own little families and wanted nothing but the best for their children's education. I
myself was residing in Cornwall and moved back to Long Sault so that my children did not have to attend a Cornwall
school. There is no better feeling then knowing your children are attending a fantastic school, where they can learn so
much about the history of our village. They have full access to the village library, splash pad, police station, fire hall,
and so much more! They are even able to walk to the arena in the winter to go skating with the school. It's a shame to
think you are willing on taking this away from all of our children! As it is not quite clear to many of us as to why you
have even thought about closing our great school, many rumours have been flying. One, being that the enrollment is
not enough to keep our school going. If this is the case, it doesn't seem fit. Our schools enrollment must have
increased as we needed to receive a portable this year to accommodate all of the children. Two, being our schools
enrollment is growing so rapidly that we will soon not be able to accommodate all of the children in our community. If
this is the case, moving them to another school, where there are already children filling up half of that school in the
elementary level doesn't seem fitting either! If we are looking at the future, then joining us in with RO now, eventually
RO will grow and need a new school as well. If we can build a new school in Cornwall to join two of their schools
together, then why can we not put an addition on to L.S.P.S if that is what needs to be done. As for closing the high
school section of R.O. maybe we can take a second to process what this will mean. When you chose to take grade 7
and grade 8 out of the elementary school systems and move them into high school settings it was a big move. One
that I myself was not on board with. Here we are trying to help children deal with all of the craziness of society now a
days and we chose to add more anxiety and fear into their education aspect of life. I remember all to well, my first year
of high school. Being the youngest in the school again, the ones picked on and teased. Anxiety is high, fear is high,
and here we are, changing it so that our children will have to go through that now not only once in grade 9, but twice,
in grade 7 and then again in grade 10. For those of us who live in Long Sault, Ingleside, and the country area, at least
we had a bit of relief knowing that we could send our children off in grade 7 to a high school that is close to home. A
high school that makes us feel safe. A high school that is not in Cornwall. For our children who have grown up in these
little villages and are only accustomed to these little villages, Cornwall is a huge move that I am not willing on making.
Not at the grade 7 level. Taking the high school level out of R.O is not a good idea. Not when you take a look at what
is best for our children. After all, isn't that what should matter most? What is best for our children and their education.
There has been so much talk between L.S.P.S families and R.O families. If this move does happen, if you do choose
to close our schools, there are many families that are planning on changing boards. At this time, it will now not only
affect all of our families and our communities, but now you are risking the jobs of many people. I am crossing my
fingers that you will open your hearts and thought to all of us and realize that this is not a good idea. I am sure there
are other ways to help whatever issue the board is having other then closing our fantastic schools and ruining the
"ideal" life that everyone in our community is now living! Thank you for your time and understanding.

12/5/2016 12:34 PM

163 Email received: I am writing with regards to the recent news of possible school closures in our rural communities. I
currently have child in attendance at LSPS and set to attend. Our family is not native to Long Sault or even to Ontario.
Our roots are in the rural communities of __________. When moving here, we took many things into consideration
when choosing where to live. It would have made life easier for us to live in Cornwall close to work like many of the
other families here have done. We didn't do this. We chose to move to Long Sault so that our kids could have the
education and upbringing that we desired. LSPS fit the bill for us in every way! The school is large enough that it has a
multitude of activities to offer the kids. As a family bilingualism is an asset; LSPS offers french immersion. The school
is small enough that the kids don't get lost in the shuffle; they are not just a number. And above all, LSPS's education
is phenomenal. We made the choice to live away from our current work community so our kids could go to LSPS. This
decision has never been regretted. The school community has been everything and more that it claims to be. The
LSPS family made a difficult time so much more bearable. This support was not just extended to my child but to us. I
write to you mostly about the LSPS family/community as I want to highlight that they offer this community much more
than an excellent education. As a concerned parent and member of the Long Sault community I am hopeful that you
will reconsider placing LSPS (and in extension R-O High School) on your closure list.

12/5/2016 9:14 AM

164 I've spent a lot of time reading all of the documentation regarding this review and I have a difficult time responding to
these surveys, etc. because this proposal makes me so irritated. I'm so frustrated with this process because families
are incurring stress about a proposal that is dividing communities, causing anxiety among students, and instilling
mistrust in the leaders who are supposed to look out for our kids. To improve the recommendations, the HUMAN cost
of this proposal must be considered. Yes, you might need to save money but perhaps you could consider preserving
the schools in children's home communities where children feel safe, protected, and part of a larger "family". Each
student should be given an opportunity to access an education within their home community or municipality.

12/5/2016 9:11 AM
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165 This report is flawed. As a businessperson it is unfathomable to me how this report can be used to make decisions for
our communities' futures. First, there is flawed information in the report (to improve the recommendation this should be
corrected); secondly, not all factors are being considered which impact the cost of the proposed changes (ex: how this
will affect transportation costs), and economic growth cannot be considered a factor in the decisions being made. The
list goes on. . . . It is not responsible, or moral to make decisions for kids' futures based on a report that is inaccurate
and that misrepresents the numbers by omitting data that has a huge impact on the desired results of the proposal
(transportation costs, for example, actually cause MORE costs to the board in some areas). To be improved, this
report MUST include ALL relevant information.

12/5/2016 9:09 AM

166 keep R -O a k to 12 school, - return french immersion to R-O and make Longue Sault students attend R-O from 7-12.
KEEP LONGUE SAULT as it is k-6... no long trips on buses for wee ones..

12/2/2016 8:13 PM

167 Reinvest in rural education. The population of Long Sault sustains a small, successful elementary school. It is the in
the board's interest to continue services in this community, as this is where future growth is being projected. At what
point will provincial government incentives push boards to reduce transportation expenses and fossel fuel use? When
that occurs, UCDSB will be glad to have retained a small sustainable local school in Long Sault!

11/29/2016 11:13 PM

168 Long Sault is a growing community with several new families moving to town every year. LSPS must stay open to
serve this demographic. In the draft recommendation it is stated that Ste Lucie French Catholic School is in Long
Sault. That is incorrect. That school has a Long Sault PO Box but is physically located near St. Andrews West, west of
Hwy. 138. If LSPS closes Long Sault will have NO school for local children. This of course will impact the whole
community but it places the greatest burden on children and families who would be required to make education
arrangements outside of the local community.

11/29/2016 10:28 PM

169 Email Received: As a retired resident living in Ingleside, Ontario, I would like to strongly object to the recent proposal
of the Upper Canada District School Board to potentially close 29 of our rural schools in Eastern Ontario, including our
local Secondary School, Rothwell-Osnabruck. Rothwell Osnabruck, a J-K to Grade 12 school, has enriched our
Community for many years. Both of our children are graduates of Rothwell-Osnabruck Secondary School and are
University graduates. The Bi-lingual certification program offered at the time they attended was very innovative and
popular. It's difficult to understand why this program was discontinued locally. The secondary students at R/O have
always been integral to our community, with many completing their co-op requirements locally and holding down part-
time jobs locally as well. They are part of our extended family and, for the most part, you will not find a more polite,
well-mannered, responsible group of young people. I strongly protest the closure of our Secondary School. Our ARC
committee has galvanized our community and many are willing to go the distance to ensure the 'rural' concerns are
addressed. Rural residents are beginning to feel like a 'marginalized' sector of society. We have seen the trend toward
urbanization in other countries and it would be such a great loss to have it happen in our beautiful country. Our country
was built on the backs of the rural community. We cannot and will not sit back and be complacent when our way of
life is in peril. I urge you to 'listen' to our concerns and proposed solutions, submitted by local residents and compiled
by our local ARC Committee. (*See attached SSS Document-South Stormont Solutions). Our local MPP, Jim McDonell
has been very supportive to this cause and has made an impassioned plea at Queen's Park to at least have a
moratorium in order to consult with ARC committees in a collaborative, respectful way. Our local ARC committee is an
amazing group of very passionate, intelligent, hard working members, who have the best interest of the students at
heart and I, as a retired resident of the community of Ingleside applaud and support their efforts 100%. Please
consider the future impact on our children, our community and the future of both. The decisions made now will affect
our children for many years. We owe it to them to be mindful of all of the implications before making a final decision.

11/29/2016 10:22 AM

170 I've heard that some people are moving school boards to stand up to UCDSB about Longue Sault closing, so I am too.
Just letting you all know, "your idea sucks" as my child would say!

11/25/2016 11:03 AM

171 Email received: I am writing to you with regards to the proposed public school closures, in particular Longue Sault
Public School. Without LSPS our community will no longer have a school. Not one single school. Our children will have
to be bussed farther distances for schooling. Our property values will decrease. People will not want to move here, or
build here without a school for their children to attend locally. LSPS is a highly regarded elementary school with high
testing scores and a 96% capacity of enrolment. There are families who move to Long Sault largely because of the
reputation of our school. Without LSPS I fear many families will relocate. Others have spoken of enrolling their children
into the Catholic school system. My husband recently started a new job and the reason we aren't moving is because of
LSPS. We love sending our child to a school in our community that has great academic standings, great teachers, and
is not a long bus ride for a small child. It hasn't been easy but it's worth it for the education of our child at a school that
we feel is second to none. Our community needs this school! Our children need this school! Please rethink this
decision and keep Longue Sault Public School open.

11/25/2016 11:02 AM
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172 These schools you have proposed are tight knit, family oriented and have great communities supporting them. The
rual schools give a different atmosphere to the educators and children learning in the community. My child attends
long sault public, is a happy bright child and loves all the community events that our school puts on. Loves walking to
school, the splash pad , the skating rink, post office and police station. This is just a handfull of what our small
community offers. Why at such a high percentage of enrollment are you taking this from us? I've heard so many
parents say they are switching boards. Have you calculated that? Losing them? The tax dollars? Have you thought
about how you would be making my child a number with all the others. How you would be giving them less of an
education with less community involvement? I went to long sault, I have attended both rural and city Schools and I
can tell you as a student and parent there are very big differences in atmosphere, attitude and learning . I hope you
are able to open your eyes at the value we all have in these schools and draw up new proposals . Why can we not
build on long sault, I mean with the money just spent on the entrance all the community involvement , surely we have
enough space as I've seen the yards at the schools we are to relocate to.. please think of our children.. your future

11/25/2016 11:01 AM

173 Email received: My child is currently at LSPS which we have been informed is on the list of schools to possibly be
closed. My family strongly opposes this to happen. Here are a few of our reasons. We moved from the city to the
country for our child to attend a rural school, choosing LSPS because my husband attended the same school through
his elementary years and had a wonderful experience. We wanted our child to feel the tight knit community
atmosphere we believe only a rural school can truly provide. Our child has already built friendships and a love for the
school, and looks forward to going each day to see friends and all of the exceptional staff. Staff whom in my opinion
are some of the best. The teachers go above and beyond for the kids, making everyday a joyful learning experience.
This school is the center of the community. Everytime I walk through the halls to attend an event they have graciously
planned for the parents I feel a sense of family, something I want my child to be apart of until highschool approaches.
Our child is curretnly being bused, a 40 min ride as it is. To be bused to RO that will add at least 15 min to the route
which may not seem like alot for an adult but for a young child it is. With such a long ride this will effect a willingness to
get up and ready for the day dreading the fact of being on the bus for so long, starting the day in turmoil about wanting
to attend school. This potential change will be extremely difficult for the staff, students and their famalies. Shifting
relationships, schedules(earlier rise times and longer bus rides cause for my child to miss out on potential extra
curricular activities), and just an overall sense of community. LSPS has given our family the peace of mind knowing
that when our child is gone for the day is somewhere we trust. Somewhere we know is valued and encouraged to
prosper. Somewhere we want to stay. I also believe in consistancy and by creating this change it could effect my child
along with others emotionally and behaviourly. You may say that all of this can be achieved at any school but I know
personally that this is not the case. As a child I attended many schools, some for longer periods of time then others
and not one single school felt the same. LSPS has created an atmosphere that I pray you will not disrupt so my child
along with every other student whom attends can continue to be apart of a family, a community, a place these kids can
call home. Please reconsider closing LSPS. For the sake of our family and community. Were people, with hopes that
this will not happen. Were more then some numbers in a book. I hope you can understand and use empathy before
deciding to uproot these childrens lives.

11/25/2016 11:00 AM

174 Stop trying to make a large school. It is the smaller school that helped my child finish a high school education. My child
attended R.O. after hating the larger high school of St. Joseph. Is there any way we can keep our High school which
supports our local community and our teens ??

11/25/2016 10:56 AM

175 I live in a rural community because I want my children to go to a rural school. I do not want my children shipped on a
bus for an hour or more. There are many ways to improve this recommendation and if the board trustees would meet
with the parents they will see they are HURTING our children with this and in the end they will hurt themselves. I know
I'm not the only parent who will pull my children from the UCDSB if they go through with this recommendation.

11/25/2016 10:55 AM

176 I think it is dumb and there is no logic in closing rural schools. Not only for the bullying issues and suicide rates that
would go up, bit also the lack of learning that will actually get done especially the kids with ieps or learning disabilities
because there self esteem will go down and they wont be able to.get the help they need. Also i will not be sending my
child to a city school. I will pull out of public school before that happens. I live in the country so my child can go to
school in a rural.school.

11/25/2016 10:54 AM

177 I do not support this recommendation and I believe that this decision would have a very negative impact on the
UCDSB. Long Sault is a growing community and the school is full of happy families. Does it really make sense to take
a school of happy people and relocate them? The risk of losing some of these students, while at the same time, having
a negative affect on the community of Long Sault does not seem like a responsible decision from a financial or moral
perspective. As a business person, I believe that the risk does not outweigh the potential (and I stress potential
because some students will leave) reward.

11/25/2016 10:52 AM

178 Closing well-used schools is a ridiculous concept. 11/24/2016 2:34 PM
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179 Email Received: My child attends Rothwell-Osnabruck. If the closure of RO secondary is to happen, I would like my
child to at least attend the next closest school which would allow for the safest route to travel by bus. From my house
Tagwi secondary is 10 minutes closer than CCVS in Cornwall. By car it takes approximately 20min to Tagwa and
30min to CCVS. I can't imagine how long it would take on a school bus. I'm requesting the boundary line to be
changed so that we can go to the school that is closest to our home. I know for sure my child will not be attending
CCVS. So I will have no choice but to home school them. It would be a shame for them to miss the high school
experience. I am willing to drive my child if a school bus is not available.

11/24/2016 10:02 AM

180 Email Received: I am a community member and a parent of students who currently attend Longue Sault Public School.
I have done a lot of research regarding the Building for the Future Proposal. I have read the report, followed media
releases, watched the UCDSB meetings, met with our township, and I have spoken to several parents within our area.
In no way is this e-mail meant to degrade or shame any UCDSB member or any trustee. My best years as a student
were spent with the UCDSB and that's exactly why people are motivated to fight this proposal - the risk of losing
successful educational institutions is too great. I know that you are likely receiving a lot of emotional appeals to keep
schools open and this will not be one of them - although I have spent many sleepless nights thinking about the way
this proposal has been dropped onto our communities, the families within them, and the kids who this will affect
(however, the emotional toll this has taken should not be underestimated). My wife and I lived in two separate cities
respectively, and then moved back to South Stormont once we had children because we wanted them to experience
rural life and a large part of a rural lifestyle is the experience of rural, public education. I am vehemently opposed to
the Building for the Future proposal for many reasons. As previously mentioned, I am not going to focus on the affects
this proposal will have on families. Rather, I will highlight a few reasons that this is a poor business decision since this
really all comes down to dollars and cents. 1. The proposal itself is flawed. It contains both mathematical errors and
inconsistent information regarding the schools within the board. How is it possible to form a viable, successful plan
based on false information? As a business owner, I would not be inclined to judge the future of my business on false
information. With inconsistencies and incorrect information, the risk would be too great and the outcome would be
impossible to predict. 2. There are schools such as LSPS which are thriving. South Stormont is growing and according
to studies carried out by the United Counties of SD&G, it carries 29% of the six municipalities growth. This is almost
one third of all of SD&G's growth. Several families are moving into the expanding subdivisions in the area (Arrowhead
Estates, Chase Meadows, David Brown subdivision expansion, etc.) and many of these families will send their kids to
LSPS for proximity reasons alone since LSPS is the ONLY school in Long Sault. For this reason, the UCSDB could
secure the registrations of many of the new families moving into Long Sault by default alone. From a business
perspective, is removing a viable, thriving school (which is at 96% capacity) with growing clientele worth the risk? 3.
Students in this area WILL move to coterminous boards. Although Rothwell Osnabruck is an excellent school, parents
in Long Sault will be more likely to send their children to St. Andrews or other local schools simply because they work
in Cornwall and for reasons of convenience will not send them in the opposite direction of their employment. In
addition, the parents will send them to coterminous boards to avoid the proposed pathway to Cornwall and Collegiate
and Vocational School for high school (the pathway proposed in the Building for the Future Report). Parents do NOT
agree with sending rural students to an inner city school which has the second highest FCI (facility condition index) in
the entire school board. This is not acceptable and parents will switch their child's school to avoid this pathway. 4.
When calculated, increased busing costs (not considered in the report) would decrease overall board savings and in
some cases cause the board to lose money rather than experience cost savings. I cannot speak for all schools slated
for closure but I do know that closing Long Sault Public School and creating disgruntled parents with the pathway to
CCVS is something that should be avoided. The board will not experience cost savings with the current proposal for
this area. Rather than send students in South Stormont to a high school in Cornwall, why not send them to our own,
local high school - Rothwell Osnabruck? With a realignment of boundaries for high school students, LSPS could
remain a thriving elementary school (K-6) within the board and Rothwell Osnabruck could serve K-6 students around
Ingleside and 7-12 students all across South Stormont. Perhaps the most bothersome part of this report is that a
provincial mistake (a funding formula that does not make sense for rural areas) is being shifted to the municipalities
and the schools in these towns. The local school boards, municipalities, trustees, parents, and students should be
coming together to fight the provincial government, their funding formula, and their lack of support for rural areas.
While the board could be encouraging people to pull together to join them in this important fight, instead it is fueling
anger, animosity, mistrust, and division within our own communities. I thank you for taking the time to read this e-mail.
I will be sure to attend all public meetings and do my part to both remain informed and attempt to find alternative
solutions to this proposal.

11/24/2016 9:53 AM
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181 Email received: We write to you in order to express our concern over the school board's proposal to close Longue
Sault Public School and the secondary program at Rothwell-Osnabruck. Such closures will cause a decrease in th
level of quality for children's education in South Stormont. We live, work, and volunteer in Long Sault, and have taken
time to review the report which was published September 28. We have also taken the time to speak with elected
officials, neighbours, friends, students, and educators who will be affected by the closures. The response to the
proposal is overwhelmingly negative. Our own family moved to Long Sault. A deciding factor in our decision to come to
Long Sault was the elementary school in town. Our child is now a student at LSPS. Our other child will be attending
LSPS next year. If the school closes, we are unsure of what decision we will make regarding our children's education.
We are proud of the quality of education offered at LSPS. The facilities are in great condition and the location is in the
heart of a low traffic area. The enrollment statistics (96%) speak to the popularity of LSPS as a successful small town
elementary school. There is no excuse for closing a healthy and sustainable school in order to satisfy the school
board's funding problems elsewhere. Long Sault is growing, with many young families like mine deciding to make this
town home. If Longue Sault Public School closes, there will be no school left in our town. The community itself will
suffer along with families and students. The closure of Rothwell-Osnabruck High School and re-drawing of boundaries
for secondary schools appears to us as a scheme to overcrowd an aging facility in Cornwall (CCVS) with children
from our community, in order to build a case for a future construction project. If this is the intention, it places our
children on the worst possible point along the plan's time-line. They will be negatively affected by relocation and
overcrowding and have nothing to gain from the proposed outcome. We urge you to learn more about LSPS and the
town of Long Sault; we urge you to stand up for children in our community; and we urge you to stop the closure of
successful community schools.

11/24/2016 9:24 AM

182 Email received: As many parents and students across South Stormont, we are terribly disappointed to hear that
Longue Sault Public School is on the list for potential school closures in UCDSB. Recently, our family moved to Long
Sault, and after much deliberation, choose Longue Sault Public for our two children, over schools in the English
Catholic board and French Catholic . We were hesitant to send our children to the UCDSB as we have read about the
poor financial and budget history, the continuing EA and staff cuts, and the declining enrolment. However, with the
strong parent counsel involvement, the community support, the history of the school, the experienced teachers, and
the enrolment continuously on the rise at LSPS, we felt that our kids' educational experience would not suffer and we,
ultimately, would not face the scenario of the school closing. Should Longue Sault Public School close, it will confirm
our initial concerns about this school board, and so we will move our children to one of the two Catholic schools in the
South Stormont area. We hope that you will read this and the other emails you receive, as well as hear the voices of
the community, including small businesses, who will suffer should a solution not be found in keeping LSPS in the
village of Long Sault.

11/24/2016 8:48 AM

183 Unfortunately, I could not attend the meeting at Rothwell-Osnabruck this evening. What the school board is doing
regarding the closure of schools issue is absolutely insane! Totally unfair to our rural schools, and totally unfair to the
future of our rural communities. I cannot believe that you, your board's administrators and trustees, would run so
carelessly over those who have worked so hard to build our communities. I'm telling you, now, that you and the board
have not heard the half of it, yet. Your work has been careless, unfair, and down-right damaging to the children of our
communities. 60 years ago, Ontario Hydro, the Province of Ontario, and the Canadian governement tore the hearts
out of our communities, with the Seaway and Hydro projects, and few rebelled. It wasn't the age of rebellion, but that's
not the case, now. Many hearts were broken by the destruction of 60 years ago, and many of us remember that time
period. But, I'm telling you and the UCDSB that we are NOT taking this assault sitting down. This is a major assault on
Long Sault, Ingleside, Morrisburg, and Iroquois, and we're sick and tired of a school board that just doesn't care! Nor
does the Province of Ontario and the Ministry of Education. If my community's public school is closed, I will change
my support to the Catholic Board, and I'll encourage many of my family members and friends to do the same. As well,
if the Ministry of Education is not prepared to change a funding formula that will preserve the heritage of our rural
schools, then I'll not be supporting that government in the future. With this message, you can see that I'm annoyed
with not only the UCDSB, but the Ministry, too. If some of that money could be taken from the "Ivory Towers" that the
Ministry has built, and the "Ivory Towers" that the UCDSB has built, then we would have the funding required to keep
our rural schools open. Believe me, we ALL see a bloated bureaucracy at both the school board level and the
provincial government level. Close Viscount Alexander School and move those kids to Longue Sault and Rothwell-
Osnabruck!! Oh, no, that would be tearing the heart of Riverdale, and that can't be done. Well, leave our rural schools
alone. Find your money by closing half the administration space, presently in place, and stop the BLOAT! I'm so damn
mad, I know this hasn't been my best piece, but I just had to get this off my chest, tonight! Did I hear correctly that
Longue Sault Public School is filled to 96% capacity? I do not have a copy of the "Closure Report", or whatever it's
called, and I would like to get my hands on it. I'm wondering if one could be sent to me at _______. By the way, I live
in a "new" community at Long Sault, and people are moving to this "new" community due to the proximity of a
community school. I hope a report will be delivered to me within the next week.

11/24/2016 8:45 AM

184 Do not punish LSPS students and families for being part of a sustainable and successful school. Keep Longue Sault
Public open. Ingleside already has 2 large elementary schools. If LSPS closes Long Sault will have NO SCHOOL!
That will be an economic and social loss for the community at large.

11/24/2016 8:38 AM
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185 Email received: I am a parent of students at Longue Sault Public School, with another to attend that same school.
Needless to say, the recommendations outlined in the Pupil Accommodation Review are alarming. I understand the
need to consolidate, with almost 10,000 empty spaces across the board, but this plan for Ward 9 seems very drastic.
Before my husband and I bought our home in Long Sault and started a family, we looked into the schools in the area.
It was important for us that our future children wouldn't be forced to attend a Cornwall secondary school if we were to
live in Long Sault, and we made the decision to settle here based on the access to rural schools. Our feelings haven't
changed in this matter, after learning a few weeks ago, that our kids could be bused to CCVS for their secondary
school education. If worse comes to worse, we are fine with sending our kids to R-O for K-6, but that's as far as we will
go under the Board's recommended plan. We will either leave the UCDSB all together or will move out of the
community that we love, in order to be within the boundaries for our kids to attend Tagwi SS. My family is fortunate that
our children are still young and we have years to plan for and organize this. What about the families who could be
forced to send their kids to Cornwall next September? I know that because of changes at the provincial level, the
UCDSB is no longer required to consider the impact to the community or local economy, so I won't touch too much on
that. Although I do feel it is extremely important and should be considered with such a vast number of schools on the
chopping block, I know many concerned community members have addressed these issues. What I would really like
to focus on here, is the agenda of the Board to build a "super school" in Cornwall, and the collateral damage
(hundreds of kids' education) that will result. It came to my attention at a recent public meeting held at R-O on October
17th, that the UCDSB has been planning for the eventual build of a Cornwall "super school" for some time. The
recommendations in the Pupil Accommodation Review are designed in order to perpetuate this plan; changes to the
boundaries to encompass more students and rural secondary school closures included. Under the recommendations,
all rural high school students within the new boundaries will then feed into CCVS and St. Lawrence SS. It's clear to me
that the UCDSB wants to be in the best possible position to apply for provincial funding for a Cornwall "super school"
at any cost. My children's (and other students') education is not expendable. It is unacceptable that CCVS, one of the
most dilapidated schools in the board, be overcrowded to such extremes in attempt to secure possible funding. What
kind of a quality education will these kids be receiving under these conditions? Increased class sizes? Less
supervision? More opportunities for bullying? Kids with learning disabilities falling through the cracks? In addition, what
about access to after school sports and extra-curricular activities? Will these kids make it home in time after a long
bus ride to participate in community clubs and events? What about the CCVS building condition itself? How will it
stand up to a capacity of around 150%? Some kids (mine included) would likely spend their entire secondary school
education under these overcrowded conditions in a rundown school, spending hours a day on a bus. This is
unacceptable! The quality of their education should not be sacrificed for future capital gains. Anyone I have spoken
with, parent or student, in our rural communities will say that they don't even want a "super school". I love and cherish
our rural schools. As much as I don't want my kids to attend an overcrowded, dilapidated school, I also don't want
them to attend a huge, modern school where they will just be another number or face in the crowd. There is evidence-
based research to prove the value of smaller schools over mega schools. Has the Board conducted their own
research relating to this? Or at least reviewed the research articles that are readily available online? The issue of
super schools isn't only affecting the rural kids who's schools could close, but students currently living in Cornwall. I've
read research articles showing how students from a lower socio-economic status perform more poorly in a mega
school setting than a smaller school. If the decisions the Board make are research-based, think of the money that
could be saved by scrapping the mega school plan and making repairs to existing buildings instead. Consolidate
CCVS and St. Lawrence SS to increase enrollment numbers and leave the rural secondary schools (which are in
great condition and have adequate enrollment) in the communities where they belong. I urge the UCDSB to listen to
the parents of the communities affected. We know our children and have their absolute best interests at heart. Listen
to the high school students who are rallying and protesting these recommendations. They will tell you how closing their
schools has a negative effect on the student. Please, do your research and listen.

11/23/2016 4:18 PM
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186 Email received: I have been struggling on just how to write this letter. How do I communicate to the policy & decision
makers, just what your actions regarding the school closures in the UCDSB, mean to my family and me? As a parent,
I am extremely concerned you are placing us at risk. First, let me tell you a little about us. My husband, and I were
blessed by adopting . They were slightly older than we had originally thought what would make a good fit within our
family, yet upon meeting them, we knew we were their “forever home”. While we would never change that decision, I
am sure many of you must realize that there are additional factors parents must address when adopting older children.
Often these children have had to endure traumatic and violent situations, leading up to their removal from their birth
families. This creates an entire new set of issues that these children and their adopted families must learn to cope
with. Our situation is no different. Our children have challenges. The simple thought of them having to move to a new
school has already brought on changes to their behaviour. The level of care they will require to manage any transition
will be nearly insurmountable. That’s just a small explanation, an over simplification, the impact of our decision will
have on us. Currently my children enjoy attending Rothwell-Osnabruck. I can tell you, all the staff, including all the
support staff, has taken very scared and scarred children and helped them grow. Each and every person in this
building has at some time, helped them through some very difficult times. My children benefits from the daily one-on-
one support they receive from the Principal and Vice-Principal. The administration has been a vital link for me. They
call me regularly to give me a head-up about any situations that might have occurred with my children. The teachers
provide daily personal support, time set aside where they assist my children with the subjects and assignments they
are struggling with. Even the custodial staff have even helped guide my children. This is because they care. They all
care. It’s also because the school environment is one that allows these measures to be taken. I have real concerns
that closing the school will place my child’s development and education in jeopardy. I have questions as well, and am
looking to you, the decision makers, for answers. • Will the Principal and Vice Principal be able to provide daily one-
on-one support at CCVS? • Will the administration staff be able to serve as my link to what is going on with my
children? • Will the teachers have the time to provide one-on-one instruction when my child is having difficulty
understanding a new concept or subject? • What is in place to help my child transition, both before and after “Day
One”? I fear they will simply be labelled a “problem-children”, and shoved into a system that is ill equipped to serve
them. I fear a larger school won’t have the ability to afford my children the level of individual care and education. It may
come off as trite, or cliche, the old saying “It takes a village to raise a child” rings true right here, and right now.
Rothwell-Osnabruck has been our village. The damage you will inflict by closing this school will be real. It will be felt
by my family for years after you have moved on to another challenge facing you and your board. I am praying that you
keep this in mind and move to keep our village whole.

11/23/2016 3:59 PM

187 Cut UCDSB Senior Staff positions for additional savings. 11/23/2016 3:53 PM

188 Allow high school students the choice of at least two high schools. Also the population is growing some ... Our
elementary end is growing ..there will be students to support Rothwell.

11/23/2016 3:37 PM

189 Keep the rural schools open. Longue Sault is at capacity. RO is not lagging in capacity either. There is no need to ship
our rural students to a super school in Cornwall. Do not take away the availability of Tagwi either...students should
have choices...not just Cornwall as there one and only choice.

11/22/2016 12:33 PM

190 I disagree with the closing of Longue Sault when it is thriving. I don't feel it should be sacrificed to solve the population
problems at R.O. And Tagwi.

11/17/2016 9:57 PM

191 From my understanding of the situation from parents of children attending Rothwell Osnabruck secondary School, the
problems stem from the dissolution of the French program at the school. If the French program is re-implemented, the
problem of 'empty spaces' will resolve itself. Rothwell Osnabruck is an awesome school. Both of my children attended
part of their elementary and all of their high school education at R/O. Both of my children are University Grads, one
having done post graduate education as well and are productive members of society. I credit their R/O education, in a
warm and caring environment for a good part of their success. I implore you to reconsider closing this essential part of
our community, both for their sakes (the students) and ours.

11/17/2016 8:02 PM

192 I see the whole process as a marginalization of rural values and rural life. How can our children benefit from attending
a school like CCVS that is in much need of updating and reconstruction? Also, if all goes according to the UCDSB's
recommendations, CCVS will be well over the pupil number limit for the size and physical state of the building, and
indeed, I would worry about the safety of the attending students, especially if there were a fire. It just doesn't make
sense to transport high school students from a perfectly suitable and solid building to attend a school approximately 30
km away, that is in a state of disrepair. I have mentioned the practical reasons for not agreeing with this
recommendation. The emotional reasons are far more heart wrenching. The school is the centre of our community and
taking even part of it away will affect our community and the students in ways we can't even imagine. It is the first nail
in the coffin toward the demise of rural life. Just another sign of the trend toward the 'urbanization' of our Province.
We, the rural residents, are well on our way to being a 'disenfranchised' group because of these recommendations. I
implore you to reconsider and listen carefully to the recommendations put forth by our ARC committee. They are an
amazingly dedicated, intelligent group of people whose only goal is to do what is best for the students.

11/17/2016 7:49 PM
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193 Solutions as put forth by our ARC Committee. Since I have no children in the system, I have every faith in our ARC
Committee to determine how these changes may be made, including a savings on bus transportation. Please see the
Presentation by our ARC Committee at GVSS on Monday, November 14, 2016 for details. I am in total agreement
with their recommendations.

11/17/2016 7:26 PM

194 Email Received: I am sending this letter in regards to the closure of rural schools by the UCDSB. Rothwell Osnabruck
School is slated for closure by severing the secondary portion. As a parent and community member I find it very
disturbing that the proposal is to send my grade 7-12 students on an over an hour bus ride to an over populated city
school in the middle of a city they barely know. This is unhealthy, unsafe and not beneficial for my children at all. Not
to mention what this will do to my community. RO was built with the flooding of the seaway and is the heart of the
town of Ingleside which has grown around it and continues to grow. Removing our secondary students from this
community will have detrimental affects on everyone in this community. This proposal has caused heartache, mental
anguish, and criticism all over the place. We understand the financial burdens underlying these proposals but we must
find a better solution to save this school and it's community. With all the meetings, media and social media it seems
that the Jk-12 school idea is becoming more prominent. RO is one of the few Jk-12 schools in Ontario I believe. But
with the removal of French Emersion and other programming, we've lost many students to other schools outside of our
boundaries. My proposal is that JK-12 schools be considered in all rural areas. Amalgamating elementary schools
with secondary schools in these communities will cut costs and fill pupil spaces. RO for example: with the return of the
programming (make it equal in all schools), students will return to this community. Thus maintaining the costs of
running one school at its capacity, one maintenance, one administration, one overhead, keeping our kids rural, less
bussing costs and saving a community. Many of our students whom have left due to lack in programming have enrolled
at schools outside our boundaries and communities. Jk-12 schools being formed in those areas would also cut costs.
One building, one expense and filling pupil spaces. It would be equal for all our rural kids and they would then obtain
the education they deserve in the community where we as parents have chosen to live in and support buy purchasing
our forever homes and raising our children. Please consider this idea as a solution to the problem set before us. I
appreciate your time and thank you for reading my letter.

11/17/2016 1:36 PM

195 I'm hearing more and more people being in favour of amalgamating elementary with secondary schools together in
rural areas. RO is currently a JK-12 school and if Emersion was brought back it would bring back students we have
lost over the years. Char-lan has proposed to amalgomate which their community is in favour of. Tagwi is fighting to
keep the students with whom they will lose with the proposal from the board. Could the amalgomate on of elementary
and secondary be an option in that area as well? Thus closing smaller elementary schools and filling larger schools
will cut costs. Students could remain in their communities within even walking distances of their homes, daycares, jobs
etc. In turn keeping communities prosperous and happy. Thank you

11/17/2016 10:20 AM

196 Email Received: I realize you have to make tough decision regarding school closures.  Please consider the unique
situation at RO.  It is a jk-grade 12.  Before our children were old enough to enroll in any school we relocated to
Ingleside in order to access the school.  The teachers and administrative team know each child and their strengths and
needs.  I know of many families who have also moved to our area for the school.

11/16/2016 1:41 PM

197 The government of Ontario must make cuts at other agencies. Education and health-care are more important than the
OLG and the LCBO. Some of the salaries in the Toronto DSB are outrageous.

11/16/2016 8:42 AM

198 Keep the country kids in the rural schools 11/15/2016 6:26 PM

199 have Cornwall students come to RO 11/14/2016 8:09 PM

200 To improve recommendations some guiding principles need to be stated upfront: I suggest bus time maximums be set
at 40 mins, student class size minimums and maximums be established, and for grade 7 and up no split grade classes.

11/14/2016 7:56 PM

201 Keep the country schools open! 11/13/2016 7:52 PM

202 Leave the schools in the country alone. R-O is a good school for all of its students. If it ain't broke, don't fix it. 11/9/2016 6:42 PM

203 Provide more options for high school students to remain at RO and bring back students that currently attending Tagwi
that belong to RO!

11/9/2016 2:00 PM

204 Keep lsps open. It's thriving, has excellent population growth, and exists in a community which is expanding.
****Provide a RURAL option for families that live in rural areas. Provide rural options from K-12 - the whole way
through.

11/9/2016 12:44 PM
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205 Email Received: I have been familiarizing myself with published documents and am actively participating in the
consultation process. What frustrates me most is that the document accepted by trustees in September recommends
the closure of Longue Sault Public, a textbook example of a successful small town school. I fully expect trustees to
exercise your decision making authority to ensure LSPS continues to operate in 2017. LSPS is at 96% capacity. A
portable classroom was even installed this summer to accommodate the high demand from the area population.
Furthermore, the facility itself is well maintained and inexpensive to operate, according to board statistics. There is
active community support and involvement in the life of the school. Many children live or receive childcare within
walking distance of the building. I note that the school board is under pressure to reduce surplus student spaces
across the region but I cannot accept the recommendation to close LSPS as a way of solving demographic problems
elsewhere in Eastern Ontario. Longue Sault Public is a small school built for a small town. It's role as an education
centre is sustained by the population it serves. Additionally, it is the only school in the community of Long Sault. The
recommendation to close LSPS for the purpose of filling other buildings in other towns points to a problem with the
board's understanding of its own service area and demographics. Large schools are no more sustainable than small
ones. As transportation costs continue to rise, small local facilities will become more attractive to government and
board officials. But short-sighted closures will be difficult to reverse. In my view, it is much more reasonable to
maintain small, successful institutions than it is to prop up large failing ones. You are most welcome to visit my family
and our community in Long Sault. We would gladly show you around. Perhaps you and your fellow trustees will also
take Wendy MacPherson up on her invitation to tour LSPS. You may be impressed by what you see. Thank you for
your attention.

11/9/2016 9:17 AM

206 So many reasons why Rothwell's Osnabruck should not close.....I could go on and on about the percentage of Ontario
scholars whom have graduated from this small rural school, the importance of this school to the communities
surrounding it, the potential it has, the safe atmosphere it upholds for our students, and so on and so forth. A
recommendation I have would be to bring back the boundaries and programs to RO!! If RO wasn't stripped of all is
programs and students years ago this wouldn't be an issue. In my opinion there is nothing positive about sending my
kids on a bus for hours a day to an overpopulated school in a city they barely know, shove them into a class where
they are just a number, where they will loose their sense of individuality, lower their self esteem, increase their risk of
failure, decrease their chance to join sports, extracurricular activities, community events, less chance of getting an
after school job.......all just to be used as s pawn for a mega school which no one really wants!!! Please reconsider the
impact this proposed plan will have on our children and communities.

11/8/2016 11:56 AM

207 I am not in favour of a large school setting for our children. There are a wide number of reasons from greater
opportunities to complete in athletics, smaller more intimate classroom settings, and the one I feel is most important is
not getting lost in the masses. These are jyst a few reasons. You are looking at $$$ vs the educational well being of
our youth. Further, more rural youth will be on busses longer and many help out on family farms. They're lengthened
travels will impact them. Growing up ruraly is a different lifestyle and one that should also include more rural education.
I credit my personal professional success to my small more intimate school setting where I could grow at my pace.

11/8/2016 7:15 AM

208 Leave our rural schools alone...you obviously do not understand the dynamics or impact our schools have on our
children or our communities. There is absolutely no appeal to having to bus our young people for an hour or more to a
school in an urban area that is overcrowded and in no way represents a positive connection in that community. There
is no need to sacrifice our children's educations on the basis of maybe someday a new mega school will be built at an
absolutely ridiculous and bloated cost but in the meantime we will just stick them in a crowded and crumbling school
and hope for the best. They already have the best!! This scenario is ridiculous and if you had even a small inkling of
what is best for our children and the community they live in you would realize what you are proposing is preposterous
and downright unthinkable. Leave our rural schools alone...end of discussion!!

11/8/2016 5:42 AM

209 I do not support sending my children to a mega school in Cornwall. 11/5/2016 10:42 AM

210 The only recommendation that I have at this time is to NOT close Longue Sault Public School considering it seems to
be meeting all of the enrolment targets and the age and condition of the building doesn"t seem to be of concern. As far
as I can see, Longue Sault Public School is a vital part of our community and will only have a negative impact if closed
not only financially to businesses and new home builds but it will negatively impact everyone when we loose the
HEART of our village.

11/4/2016 4:51 PM
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211 I sit here in front of my computer with a blank page. It has taken me this long to write, not because I don’t have
anything to say but because I am so overwhelmed with all the things I want to say. I will tell you upfront I do not agree
with the UCDSB decision to close Longue Sault Public School and the High School end of Rothwell-Osnabruck along
with a slew of other high standard schools in the SD&G area. I cannot sit by and watch my children be crammed into
a high school that is falling apart and over-capacitated. I cannot sit by and have my children sit on a bus for over an
hour. The length of the ride and the lack of monitoring of the students on the bus make me worry as a mom. I cannot
sit by and watch my kids have to possibly change schools three times and maybe never get the benefits of this so
called Mega School. I cannot sit by and allow a handful of people use my children as pawns in a game of money, brick
and mortar. I don’t understand why our children need to SHOW the ministry how desperate we are for this Mega
School when I didn’t sign up for that. I can see there is a problem with too many spaces all across the board but the
way the UCDSB is managing this problem sickens me to my core. Parents and Politicians are being told to keep quiet
and do what they’re told. The documents for “Building for the Future” are filled with holes and misinformation. How can
proper decisions about our children’s future be based on something so wrong? This makes me feel like this document
was thrown together with no thought of anyone intelligent reading it. Well people are reading it and are finding all kinds
of mistakes. We are an intelligent community with great ideas. Our ideas need to be heard. What about giving our
schools funding for better programs that will help increase the student population? I feel our schools have been
stripped of special programs. No wonder people choose other schools. I was recently a part of a brainstorming event
at Rothwell-Osnabruck and I hope that our solutions will be heard. My children’s education matters just as much as the
next generation. I WILL pull them out of the UCDSB if the UCDSB follows through with their “plan” and I will send
them to the coterminous board. I will speak up for my children and this is our stand! MAY OUR VOICES BE HEARD!!!!

11/2/2016 5:09 PM

212 - leave thriving schools alone (Longue Sault Public School - which is currently at 96% capacity in an area of growth) -
stop sending students outside of South Stormont to schools outside of South Stormont (high school students should
stay within their own community - rather than go to Tagwi go to RO) - offer common programming at all schools to limit
competition between schools

11/1/2016 4:34 PM

213 Re-Staff UCDSB Senior Staff. The Draft Report they prepared is full of inaccurate information. I would loose my job if
I published such a document for consideration closing schools.

11/1/2016 10:51 AM

214 We need our rural community schools, it is a unique community that cannot be replicated in a Cornwall School
environment. The Draft recommendations would have to take this into account. Also the distance that would need to
be traveled in order for the students to reach the replacement schools is not feasible. Asking students to add an
additional 2 hrs to their travelling time is not a ideal situation for students to be at peak performance when asking
those students to be in a learning frame of mind. The Draft recommendations would have to limit a travelling time to a
school to be feasible. The Draft recommendations would have to recognize the impact it would have to those
communities it would be impacting in regards to housing prices, business potential and infrastructure in those
communities by not offering a local educational support. The Draft recommendations also do not recognize the needs
of special need students in relation to travelling time and support. This would need to be addressed to obtain my
support. The draft recommendations focus on a short term solution to a long term issue student attendance. It would
need to take a more in depth look at the issues proposed before obtaining my support as a parent.

10/31/2016 2:33 AM

215 If you are going to budget the feeder schools you must take transportation costs into account to compare apples to
apples. There were also multiple errors in the proposal so I think the budget needs to be redone. We don't know what
true and what is an error. I believe smaller schools are a path to a better education.

10/28/2016 3:12 PM

216 Closing Longue Sault Public will have a wide-reaching negative impact on the community of Long Sault. The town of
Long Sault is growing and is attracting new families. LSPS is thriving with a good facility and high enrollment. Do not
close a successful school in a growing community in order to satisfy funding problems elsewhere. Keep LSPS open!
While I understand the difficulty of funding the secondary program at RO, sending children and youth into Cornwall in
order to build a case for a replacement facility in that city is unfair to my kids. Instead, why not invest in RO by
adjusting and enforcing existing catchment area boundaries?

10/28/2016 2:16 PM

217 Longue Sault should NOT close!!! Who thought of this? All these changes just make me want to change school
boards. Is here any you'd suggest?

10/28/2016 8:42 AM

218 R-O and L.S. P.S. both k-6 (shift boundary to even out numbers) both feeding Tagwi. 10/27/2016 9:04 PM

219 R-O could go immersion and bring in some tech/shops that would entice more kids from south Stormont to go there. 10/26/2016 12:23 PM

220 Don't close the school. Simple. 10/25/2016 7:28 PM

221 If closure of 7-12 for RO then send kids to a similar school setting such as Tagwi or Seaway if it were to remain open.
Sending to a large urban school will cause parents to leave UC

10/24/2016 10:50 PM

222 Move Long sault public to RO but also keep the grade 7 to 12 there as well. In a few years the school would be
thriving. It would be a shame to loss an school that can provide grade JK to 12 in Ingleside.

10/24/2016 1:59 PM
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223 Decision makers and the public must be made aware that the report incorrectly states that there is a French Catholic
school in Long Sault. There is not. St. Lucie is in the city of Cornwall. Additionally, the report does not address the
emotional and spiritual impact that this is currently having on young children at LSPS. It is a major issue of concern as
a parent and as a friend of other student families. Some children are taking this news very poorly and it seems
teachers are being pressured not to discuss the issue, even when their students are expressing emotional distress.

10/23/2016 7:42 PM

224 Change the boundaries so that students from LSPS could attend high school at RO instead of TAGWI. This would
allow the school to increase programming at RO, making a more viable option for our students as well as maintaining
the rural schooling option that our students deserve. It will also avoid needing to put the students in long bus rides
unnecessarily. In addition it will also help the community of Long Sault to continue to grow and become a favourable
area for young families to live.

10/22/2016 6:04 PM

225 Set firm boundaries so that students from all elementary schools surrounding RO attend RO, increasing the numbers
in that high school.

10/22/2016 6:47 AM

226 I do NOT support the draft. Has any one looked in to safety and fire codes, why is it being proposed to send students
to a school that is currently at capacity and in Fall of 2017 it will be above capacity. How do YOU plan to keep that
many students safe. Instead of closing ALL of the rural secondary schools you could look at combining some of rural
schools. RO is in better condition and has a higher rating than CCVS. CCVS is KNOWN to have ASBESTOS, tell me
would you want your child in that environment?? To get a new school it seems that the students are the ones who will
pay the price in the end.

10/21/2016 10:32 PM

227 Provide each county with at least one elementary school and at least one high school and one elementary school
Option for their community. All eiral students should also be given the opportunity to attend a rural school Option from
grade 9-12. As a business person, I believe that closing Longue Sault Public School would be an unwise decision
considering that the school is at an optimum capacity and parents and students are completely satisfied with the
school. Closing the school and sending the students to RO would be providing parents with an opportunity to leave
the board. psrents send their kids to LSPS for convenience of being close to Cornwall (where many of them work) and
being close to their homes. Eliminating LSPS will definitely promo some parents to register at a coterminous board.

10/21/2016 8:41 PM

228 Provide better programs for our kids at the current schools and more will come. They are already great schools with
great attendance.

10/21/2016 8:36 PM

229 You can make the draft recommendations are compiled with accurate information, free from errors! Even the location
of LSPS in relation to Ingleside is incorrect. How the trustees effectively vote on recommendations are contain errors?
These errors show the public that the draft recommendations were simply thrown together without proper research
and attention to detail.

10/21/2016 8:01 PM

230 Longer sault public is a thriving school, and scores high in every way shape and form!! Our community is continually
growing/booming...families move to Long Sault for our amazing schools..my parents attended laps, I attended laps,
and now my children... leave well enough alone!!!

10/21/2016 7:56 PM

231 I think it's appalling. I can't think of why anyone would agree to the recommendations. At least not anyone with school
age children. If this proposal is accepted I will not only be pulling my children out of this school board but I will also be
leaving this area. This whole proposal is all about money and not about what is best for our children. I am the one
paying the tax dollars yet my opinion does not matter. I feel like the decision is already made. I went to ccvs from
1997 to 2002 and there is no way my children are going to that school. The building was in disrepair then. I can only
imagine now the state of the school. I moved to this area to have my children go to a rural school. They attend Lsps
which they love. In B.C they were able to receive special funding from the Province to keep some of their rural schools
from closing. Why do all of the schools have to close here? Lsps does not have an attendance issue. I believe RO
should stay open too and some of the surrounding areas should go there instead of Tagwi. Ro and Lsps are excellent
schools with great reputations and the buildingA are in great shape too. I am already looking into relocating and am
applying at other hospital jobs in rural areas with great schools so my children can have the great education I want for
them!

10/21/2016 6:51 PM

232 Children and teenagers need to be as close to home as possible. Keep them where they are, 10/21/2016 6:45 PM

233 My recommendation it the students from RO 7-12 go to a country school, meaning Tagwi or North Dundas. We have
chosen to live in a small community for a reason!! If I wanted my children to go to a city school I would have bought a
home in the city!!!

10/21/2016 5:42 PM

234 why should my tax dollars be used outside of my community 10/21/2016 5:13 PM
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235 Many Cornwall and Ingleside families move to Long Sault (or commute to Long Sault) for their children education.
Long Sault Public School is a wonderful school. It provides the children with excellent education, and also teaches
them the importance of community. Long Sault Public contributes a lot to the community, and ties Long Sault together.
I am originally from Cornwall, ON and I never knew that an elementary school could have such an impact on the
community. If Longue School Public closes down, you will be destroying the community of Long Sault. I understand
that Ingleside is not far away, but by closing Longue Sault and moving the students to Ingleside, you will be taking the
heart and soul of Long Sault away.

10/21/2016 4:54 PM

236 Longue Sault Public School is thriving. Leave it as is! 10/21/2016 4:47 PM

237 The recommendations can be improved upon by deleting them! Having extra space in some schools is not a big deal.
The school in Cornwall is not our problem. Rather than build a large super school, renovate the old one.

10/21/2016 4:41 PM

238 Keep the schools open. Closing rural schools will lose do a lot of damage to our communities. There are a few schools
in our board that have very low enrollment numbers and those should be closed in order for the board to save money.
Some communities have 2 schools that are under enrolled and those should definitely be combined. But a community
such as long sault that is 96% enrolled, that is fundamental to the growth of our community should not even be
considered on the chopping block.

10/21/2016 6:34 AM

239 There is no alternative suggestion. As is, we had an hour bus ride coming into LSPS, imagine the how much longer to
get to R.O.? Being an athletic house hold, getting home from sports at 11pm then having to catch the bus at 6:58 was
rough for years, 8 couldn't imagine putting them on the bus any earlier for the extra distance.

10/20/2016 11:01 PM

240 -RO boundaries for elementary students could be expanded to the west and to the east, without much additional
bussing. -Students from the RO area that are presently at LS in immersion need to be returned to RO, with adequate
teaching staff to accommodate them and allow them to continue in immersion. -Grade 7/8 students from RO and
LSPS could easily be accommodated in the secondary end of the school. This would help to eliminate overcrowding
at CCVS until a new, larger school is built. This would also keep them competitive with Our Lady Separate School
down the street. They are a K-8 school. -Grade 9-12 students from the area could easily be bussed to Tagwi, where
many of the students already attend. This would help eliminate fears of parents about their teens attending city
schools until the new larger school is built. -As LSPS outgrows their facility, they could be transferred to RO. They
would be more prepared.

10/20/2016 10:26 PM

241 Although there is a need for streamlining I do not see that wiping out rural communities is the answer. Some of our
rural communities depend of our schools to maintain the growth and well being of its citizens. Tax payers at that. Your
draft may seem logical to those who view that going to school in Cornwall provides students with more opportunities
but this is not how the tax payers who opted to live in smaller villages view a move of this nature. We moved to these
smaller communities so that we can experience closer knit ties between our schools and its users. The schools are the
corner stone of our communities bringing families together, bringing the community into the schools, and having that
deep sense of belonging and commitment. Growth in the long Sault area is booming at this time. One of the appeals
for most is Long Sault Public school. Rothwell is the same. Yes are our worries stem from loss of community, yes they
are emotional but just as valid as any dollar value you can claim its demise is worth to the UCDSB. We have seen
what wiping out schools and other services has done to many rural communities. We are not willing to go down that
road. We are NOT in favor of closure of LSPS.

10/19/2016 4:29 PM

242 I feel that gr. 7 & 8 students should remain at R.O. 10/19/2016 3:54 PM

243 I have no idea what could be done to improve the recommendations. But closing schools in Long Sault and Ingleside
seems to be a breach of a contract that was made with the families that lost their homes and land during the Seaway
project. They were promised a school. Some of those families continue to reside in the Villages of Long Sault and
Ingleside and surrounding areas and what's more, these communities have grown, prospered and expanded. People
who choose to live in smaller communities need the schools for their young children and it's a huge mistake to close
them.

10/19/2016 2:37 PM
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244 Email received: Recently our little village of Long Sault has been hit with the news of possible school closures which
include L.S.P.S and R.O. As I am sure your emails are over flowing at the moment, I feel the need to voice my opinion
to you as well. L.S.P.S has been around for many many years as you all know. It is a huge part of our little village, and
huge reason why our little village has been growing so much over the last few years. Many people have relocated to
Long Sault, as they started their own little families and wanted nothing but the best for their children's education. I
myself was residing in Cornwall and moved back to Long Sault so that my children did not have to attend a Cornwall
school. There is no better feeling then knowing your children are attending a fantastic school, where they can learn so
much about the history of our village. They have full access to the village library, splash pad, police station, fire hall,
and so much more! They are even able to walk to the arena in the winter to go skating with the school. It's a shame to
think you are willing on taking this away from all of our children! Longue Sault Public School is one of the top schools.
Long Sault has increased a drastic amount over the past few years, and the main reason for this was because of the
"home town school". Longue Sault has the counts they need to stay open. They built a portable this summer to
accommodate for another growing classroom! Longue Sault is not an issue, so why break something that is not
broken! I understand there are schools with empty classrooms, so rent them out! Don't ruin the great schools that
don't have any issues, just to fill the schools that are lacking the enrollment! Our population in Long Sault is growing
rapidly every year, there are many new families coming into the area and they will all need a school to go to as well! If
there is not going to be an extension built onto our school, then those families will probably have to send their children
elsewhere, as Longue Sault is almost full. This, leaving R.O to be the next closest school to us, which means R.O will
then start to fill up a bit more! The absolute last thing any child needs is for them to be forced to take an hr+ bus ride
every morning and every evening because our school board is failing to care about the children. As for closing the
high school section of R.O. maybe we can take a second to process what this will mean. When you chose to take
grade 7 and grade 8 out of the elementary school systems and move them into high school settings it was a big move.
One that I myself was not on board with. Here we are trying to help children deal with all of the craziness of society
now a days and we chose to add more anxiety and fear into their education aspect of life. I remember all to well, my
first year of high school. Being the youngest in the school again, the ones picked on and teased. Anxiety is high, fear
is high, and here we are, changing it so that our children will have to go through that now not only once in grade 9, but
twice, in grade 7 and then again in grade 10. For those of us who live in Long Sault, Ingleside, and the country area, at
least we had a bit of relief knowing that we could send our children off in grade 7 to a high school that is close to home.
A high school that makes us feel safe. A high school that is not in Cornwall. For our children who have grown up in
these little villages and are only accustomed to these little villages, Cornwall is a huge move that I am not willing on
making. Not at the grade 7 level. Taking the high school level out of R.O is not a good idea. Not when you take a look
at what is best for our children. After all, isn't that what should matter most? What is best for our children and their
education. There has been so much talk between L.S.P.S families and R.O families. If this move does happen, if you
do choose to close our schools, there are many families that are planning on changing boards, and there are some
families that are already receiving home school packages for their children. This leaving R.O still not at full capacity,
and ruining Longue Sault Public for what purpose? At this time, it will now not only affect all of our families and our
communities, but now you are risking the jobs of many people. I am crossing my fingers that you will open your hearts
and thought to all of us and realize that this is not a good idea. I am sure there are other ways to help whatever issue
the board is having other then closing our fantastic schools and ruining the "ideal" life that everyone in our community
is now living!

10/19/2016 12:23 PM
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245 Email received: I would first like to say that I understand and respect the degree of responsibility and difficulty that is
involved in being a member of the Upper Canada District School Board. I would like to sincerely thank trustees John
McAllister, Lisa Swan and Wendy MacPherson for proposing and voting in favour of the motion to rescind the previous
motion of the Accommodation Review Committee. However, I am severely disappointed in all who voted against. In
watching the board meeting there were two key ideologies presented that continue to baffle and anger me; To suggest
that the Pupil Accommodation Review would need to be revisited on an annual basis if the motion were to be
rescinded, and to further suggest that the mass closure of schools is inevitable and should therefore be dealt with
sooner than later, resonated as a thinly veiled threat of tedious work for board members in the future. As a parent, this
has given me the impression that the education of my children is being determined by people who are voting for a
hasty resolution to a seemingly inevitable outcome. The inherent problem with this ideology is that mass school
closures are not inevitable. Many determining factors can change in a three year period. There is an opportunity to
surpass the norm and become leaders in providing exceptional public education, but this can only happen with
creative solutions and strong community partnerships. The other aspect of the board meeting that deeply angered me
is that some trustees voiced how offended they were by the motion to rescind. The meeting was civil and respectful.
Regulations were followed. Yes, your role is to judge, but your role is to judge in the best interest of the students. A
judge must hear both sides of an argument and be impartial with no vested interests. What is disingenuous for the role
of a trustee is to presume that there is no room for improvements, suggestions, or questions. If one trustee feels there
is an opportunity to better meet criterion for a proposal, then those criterion should be looked into. Peer reviews exist in
almost every work sector. They are valid tools used to improve organizations. I was indeed shocked at the trustees
who suggested non-confidence; do we not teach our children to challenge ideas and the world around them? This is
the way we grow, evolve and better ourselves. Truthfully, in order for the board to receive the confidence of parents,
students and communities, the board must rise to challenges and must challenge itself in the same way we wish our
children to. I am a rural public school graduate. I thrived in the rural public school setting, and I wish the same
experience for my children. I could not have imagined a better school environment for my children than Longue Sault
Public School. They are thriving. The school is thriving. I encourage you to visit Longue Sault Public School and see
for yourself; see what great things the UCDSB has fostered. Nevertheless, I was saddened by the lack of progressive
thinking demonstrated at the board meeting. It is because of these views that I cannot believe the Upper Canada
School Board holds the quality of education and the best interest of my children above all else. Please, prove me
wrong.

10/19/2016 12:23 PM

246 Email received: Please consider turning the accommodation situation upside down? What about busing students from
the city to the smaller rural centres where schools are vital to the community? Why is it always the rural students who
are put at a disadvantage? To sit for hours on buses, to be dependent on late buses for afterhours school activities, to
be at increased risk of bullying. Surely, with the flexibility of modern education and technology, it is possible to keep
rural students in their home communities – communities which have fought hard over recent years to retain their
schools. What is the long-term plan of the UCDSB, a rural school board? To close all the rural schools and drive tired
children endlessly through the countryside to the few cities in the area – while their home communities empty out?
This might be convenient to the administration, but given the geographic location of the UCDSB, this is short-sighted,
to say the least. Please would you make clear to your taxpayers where the closing of rural schools is going to stop.

10/19/2016 12:21 PM

247 Email received: Although we understand the pressure to comply with Ministry timelines tied to an outdated and unfair
funding model, I ask you to consider deferring the acceptance of the report "Building for the Future" at this evening's
Board meeting. It is my understanding that UCDSB Trustees have only had a few days to review the 188 page report.
Parents, students, staff and community members woke yesterday to read a news article which completely shocked us.
We have had just over 24 hours to review the report and catch our breath. It is no surprise that our community is
outraged at these recommendations. We have not even had time to fully realize what the impact of these closures
would have on our Municipality. We ask that we have the time to review the document and have meaningful
conversations with our school families and also our Trustees. We also wish to address that the model of having a
meeting and involving so many school communities who all have so much to say will not be effective and will leave us
all feeling frustrated and unheard. This suggestion needs to be amended! We are saddened that no prior consultation
was made with the community, there are so many factors that have not been considered and we have so many things
to share with the School Board before they even consider any closures. This is not just an emotional appeal; we can
offer constructive solutions. Accepting the report "Building for the Future" tonight will be sending the wrong message
to the communities affected. Families are already losing confidence in the UCDSB and are inquiring about transferring
to the coterminous board. I urge you, as a parent and UCDSB graduate, as a community member who put trust in you
to educate my children, to prove to us that we matter and that we will be heard in a fair manner. The consultations
format currently proposed is completely unclear and not acceptable.

10/19/2016 12:20 PM

248 Email received: I am writing to you concerning the announcement of the anticipated school closures within the Upper
Canada District School Board - specifically Rothwell-Osnabruck School (R/O). I will admit that this is a rather lengthy
email but I ask, in the best interests of the students of R/O, to please fully read my comments. I am writing you as a
proud R/O alumni and as a parent of R/O students who are going to affected by the potential closure. In fact, my ties to
R/O date back to the days when Rothwell-Osnabruck was two separate schools - my mother attended Rothwell
Elementary School and earned her high school diploma at Osnabruck District High School. My roots and passion for
R/O run deep. I would like to ensure you that prior to drafting this email, I took a moment to view both sides of the
spectrum so that I could provide to you a Full Fair and Frank assessment of my thoughts, feelings and beliefs in

10/19/2016 12:18 PM
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regards to the potential school closures. I cannot comment specifically to all the schools on the chopping block but I
am entitled to address the potential R/O closure as I do have an invested interest in R/O. First off, I considered today's
financial constraints. The cost of doing business, whether it's in education, health care or policing, is not going down.
In fact I would agree that costs are rising exponentially - employee salaries, maintenance, taxes, utilities and the
equipment/supplies needed to run a successful education program. Second, I considered student transportation. An
unique cost to school boards. Students need to get to school safely. Would a more centralized school setting alleviate
these costs?? And finally, I considered enrolment rates. Does it make sense to maintain every school in it's current
format if the costs to run the school are greater then the enrolment at that school. I think that the said factors do make
good arguments and would support realignment of schools and districts; however, when you further analyze the
potential for R/O's closure, it becomes clear that R/O is not a school that deserves to be on the chopping block.
Consider the following: R/O's closure is primarily due the enrolment rate. It's true, the number of students attending
R/O is down but why? The people living within R/O's district are still having children. The children living within R/O's
district has not declined so why is enrolment down. To understand this, we have to back up the clock a couple years
when early French Immersion was introduced. R/O was not awarded the program. It was given to Long Sault Public
School (LSPS) even though R/O was larger and better equipped to handle the influx of students. LSPS simply did not
have the space, nor the facilities, to support the growing enrolment rate - Portables had to be installed while
classrooms at R/O sat vacant. Many children who live within R/O's district were provided transportation to LSPS to
take advantage of the Early French Immersion Program. Rightfully so - if one school offers a program that another
does not, then we should support the child and not hold them back from the opportunity to learn. HOWEVER, fast
forward to present day and R/O is now providing Early French Immersion programming but the enrolment rate has not
increased, why? It is my opinion, which is supported by simply logistics, that the board has never forced the students
back to their "home school", which for the majority of the students at LSPS, would be R/O. When it was announced
that R/O would be offering Early French Immersion, parents asked if their children would now have to attend R/O. The
response received was "we do not want to separate/break up children's friendships, nor do we want to separate
families who have younger siblings enrolling for the first time into the education system". The board permitted any
younger sibling, newly enrolled to UCDSB, of a current LSPS student to attend LSPS so not to split families. Fair
enough HOWEVER now that the Early French Immersion Program is offered at R/O, the need for the older student to
attend LSPS is no longer necessary; therefore, the older sibling should have been moved to, and the younger sibling
enrolled at, R/O to complete their education. Let's add on that premise but also include transportation: I have two
nieces who attend LSPS. They live 2 kilometres from R/O. Each day, they are picked up and bused PAST R/O to
LSPS 9 kilometres from their home which initially was to take part in the Early French Immersion Program. My older
nice is in grade 5 and my younger in grade 3. That's 12 years of transportation that the UCDSB has paid to transport
the girls past their home district school to LSPS to take part in the French Program that is now offered at R/O. Another
example are close friends whose children attend LSPS but live within the Ingleside community less then 500 meters
from R/O. Again, both children are being transported to LSPS for no other reason then the Early French Immersion
Program which again is now offered at R/O. The older sibling was enrolled at LSPS when the younger sibling started
school therefore the younger sibling was grandfathered into LSPS without consideration for both children to attend
R/O. The interesting thing here is that these children are all FRIENDS, they all live within the R/O school district and
therefore should be attending R/O. I mention this only because the rational for not moving the children back to R/O
was not to break up families and/or friendships and cause undue stress on the children. All these children would still
be attending school together and still maintaining their friendships at R/O. In fact, the vast majority of the students at
LSPS fall within R/O's district and were only enrolled at LSPS to take advantage of the Early French Immersion at the
time. The continued need to attend LSPS no longer exist but yet, the UCDSB continues to facilitate and accrue the
additional transportation costs associated with these children attending LSPS. Why do I bring this up? Because, not
only is this related to the low elementary enrolment rate but there is a direct correlation to the low high school
enrolment at R/O. Speaking from experience, when a student walks through the doors at R/O and commences their
journey of learning in Pre-Kindergarten, the vast majority of those same students, leave R/O as proud
graduates/alumni prepared to enter the world as young adults. When student enter LSPS, they are moved in grade 6
to complete their journey in a Cornwall area school because Cornwall high schools are the "home high schools" for
LSPS student district. Those children are simply shipped at a cost, along with their friends, to yet another school
outside their "home" while R/O sits vacant but willing to accept these students to continue their educations. Had those
very children, who had they been given the opportunity to commence their journey at R/O, would be graduating from
R/O in grade 12. The enrolment levels at R/O have been directly affected by decisions made by the USDSB, which at
the time were appropriate, but are no longer valid. Allowing students to attend a school outside their district is
completely understandable if it's going to benefit the child BUT when that benefit (Early French Immersion) is now
offered at their home school, there is not longer a benefit to transport that child past a school to another. There is no
longer a reason not to enforcement districts when each school offers equal education opportunities, but yet, this has
become the norm within the UCDSB. Before chopping R/O, I implore you to consider my thoughts, not only as
representatives of the board, but as parents of students that will be affected by the closure of R/O. I ask you to
consider the benefits to children attending a school like R/O where they are a person, an individual and they have a
name rather then being just a number in a school set to become more and more over crowded due to high school
closures and district realignments. I ask you to consider if the very reasons for which R/O being on the chopping block
are nothing more then oversights on the part of the UCDSB.
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249 My concern is regarding the closing of LSPS. It is the only school in Long Sault and it is essential to the community.
The school is an ideal size for learning and it only continues to grow as the community expands. Secondly, RO has
long since been applauded as a K-12 school. Now that immersion has been introduced from JK-3, the numbers will
continue to grow with each passing year. This school was put at a disadvantage years ago when immersion wasn't
given to them and the lower numbers in the high school can be seen as a direct result of that decision. Within a few
years these numbers will grow again. A recommendation if the Board does go ahead with the high school closure
would be to allow students the choice between CCVS and the rural Tagwi school.

10/18/2016 9:46 PM

250 1. Provide ALL rural students with smaller, rural school options. The main issue with many parents is that they feel
they chose to live in rural locations due to the community based schools that are available for kids in these areas. 2. I
also don't agree because LSPS has hard working staff, volunteers, and students in a growing community. Our school
is at almost 100% capacity and the facility index in the review indicates that it is not in bad shape compared to other
schools in our board. Schools that are thriving should not be sacrificed for schools that are facing enrollment issues.
Parents WILL take offense to this and raise concern. Its unjust and, in my opinion, when a school is at over 95%
capacity you are guaranteed to have those students so why risk losing them? If you close LSPS I can guarantee you
that many will "jump ship" and register at other boards. From a business perspective, if you have the perfect number
of clientele at your business, would you risk losing these by relocating your business to somewhere that is not ideal for
your clients?

10/18/2016 11:45 AM

251 Longue Sault Public is a thriving school and is supporting the growth and opportunities in the community. It's closure
will have a direct negative impact on the entire community. It must remain open. R-O 7-12 students should be offered
to continue a rural education and be transported to Tagwi Secondary School. All children graduating from Longue
Sault Public (completing Gr 6) in June 2017, should be provided transportation to Tagwi Secondary School to continue
a rural education.

10/17/2016 1:03 PM

252 I do not think this is a fair decision. Has anyone taken a look at the statistics of Ontario scholars and seen where
Rothwell's secondary students is ranked? These smaller rural schools are molding a different breed of graduates from
those of the big city schools. These super school ideas are going to cause havoc....gangs, cults...increased bullying,
increased chance of kids falling through the cracks!! So closing rural schools to start the plan leading up to these
super schools is ludicrous. Long Sault and Ingleside are towns that are continuously expanding. Closing these schools
will kill these communities. As the baby boomers are entering long term care facilities and leaving their homes, farms,
and businesses in these communities, the next generations (mostly young families) won't be inclined to move to these
communities due to no public school in long sault and no secondary within a 30 minute radius which will require
children to be in buses for close to two hours a day...families won't move here...businesses will close, farms will stop
cropping, development will slow down and eventually cease. Many secondary school children who now walk to school
in Ingleside would then be required to be bused. Leaving the chance of after school sports etc to be less due to
transportation requirements. Many kids in town still go to school when buses are cancelled....more kids home
unsupervised because parents need to work or parents driving kids to school on roads that the School board felt were
unsafe for kids to be travelling but end up travelling anyways....safety issue!!!! The only way this could even resemble
to be a logical move may be financial but if that's the main reason for these closures then this school board is losing
touch of its main reason of being which is the children. I'm sickened by these proposed closures as are the children
whom are directly impacted and the communities you are stealing from.

10/17/2016 12:11 AM

253 - don't close any schools. See the value of smaller schools with smaller classes. Fight for the communities against the
Ontario government's current funding formula. OR - close the schools that have the lowest enrollment first. Schools
reaching maximum capacity, like Longue Sault PS shouldn't be closed as collateral damage. - if schools do close, give
7-12 students the option of attending Tagwi SS.

10/15/2016 11:33 PM

254 Why close LSPS when there are people begging to send their children there? It's a vibrant active school that is so vital
to our small town

10/15/2016 11:12 PM

255 Closing Longue Sault hurts the children and the community. Our school has great numbers and great success.
Closing it would be a devastating blow. Children would have to suffer long bus rides and being lost in the greater
numbers of students.

10/15/2016 12:03 PM

256 I think it is extremely unfortunate that the board has recommended closing the last school in our ever growing
community. I think that the school brings in a lot of economical benefit to our town. I am currently finishing my bachelor
of education and have hopes of volunteering, supplying and working for the public board. I also have all intentions of
sending my children to Longue Sault Public (when I eventually have children) but if they are going to be sent to R.O I
would consider putting them in the Catholic board instead. I believe that there are a majority of parents who would be
considering the switch to the Catholic board if Longue Sault Public closes. Long Sault has really seen a growth in
young families moving into the community and I think a major reason is the elementary school that the community
provides. With the closure of the school there could be a huge switch in demographics for our community.

10/15/2016 10:17 AM

257 There is nothing wrong the capacity of LSPS. Long Sault is a growing community that NEEDS a school. It is absurd for
a community of that size to not have one. And to bus the rural area kids for more than an hour to reach the new
school? Ridiculous

10/15/2016 9:50 AM
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258 Do not close LSPS, it is a great school. You're not putting the children first, what you're putting first is money. Why put
children in huge classrooms. It'll disrupt learning and inhibit less one on one time with the children.

10/15/2016 9:04 AM

259 As I know many of the officials have not stepped foot in many of these buildings, and full effects of these small rural
schools cannot be picked up by one taking a tour for the day, perhaps, despite the size and demand on UCDSB, they
can consider just how much these schools impact, depend on, thrive from, and contribute to their surround
communities. In addition, they would meet real examples of children who would never have been given the chance to
shine in their rural school, as peers, teachers, and staff have taken the TIME to create identities for these children...
Something that would never occur in a largely population school.

10/15/2016 8:37 AM

260 Look at the numbers coming in now. There are 3 full classes of jk/sk at LSPS. CCVS is already over capacity. Busing
our children for what would be over an hour to attend an overcrowded high school is a terrible idea.

10/14/2016 10:01 PM

261 I do not want RO to close. I live within walking distance to the school which allows me to be involved in extra
curricular activities that I would not be able to be involved in if I was bussed. My parents work full-time and would not
be able to pick me up. I have been talking to my friends and none of them want to attend CCVS. They either live in the
northern boundaries and will be able to go to Tagwi or are switching to the catholic board in Cornwall. I want to stay in
my country school and fear going into Cornwall to CCVS. IF I cannot go to RO then I want to go to Tagwi.

10/14/2016 9:05 PM

262 Over the years with boundaries being allowed to change RO has lost a lot of students to Tagwi High School, those
children should have been attending RO Secondary. Also, because RO was denied French Immersion years ago, we
lost a lot of students to the co-terminus board. We need to draw those students back to UCDSB.

10/14/2016 9:01 PM

263 Sending elementary kids from long sault to Ingleside. Minmize bus travel for younger grades. I live across the field
from the school and it's a shame to think of busing our daughter in a few years time.

10/14/2016 7:44 PM

264 Change the boundaries to increase students at RO elementary. Gr.7-12 from RO to Tagwi not Cornwall. Longue Sault
has had major renovations over the years- K rooms, fencing, paving, Learning commons room, lunch room/ kitchen-
waste of tax payers money if school closed.

10/14/2016 7:18 PM

265 Leave everything as is. 10/14/2016 5:48 PM

266 Please do not close LSPS. We love our rural school and all of the benefits to our children that come with it. The way
to improve the recommendations is to not close LSPS. It isn't broken - don't fix it.

10/14/2016 5:33 PM

267 close neither school; makes no sense to move all of Long Sault to R O.... and then in turn making the R-O secondary
students be bused to CORNWALL... totally idiotic... Having all secondary students in Cornwall is just... I can't even
think of the words to say ... The students that will have to change will gain absolutely nothing from ... there will still not
be enough computer/dell time; gym time' and extra -curricular for the out of town students will just not happen... ..
Have you the SENIOR STAFF actually thought this all through.. I think not..

10/14/2016 5:30 PM

268 Taking our schools out of our community will cause a lot of problems when those students have to attend over
crowded schools that have safety issues. Rothwell-Osnabruck School in Ingleside went under costly renovations so it
is as good as new. High school end was renovated as well as lower grades.

10/14/2016 5:18 PM

269 When the St. Lawrence seaway was constructed, Long Sault residents were promised that they will have a school for
them all to attend. Long Sault is a thriving community within the last few years we have seen a number of roads and
subdivisions being developed. The community is expanding greatly and the residents still need a school. The closure
of LSPS will result in increased transportation costs to bring everybody to RO everyday and not to mention an
increase in travel time for students. This could also hurt the town of Long Sault in the Long Run when people are
debating on moving there yet their children have to take a 30 min bus ride to school everyday vs being able to walk.
By closing the school, the board will have these buildings up for sale which could take years. If you look at St. Georges
Catholic School in Long Sault still remains for sale for over year. The economic impact for the town is also large with
local organizations would not be given anymore donations from the school and not to mention local businesses not
having the student and teacher population going and buying products at lunch time.

10/14/2016 5:12 PM

270 -do not close LSPS; it has over 90% occupancy it should not be penalized for stellar performance -many children
already have a 50minute bus ride (eastern most areas of the boundary) and traveling further west is not a viable option
-additionally some parents fear the logistics of how to pick up their children after work when current after school care
times would not be able to accommodate travel time from Cornwall -KEEP LSPS AS IS

10/14/2016 4:41 PM

271 Leave RO open as is...the students brought from Longue Sault Public would increase the numbers for the school, thus
increasing the number of high school students.

10/14/2016 4:07 PM
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Q30 If you indicated in Q3. that you have an
alternative to the Draft Recommendations,

please use this space to describe your
alternative(s) in greater detail.

Answered: 165 Skipped: 503

# Responses Date

1 I would suggest following the recommendation put forth by the long sault arc to support keeping RO open by returning
French and leave long sault publics same. I would suggest that you consider returning some of the programs like shop
or auto tech to RO as well. A good country school requires these programs. Now that the community is concerned
about the loss of their school I think that they would be more than willing to fundraise to pay for any renovations and
supplies this would take. I was a student that went through the change at long sault when the grade seven eight was
removed. I went to GV with most of our friends but one friend had to go to Tagwi. We transitioned ok with all our
friends but my friend did not do well at Tagwi. Made some friends but really felt alone because everyone there already
had friends. Many tears later my friend's mom decided to drive her child to school. By then it was months into first
semester so my friend had a hard time transitioning into class. The worst part was that we had met many new people
too so my friend didn't feel like a fit with us anymore either. I hate to see to see more kids affected by these possible
upcoming changes. We are playing with their mental health in critical years. It's easy to move lines on a map and
colour it different colours but you need to realize that we are real people.

2/8/2017 3:27 PM

2 What I do not understand is closing a school with a 96% enrolement to subsidize a different school's enrollment
problems. I have heard many references regarding starfish...and chosing which one to throw back. What you don't do
is pull the healthy star fish out of the ocean because you found another one injured on the beach. Or we can cut the
starfish reference, because it demeans what is actually going on here, and get right to the point. You have a healthy
vibrant school at Longue Sault Public School with amazing enrolement. So the logical proposal is to break everything
in hopes of fixing everything? The solution is to move the kids into an old school which I imagine will present as a
reason down the road to close it. This is why parents are angry. This makes no sense. Long Sault is a vibrant
booming community. The kids walk to the splash pad, they walk to skating, they have so many benefits by being in the
village. There is a reason why the enrolement is at 96%. Why not consider building/expanding the Longue Sault
Public School and give parents finally something to see as positive happening in our education systems? When you
start to treat a community as dispensible and a simple accounting document no one wins. The kids lose, the
community loses and just one more piece of what makes living outside of a large city incredible falls away. Speaking
of accounting documents I would love to hear of any business (because let's face it, that is the argument, that this is
just business) that would close a successful business location. People will switch boards. It is a fact. When you corner
parents and force them into a path that they have actively chosen to not be on for their children's educational path and
life experiences they will get angry. These paths were not random. They were not chosen lightly. We sold our family
home and moved. People bought new homes, built new homes. People built communities that our families are now
living in and carrying on. The other day I let my child walk to school for the first time. I should have let go before but
mothers always worry. I drove around to the school and was met with a huge smile and an excited wave and I thought
this is what this is about. I was then almost immediately saddened. I truly do not think that you have any idea on what
it is that is being proposed. That is the tragedy of this entire situation.

2/8/2017 3:25 PM
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3 My alternate recommendations are below. First, it is important to provide some context on my personal situation. I am
a resident of Long Sault. I have two children, one at Longue Sault Public School (LSPS), the other will be starting
school next year. I plan on remaining in Long Sault and raising my children here for the foreseeable future. As such, I
would need two things to happen to be satisfied: 1) Longue Sault Public School would need to remain open. 2) There
needs to be a RURAL option (either R-O, Tagwi, or a new school) for grades 7-12. Rural parents are not going to send
their kids to Cornwall, let alone CCVS. If the board thinks otherwise, they are in for a big surprise. My ideal solution: 1)
Invest in / expand Longue Sault public school to take in all grade JK-6 students in the area, including those currently
attending R-O. It makes no sense to close a school that is already near 100% capacity. LSPS is clearly essential to the
community and beloved by both parents and students. When something is working so well, you don't shut it down. You
invest in it. 2) Close either R-O or Tagwi (but definitely not both). The remaining school would take in all grade 7-12
students in the area. I hate to say it, but it would probably make more sense to keep Tagwi open and close R-O due to
geography and the schools' respective reputations (Tagwi has a "good" one, R-O just has an "okay" one). Also, it is R-
O that currently has problems with enrollment numbers, so if any South Stormont school needs to close, it should
probably be R-O. In general, rural parents just want RURAL options for JK-6 and 7-12. I, along with most other
parents I've spoken with, will not send their kids to Cornwall, even for grades 7-12. The perception of Cornwall schools,
in particular CCVS, is just too negative. Combine that with long bus rides.... it's not going to happen. And the prospect
of a "superschool" ten to fifteen years down the road is not incentive enough. A super school in Cornwall is not going
to help Long Sault and Ingleside property values if all the rural schools are closed.

2/8/2017 3:22 PM

4 Continue to let LSPS feed into RO but let the kids already in the senior end graduate. And as those kids graduate cut
the classes from there. Give the RO highschool students a fighting chance at a future. I don't want my siblings to end
up like me.

2/8/2017 2:50 PM

5 Please hear the voices in your UCDSB community advocating for choice in education vs. building walls around
boundaries to keep students (and their funding dollars) within. There are families in the South Stormont communities
who wish to continue to send their children to Tagwi, or to CCVS, to access programming and facilities not available at
R-O Secondary. A lack of French Immersion programming is being blamed for the low enrollment problems that have
troubled R-O for many years. This is only a partial truth. R-O also lacks the facilities infrastructure to offer education in
shops like automotive and construction, agriculture, food service, hospitality, and yes, it does indeed lack French
Immersion at the grade 7-12 level. Forcing all South Stormont students to attend R-O (or any one school) in order to
bolster its student numbers does a disservice to students and families across our region, undermines our community,
and places limits on our children's future.

2/2/2017 6:03 PM

6 Longue Sault Public School should remain open, there are new subdivisions surrounding the school with young
thriving families who have their children attending and looking to attend this school. This is a school that has had many
generations attending and its not finished. All the qualities you want to see in a school is there. From Staff to students
to the Volunteers/parent involvement, the yard. Access to a Hockey arena, soccer fields, baseball field, subway
restaurant, post office, corner stores, Public Library, Fire Hall, the quality of education and feeling apart of a close
community that makes a difference in the lives of those kids should not be closed. The bussing is long enough for
some of our country cuties and sending them to the city to get into that mega school is just out right wrong. Choices
have been made by parents who move out of the city to live and educate their children there is very normal and
necessary and shouldn't be taken away just because of a few dollars! Rothwell Osnabrock should be taken seriously
and let them grow as a rich unique K-12 school, it's been working. Put the proper funding and programs in that school
and you will see that parents will see you care and want to see these kids succeed in their own lively community. The
travelling on the buss to make your numbers work is not fair on these kids who like being in their own home town.
They deserve to grow up close to home !!!

2/2/2017 5:59 PM

7 Do not close RO secondary or Longue Sault Public . It is vital that ucdsb parents have a secondary school in south
stormont. There is too far of a distance between schools if it closes. It must stay open and French immersion must be
brought back, otherwise our students will be going to the coterminous board. The alternate solution is bringing French
immersion back to draw more students.

2/2/2017 5:49 PM

8 Please keep LSPS and RO Elementary open. If RO Secondary closes, send the kids to Tagwi for a rural, community
school experience. Tagwi could be the Stormont Solution to the board's consolidation dilemma, keeping our kids rural,
offering them diverse program options without having to spend money expanding or renovating facilities or bringing in
French Immersion because they are already there.

2/1/2017 7:06 PM

9 L.S.P. is a K-6 school with an enrollment over 90%. Obviously the board's Recommendations are based on dollars
and not SENSE! Find a solution that doesn't destroy our SUCCESSES!

2/1/2017 2:53 PM

10 I agree with the idea of L.S.P.S. being a feeder school, and R.O. maintaining K-12. To me as a tax payer, it only
makes sense. Logistically, you are keeping our children close to home. This will continue to encourage community
involvement and limit time spent on needless commuting into the city. Especially considering the state of C.C.V.S.. My
children do not need to be a pawn for the board to promote additional and future funding from the province.

2/1/2017 2:35 PM
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11 Alternate recommendations would include expanding the academic profiles of rural schools. Offering students classes
that aren't typically offered such as increased access to science classes (exercise physiology, chemistry, physics) -
when I was a student at RO I had to leave in order to fulfill my university requirements for 11th and 12th grade
sciences. - give students the opportunity to take homemec, dancing, and other arts classes. - expand the current
athletic opportunities (many rural schools do not have teams playing every sport, for example women's hockey which
is not currently offered at RO).

2/1/2017 2:26 PM

12 Keep both RO and Longue Sault open as they are practically at full capacity with both communities continuing to grow.
Provide French immersion at RO and maintain 7-12

1/31/2017 10:05 PM

13 Return French programming to RO and keep all the South Stormont kids in South Stormont (not North Stormont). This
way RO will be full and LSPS will remain full, as it is currently. I will NOT be sending my children to a Cornwall high
school, whether an old, rundown CCVS or a new mega school. We will move to be within different boundaries or move
boards completely. The UCDSB cannot ignore the pleas from the parents and communities. If a viable plan is put
forward, the Board has to see it through. Otherwise we will all know that this process was for nothing and your minds
were made up from the beginning - the agenda of building a Cornwall mega school will obviously be the top priority of
the Board...not the rural kids who the Board serves. Again, my kids will not be part of that school. Bigger is NOT
better!

1/31/2017 8:44 PM

14 - use today's technologies to offer courses at EVERY school that are equal - I should be able to take the same
courses as every other high school student in UCDSB - no matter which school I attend. (perhaps video conferencing,
etc. should be used - after all, universities use this regularly so it might actually help prepare students for the reality of
their future education) - eliminate the competition between schools by equalizing them - all schools - same programs -
no fighting among schools for students - make boundaries clear -

1/31/2017 8:12 PM

15 I don't think I need greater detail. In question #5, I think it is a clear, concise, and straight forward alternative to the
Draft Recommendations.

1/31/2017 8:00 PM

16 Students in the RO feeder school area should attend high school at Tagwi secondary school 1/31/2017 7:57 PM

17 Keep Longue Sault Public open. It is an amazing school with happy students, happy parents and happy staff. The
school is at 96% capacity and flourishing. Don't fix what's not broken. Keep RO (K-12) open. Have French immersion
programming offered from K-12 and enforce the boundaries. This will give RO the numbers they need as well. Please
put our children first. We have chosen to reside in this area for a reason.

1/31/2017 7:31 PM

18 Respect the boundaries and keep both schools as they would be at pretty full capacity if French immersion was
brought back into RO. Provide more programming to RO secondary to keep kids wanting to go there.

1/31/2017 7:26 PM

19 Change RO to French immersion and honour the boundaries. 1/31/2017 5:37 PM

20 The ministry of education needs to seriously consider providing funding for only one Public system divided by English
or French programming. The province cannot afford to provide special consideration and funding for religious schools
at the expense of quality education for ALL students. Rural schools cannot be allowed to be the scapegoat for faulty
funding formulas.

1/31/2017 5:33 PM

21 The whole system needs to change and Eliminate Separate and Public School boards and create one system This
would save millions of dollars in duplications and keep community schools full We have enough buildings just need to
utilize them better Stop building new schools

1/31/2017 3:51 PM

22 RO should stay as a JK to 12 school with French immersion throughout LSPS should stay open with French
immersion as well and be a feeder for RO Enforce the boundaries so both schools remain open and FULL There are
only good things to come of this Better for children's mental and physical health, learning environment, and better for
the communities Save on bussing children all over the country Many can walk to school Only positive results We
DONT WANT OR NEED BIG SUPER SCHOOLS!!!! They are not in our best interest! They will not save money in the
long run but will cause many problems We need to preserve rural community schools

1/31/2017 3:44 PM

23 Return RO to full French immersion and using Long Sault public as a feeder school and the current boundaries this
would put RO at 97% capacity and Long Sault at 96% capacity

1/31/2017 3:32 PM

24 Increase french programing at RO. Enforce existing school boundaries for LSPS and RO. Keep LSPS open. Keep RO
Secondary School open. Allow South Stormont's Schools to grow at the same rate as the residential population!

1/31/2017 12:31 PM

25 Keep LSPS open! Keep R-O open! If you want South Stormont kids to keep choosing UCDSB schools for high school,
give them some rural options that can deliver the French Immersion programming families value, and the specialized
technology options high schools should have (like shops). If you are not prepared to spend the money to bring French
Immersion to grade 7-12 and expand/ upgrade R-O facilities with high school tech/ shop options, then let the high
schoolers go to Tagwi instead of making them go to city schools.

1/31/2017 11:21 AM

26 Keep LSPS open JK-6. Keep R-O Elementary open JK-6. Allow students to go to Tagwi if they want to continue in a
rural high school, don't just send them to CCVS.

1/31/2017 11:06 AM
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27 Keep both RO and Long Sault open. If all the programming is brought back to RO secondary, boundaries in place, RO
would get back their students and operate at capacity. Most of these kids walk to school....having to bus to a big city is
not even smart. This draft idea is not in the best interest of any of these rural kids. With technology now they could
even stay home and attend school on the Internet with virtual classrooms so please don't try to say busing them 1.5
hours twice a day to a big city is the answer. Please put our kids first.

1/31/2017 11:02 AM

28 RO would remain as a JK to 12 school with French immersion reinstated,with a feeder school of LSPS which would
remain open as well Boundaries would be enforced as already exist so instead of allowing LSPS students to attend
Tagwi, they would go to RO as originally intended Both RO and LSPS would be at near capacity Students would go to
well maintained schools in their own community,saving taxpayers money on transportation and improving the quality
of life and education for the students An easy logical solution to the problem!

1/31/2017 9:37 AM

29 Leave R-O as is, offer bilingual programming at all grade levels and have all students who live in R-O boundaries
attend school in Ingleside instead of Long Sault.

1/30/2017 10:08 PM

30 Open up RO to have French Immersion all the way from K-12. Keep Long Sault Public School feeding into RO. Keep
both RO and Long Sault Public open. Both schools are NOT at low enrollment and it would be a disservice to the
students who currently attend these schools to close either one of them.

1/30/2017 8:01 PM

31 Reinstate French immersion to RO, maintain the new boundaries for LSPS to feed RO exclusively. Both schools will
be full and there will be no additional work/renovations to the schools in order to fulfill this plan. If the Board ignores
this viable plan, then it will be obvious to everyone that their main goal in the PAR process has been the build a mega
school in Cornwall. Please note that my children will NEVER attend a cornwall high school.

1/30/2017 7:14 PM

32 Rothwell Osnabruck K-6 has suffered during the past decade as a result of of the Immersion program that is offered at
LS and at the neighbouring Separate school. RO needs to have their students returned, with a full staff to meet the
needs of the students. Long Sault Public is a viable elementary school that should remain open as a K-3 school. The
growing population will likely make it necessary to have a place for the 4-6 students. Long Sault should offer regular
programming as well for those who don't choose Immersion. Their high needs and special needs students should be
returned to LS from RO, since all schools benefit from a healthy balance. LS should no longer be regarded as an elite
school. The secondary school no longer meets the needs of most secondary students. Students and their parents
have made this abundantly clear during the past couple decades. They are choosing larger schools and the program
selection is no longer adequate. Teachers are required to teach a variety of subjects outside of their expertise. Too
many students are taking online courses to graduate and many students are becoming Ontario Scholars and graduates
by taking many co-op placements. Many students and their parents are opposed to attending an outdated city school
and would be very happy to attend Tagwi as an option. Perhaps the 7-8 students from LS and RO could remain at RO
in the secondary end that has recently been renovated. These options would make the majority of students and
parents happy, despite all of the press that says otherwise. The demonstrations and reports from this area do not
represent all of the residents. Instead, they represent a small minority, who are willing to speak up.

1/30/2017 6:30 PM

33 Rothwell-Osnabruck K to 6 be moved to join Longue Sault Public, giving room at Rothwell to accommodate high
school students from Morrisburg and area

1/30/2017 5:12 PM

34 Leave our south Stormont schools alone. They're fine as is 1/30/2017 5:08 PM

35 put the french back at the R-O grade 7-12 and have the children from Long sault public attend R-O for there grades 7-
12 it will save both schools. If the school closes we will be changing school boards because we will have lose any
faith in the Upper Canada School Borad for not putting our children first.

1/30/2017 4:17 PM

36 keep the long sault school open but raise taxes to cover the cost 1/30/2017 4:17 PM

37 How about NO. I sat on the bus for an hour every morning as a student. This affected my ability to focus in class and
left me exhausted at night when it was time to do homework. I don't see student success as a priority among all these
changes. I see a school board looking for money for a new school. I see a school board willing to overlook what's best
for the students. And I see a school board pretending to listen, and that will effectively go ahead with its original plan
when all is said and done. I don't blame parents for removing their children from this board.

1/30/2017 2:17 PM

38 See number 5 1/30/2017 1:23 PM

39 I suggest to keep LSPS a K-5 school. I suggest to keep R-O open as a school for grade 6-12. Invest in R-O to bring
back some demanding classes for the high school students, such as tech class, shop class, wood class, more
sciences. Students need hand on classes and academics and R-O is a great school, but lacking space. If you take the
K-5 students and filled LSPS even more than it already is then you would have even more students as they would not
be going to St. Joe's or Holy Trinity in Cornwall.

1/30/2017 6:07 AM

40 Keep Longue Sault Public as is. Bring in french immersion for all grades at RO. Longue Sault Public feeds RO 1/29/2017 8:52 AM

41 Keep Longue Sault Public as is. RO offers full French Emersion and is fed by Longue Sault 1/29/2017 8:47 AM
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42 Keep LSPS open. It is at almost full capacity and growing due to all the new development of homes being built.
Change the boundary for RO high school to have students from the area attend and bring back the programming
which was removed to set up this school for failure. This is the reason students left in the first place.

1/27/2017 4:11 PM

43 Long Sault is a rapidly growing community with L.S.P.S thriving at 96% capacity and should French Immersion be
brought back to our schools it would increase R-O's to at least that of L.S.P.S..

1/27/2017 12:05 PM

44 Keep Longue Sault Public and Rothwell-Osnabruck Public open as K-6 elementary schools. If Rothwell-Osnabruck
Secondary school is closed, use the space to house TR Leger classrooms or offices, UCDSB offices, or other
community-based use still to be determined. Or you could remove the secondary wing and make the school footprint
smaller. If Rothwell-Osnabruck Secondary closes, allow students a choice to attend CCVS or the closer, rural
alternative -- Tagwi. There are already students who attend Tagwi from Ingelside, Long Sault and other South
Stormont communities because of the expanded learning options it offers, and because they can continue French
Immersion through to the end of grade 12 there. (In fact, there are currently almost 200 students who choose Tagwi
over other options, while only 26 choose to go to Cornwall for high school).

1/27/2017 11:20 AM

45 Longue Sault Public School is at 96% capacity, structurally in excellent shape, and has had thousands and thousands
of dollars spent on it in the past two years, (new roof, front entrance, sidewalks, bus turning circle). As well, it is the
hub of the community, and it is beyond comprehension that this successful community school should close. Not much
thought was put into this decision. As for Rothwell-Osnabruck, there is only one reason that this school's high school
population has not grown. The school board pulled the immersion from this school, and parents had to make a
decision about their children's education. The majority chose to send their children to immersion high schools, hence
the out-migration to Tagwi and Cornwall. If immersion was re-introduced to the school, and the new boundaries
adhered to by the board, then this outstanding JK-12 school would be functional and successful. The thought about
high schools is that bigger is better. We'll, that's not the case, as many, many successful RO grads have gone on to
successful professional careers, after university. For years, R-O has been held up by the province as a successful
model of "the continuum of learning"! Let's keep it that way. The solution to a successful R-O is to firm up and enforce
the boundaries, while introducing immersion to the elementary/secondary levels. The UCDSB set this school up to fail,
after eliminating immersion. This is a successful community school, and let's keep it that way. As to the out-migration
of students, if these kids were repatriated to their community school, then R-O would be at capacity, with students
studying in a well-maintained school. The school board should be looking at Tagwi, a school that should never have
been built. This school survives at the present time because immersion students have been pulled from their
community school (Longue Sault and R-O). Let's bring them back!

1/27/2017 11:06 AM

46 Keep RO open and enforce the boundary so that ALL longe Sault students go to RO and will be back up at almost
100% at both schools and programing will improve with more students at RO

1/27/2017 9:51 AM

47 I support moving Longue Sault Elementary students to Rothwell/Osnabruck school; not a long commute. But busing
High School students in to Cornwall, a distance of 20km? And that after a slow tour of the area while the bus picks up
all the students? The first child on the bus would have to travel for well over an hour, twice a day. Have mercy on
these youngsters, for heaven's sake. Why can you not follow the example of the local Catholic school board? When
St. George's school closed in Long Sault they extended the Ingleside school to house the influx, combining the two
schools, thus keeping the students in their own familiar neighbourhood. I would suggest that the UCDSB could do the
same for R/O school: accept the students from Longue Sault elementary school by building an extension to house
them. The cost would be partly offset in the long term by not having to bus students to the ends of the earth. Students
would gain from not having the long, discouraging commute, and the community would gain from the increased vigour
of its school.

1/25/2017 11:27 PM

48 Bring French Immersion back to RO. 1/25/2017 8:17 AM

49 Use LSPS as a feeder for RO LS is full and in good repair Keep RO as a JK to gr 12 since it is in good repair and only
needs French immersion to be viable As a jk to 12 school it is eligible for extra funding and is an excellent example of
a quality school Existing boundaries need to be enforced to keep LSPS students in their proper jurisdiction and not
bussed far away to Tagwi or Cornwall schools This solution saves money on bussing and eliminates the huge cost of
new builds and additions Long Sault and Ingleside are growing vibrant communities that need their schools It's also
essential to keep rural children in their environment for their physical and mental health And ultimately this will benefit
their education

1/24/2017 9:50 PM

50 Keep LSPS open with a 96% capacity and thriving school and community. Reintroduce French Immersion at RO and
insist upon boundaries being followed so LSPS students attend RO for 7-12.

1/24/2017 9:23 PM

51 keep longue sault jk- 6 french immersion(early) keep R-O 7-12 reinstate french immersion from the grade 6 Longue
sault ..... both schools then at almost capacity why mess with a good thing community is important .. yes even more
the mighty dollar

1/24/2017 7:49 PM
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52 Why would we need to increase a school size and put more money in it to accommodate our children when we a
perfectly built structures already. Also thr students and families have the right to choose where they want to go! We
want our kids to enjoy school and by busing further isn't going to achieve this as we know as adults the longer we
travel to work the more exhausted we are. You already are also going to dish out more money I gas far
alreadyrelsond waged to bus drivers.

1/24/2017 6:17 PM

53 I endorse the proposals put forth by the representatives of South Stormont. 1/24/2017 5:44 PM

54 I was at the meeting last night sand sitting in GV wondering are these some of the 10000 empty seats? Why don't you
move the TR Leger site and few board offices to the space you think you have at RO? Our children have done just fine
for many years in this small school so instead of moving LS into our building, leave us be and fill the space. Ask us,
maybe the Township or community business would rent space. That beautiful gym and cafeteria - all the history. It is a
K-12 school and we are proud of it.

1/24/2017 3:38 PM

55 Have LSPS students feed RO. The K-12 structure in a school works well. Children and teachers know each other.
Younger students learn from the older kids. The older kids have a sense of pride at the end of the day because they
have become more important than just a number. Bring back the immersion.

1/24/2017 3:04 PM

56 Keep LSPS and RO open and reintroduce French Emerson. There is no county of this size in all of Ontario that does
not have its own high school. South stormont schools do not need to change, the schools here are at functioning
capacity and are newly renovated.

1/24/2017 11:51 AM

57 Leave LSPS open Return immersion to R-O secondary Leave boundaries as are. LSPS and R-O both above 95%
capacity would be the result

1/24/2017 11:51 AM

58 -R-O stands within 1/2 a block of a seniors support centre and a public library and a block from a medical clinic. Long-
term planning and consultation with the local municipality over recent years would have provided many opportunities
for turning the site into one of the 'Community Hubs' touted by the Ministry of Education- providing even more
opportunity to access funding and offer opportunities for our students. Don't make the same mistakes you've made in
the past- engage in real, meaningful discussions with local government and find creative ways to fill excess space. R-
O is a perfect site to model a community hub- the Lancer Centre was built in partnership with the community in order
to create just such a space. Build on that.

1/24/2017 10:42 AM

59 We have outlined these alternative options to you in both public meetings. LSPS is at 96% occupancy with the
building itself in excellent condition. Do not touch our school based on a REVIEW so pathetically filled with statistical,
numerical and geographical errors that's it embarrassing. For a board of education- how you could make such
phenomenal miscalculations and omissions absolutely amazes me. I urge you to not make life changing decisions
based on a report that was hastily cranked out in an effort to save a buck. What's the cost on lives?

1/24/2017 10:27 AM

60 Extend grades K-12 at R-O so students can attend only 1 school for entire education. Extend French Immersion for
entire school. Why bus students out of their home area when complete education can be offered closer? Longer bus
rides do not promote attentive students throughout the day. Save on busing costs.

1/24/2017 10:26 AM

61 It's simple...There are too many school boards competing for pupils! This is not the case in most other provinces. Why
do we still have a publicly funded Catholic School board where students nor parents are required to be baptised
catholic to enroll? There is no reason why students cannot receive catholic education outside of the school system as
is done in many other provinces (this coming from a catholic raised in one of these provinces where multiple school
boards no longer exist). There is no reason why different schools cannot offer different language programming under
the same school board as is done in many other provinces. It's simple yet frustrating that amalgamation of school
boards is something that is not even being considered.

1/24/2017 10:01 AM

62 Keep the boundaries of South Stormont and ENFORCE them. Students in South Stormont should benefit from going
to schools within their communties and the communties (businesses, residents, etc) should reap the financial benefits
of the schools in their communities - why give this business to another municipality when the students are in OUR
community? Provide programming like French Immersion at all schools so that schools in UCDSB are not forced to
fight against one another for students - it is absurd and it creates division between communities. It is frustrating for
parents and students to see how little value is placed on maintaining a safe, community based education for our
children.

1/23/2017 10:14 AM

63 Bring back French Immersion to RO and keep both schools going if numbers still warrant. 1/22/2017 1:19 PM

64 See #4 above. 1/22/2017 10:56 AM
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65 Leave well enough alone. This will be as bad as Ontario hydro did to The residents of Mille Roches and the other Lost
villages in the 1950,s. Property values will drastically fall and our tax base for South stormont will b affected. When
people are looking to buy property, the first question they ask is about the local schools. When told there will be none,
they are not interested in the community of South Stormont. This will affect every home owner and business. This
borders on what the SD&G county library board did already to our community. This is disgraceful. This reminds me of
the Federal government putting money into upgrading a military base then closing it. School busing time for the
children will be ridiculous. They will be tired before the school day starts and at the end of the day unable to
participate in sports or other activities or their chores around the farm. The mega school business in Cornwall should
have nothing to do with the counties.

1/21/2017 7:03 PM

66 I see no reason for making any changes. Longue Sault Public School is functioning at almost full capacity. What more
could they want. Leave it alone. Bring back Frendh immersion to RO and it will function at near full capacity. It sn't
right to bring our couuntry students to the city. They just don't fit in there. They lose the opportunity to participate in
sports and activities at those schools as they have o rush to get the school bus home. I realize this as I was one of
those students many years ago. I also don't want my property value to go down. It will as soon as there are no schools
in Long Sault and people looking to purchase a home will not move here. People are going to move out of the
community thus again reducing the value of our propertyy.

1/21/2017 6:36 PM

67 Lsps stays open jk to 6, all south stormont. Ro stays open grade 7-12 1/21/2017 6:26 PM

68 Put the money into helping the school , not bussing small children at crazy hours . Help the system deliver new and
great ways to help these kids . Develops programs to help them grow and learn , don't add meaningless hours on to
their days , only to exhaust them . Don't expect them or their parents to be involved in extracurricular activities on
communities where they don't belong . Promote community involvement , fundraisers if necessary , but don't punish
our children

1/21/2017 1:32 PM

69 Bring French immersion back to R-O and enforce boundaries. This will increase their numbers and allow LSPS to
remain open.

1/21/2017 11:09 AM

70 See answer 5. In addition to this, the Entire initial staff review is flawed with errors of judgement and fact and is
ridiculous to not consider economic impact. A grave mistake for the future of this province not just in education but the
livelihood of flourishing rural communities.

1/20/2017 8:17 PM

71 Keep LSPS open. THIS SCHOOL DOES NOT FIT ANY CRITERIA YOU HAVE LISTED AS REASON FOR
CLOSURE. Allow RO to have EFI. Revisit potential reconfiguration in 2 years.

1/20/2017 7:27 PM

72 The Board should resign, en masse. 1/20/2017 7:12 PM

73 Maintain both Longue Sault Public and Rothwell-Osnabruck as K-6 dual-track schools. Re-purpose the secondary
wing at RO by moving Board offices or TR Leger operations there, or reduce the school footprint by removing the
older wing. Allow grade 7 - 12 students the choice to attend Tagwi Intermediate & Secondary School as a rural high
school alternative to the proposed Cornwall high schools directive. Tagwi offers dual-track programming from grade 7
- 12, as well as expanded educational specialties (shops, automotive, manufacturing, construction, agriculture, food
services and hospitality) that RO currently is not equipped to offer. It also has a thriving co-op program that would
allow for South Stormont students to do their work placements close to home.

1/20/2017 6:22 PM

74 Longue Sault Public School is a booming success, at almost 100% capacity, and to close such a successful school
would be a tragedy! My suggestion is the keep R.O. open as a K-12 school, introduce French Immersion into the entire
R.O. building, and enforce boundaries to keep our students local. All LSPS students would head to R.O. for their
secondary schooling, as would students from other directions too. Under no circumstance will I be sending my
children to an overcrowded CCVS. I will switch school boards, and have heard that MANY others will follow suit. As an
employee of the UCDSB, it would break my heart to not work in the same board that my children attend, but I will
never send them to CCVS, due to poor school conditions, and high population. Thank you!

1/20/2017 4:19 PM

75 First of all, I am so disappointed that you are putting the students that we care about at risk through this process.
There are ways to handle challenges and this certainly isn't it! Allowing employees to find out about their school
closing through media, not being able to prepare for how to handle the question, concerns from our students and their
families. We do an incredible job with educating our students and you have damaged those relationships through this
PAR process. We have children suffering as they don't know where they are going to school next year... so many
questions that we can't answer. There are alternatives. Why didn't you ask the community, ask the staff, ask the
students? None of us want our schools to close, nobody does but give us some credit and allow us to provide
alternatives. It RO growing? No. Has that changed in the past decade? Not much. We provide more than academics
to our students, we provide a service of preparing for life in a small school. Are there businesses, offices or other
options than can use some of our space. The Lancer Ctr was a community build, it worked before why not again? Stop
this process and go back to the people who know and ask for help. Maybe cutting some off the top in Brockville would
be a start. Do we need that many Superintendants, Trustees, Principals of, teachers in board jobs, training/meetings
that don't change outcomes? Really ask yourselves. People at RO have known for a long time that this day was
coming and they have good ideas, just ask,

1/20/2017 2:41 PM
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76 I agree with the proposed solution of keeping both LSPS and RO secondary open with French programming for both
schools and with LSPS feeding RO exclusively.

1/20/2017 2:19 PM

77 I also think that there are lots of areas that our board could cut back on. Our teachers go to lots of meetings and do
they matter as it must cost a lot. We never see our Principal cause he's out at meeting. This must cost a lot of $ too.
There must be ways to save money that don't hurt us as kids! Please look at other things. It is very stressful to think
about during exams!

1/17/2017 9:24 PM

78 Somehow combine seaway and Rothwell so we can keep a rural High schools open in our area....its not fair to our
students to subject them to overpopulated schools so they can fall through the cracks Just so you can get your MEGA
SCHOOL built in Cornwall. Also very long bus rides, no chance of playing sports due to no late buses or any other
extra curricular activities they may be interested in participating in. They will also have no chance at working before or
after school, or lose the jobs they already have. I moved out of Cornwall so my children wouldn't have to attend a city
school. This decision you have made doesn't only affect our Children and their future but it is also going to have a
NEGATIVE impact on our communities. I hope you reconsider your decisions for everyone's sake!

1/16/2017 3:59 PM

79 Put the french immersion back in the R-O and leave the school JK-12. Have the kids that attend the Long Sault public
school attend the R-O for there grades 7-12 in stead of them going to a different school for the french like they are
doing now. My kids will not be going to the CCVS school in Cornwall or the Tagwi school we will just change school
board. If the grade 7-12 of the R-O is close it just tells us that the School board does not care what the kids feel or
think.

1/11/2017 8:01 AM

80 They should put french back in the grades 7-12 at the R-O and have that kids from the long sault public attend the R-
O for there grade 7-12. My kids will not go to school at the Cornwall school or tagwi, we will change school board.
Leave the R-O grades JK-12 It is why we chose to move to this area, so our kids would not have to change schools
and would have great learning at a small town school.

1/4/2017 6:55 PM

81 - although you will need to close some schools within the entire board, it is critical to note that South Stormont's two
schools (LSPS and R-O) have ample students to fill them, given French immersion at both schools, and do NOT
warrant closure - our rural schools are highly cherished for their deep bonds with the local community, which have
enabled the schools to bloom over the years - the tremendous amount of parental involvement at rural schools
testifies to the sincere appreciation that parents have for their LOCAL schools, and regular contact with the teachers
and principal (that close relationship is simply not possible in a "super school" setting) - given that ample students exist
in South Stormont to fill South Stormont schools, any move to close or diminish LSPS or R-O will be highly
counterproductive in nature (UCDSB will lose students to the Catholic school system; as a parent, I can tell you that
arrangements have already been made to transfer my children, if need be, to the local Catholic school).

12/21/2016 7:21 PM

82 My child attends RO. Was going to switch my child to Tagwi for shops. If my child has to go to CCVS, I will send my
child to St. Joes. Let RO students go to Tagwi as a rural option.

12/21/2016 11:07 AM

83 As a current resident of Long Sault, and an employee of a business in Long Sault, I can attest to the growth of our
community. I hear on a daily basis from people moving to our area, the reasons they are moving here. LSPS is one of
the reasons. It has a reputation for outstanding teachers, programs, and community spirit. Personally I have given
tours of our business to students from our school. They are often seen out in the community exploring, and walking to
our local arena for skating. There have been recent upgrades to LSPS, and to close the school would be a waste of my
taxpayer money. I propose an addition to LSPS to enable it to continue to serve our children from grades K to six.
Keeping our rural students in rural areas is important, so for that I suggest RO be the feeder school for all students for
grades seven and eight, thereby using up some of their excess space. High school is my problem, at the moment. I
believe all students should have the same opportunities in these grades, and unfortunately this is not the case as it
stands now. Tagwi is an option, as is Cornwall, but CCVS as it stands now is an old, dull, outdated building that does
not entice students to attend there. I would be in favour of building a new high school, but until it is built the status quo
must remain. As for the empty space at RO, I suggest the old high school end, be leased to outside businesss,
daycares, or community groups looking for space, thereby utilizing the space while recouping the cost. The other
option is just to tear down the high school portion once it is no longer needed.

12/21/2016 10:53 AM

84 I attended the Public Meeting in November at GV, I listened to Tagwi advocate for the closure and demolishing of R/O
secondary school. Tagwi is not listed in the list of possible closure. I believe that Tagwi should not be interfering or
have a voice in the PAR as they are not on the chopping block. It's quite upsetting that a school group would push for
the closure of another school. I would suggest that if a school (RO) needs to be demolished so that another school
(Tagwi) to stay alive then perhaps the board is looking at closing the wrong school. Maybe it should be Tagwi on the
chopping block and R/O secondary remain open. The "solutions" proposed by the group supporting Tagwi would
drastically increase costs to the board. It makes no sense. When approximately 1/3 of the students that attend Tagwi
should rightfully be attending different schools, is there really a need for Tagwi??

12/19/2016 11:03 AM

85 Please don't approve your report as proposed. My children go to Tagwi and I want them to continue going there as it is
a great school, a great facility and has many programs that R - O will not be able to offer nor is a city school a good fit
for a rural family. Thank you for creating the survey!!

12/19/2016 10:48 AM
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86 Put french immersion back in the RO from grades 7-12 and have the kids from long sault attend the RO for there
grade 7-12. It would keep both school open and the kids can stay in there school that call there second home. We
need to keep our school RO grade jk to 12 open its a great school and would be a big lose for the community we will
become a ghost town. I will not send my kids to go to school in Cornwall. I will change school boards or home school.
They will not be going to a big school in the city.

12/16/2016 9:36 AM

87 R-O enrollment went down when UCDSB took the French Programming away. Bring back French Programming.
South Stormont stands to have significant growth in coming years. We need our schools in our township Follow the
boundaries for the schools.

12/15/2016 10:31 AM

88 Put the school boundaries back in place and follow the boundaries. 12/15/2016 10:30 AM

89 Bring more French classes to R-O and keep it open. This is why students go to other schools, otherwise our school is
awesome! Keep Long Sault open too, those kids walk to school like us. I will save you $$$ in busing and they will be
healthier. Please care about the kids!!! #LancerForLife

12/15/2016 10:29 AM

90 *Keep R-O and Longue Sault Public Open *Give French Immersion programming back to R-O (why was it taken away
to begin with?) *Enforce the boundary *Keep kids in their own community that supports them and their school *Don't
destroy our community *Don't hurt our kids' physical and mental health *Don't put them at a disadvantage by bussing
them out of their town *Do what's right for our children

12/15/2016 10:26 AM

91 Please do not close LSPS and R-O and listen to what was said in the presentation. That has it right! Full schools = no
reason for you to close. French in all your schools = children who stay in their community to attend school which =
more savings for the board and as was said, :) Happy Residents! Growing communities need schools! Thank you very
much for listening!

12/15/2016 10:22 AM

92 I am completely appalled at the thought of the UCDSB considering closing two schools in the township of South
Stormont! It appears to me that the school board who's head office is in Brockville has no clue about the
demographics in SD&G! Considering closing the only high school in our municipality is not acceptable! Considering
closing any of the high schools in SD&G that are slated for closure is unacceptable. Why oh why however, is the
board wanting to keep Tagwi open? It is located in the middle of farm fields with no community surrounding it and has
the smallest population. Is it perhaps because the school board is wanting to sweep under the rug the fact that they
made a huge mistake building this school in the 70s? The population of South Stormont is 12,617, South Glengarry
13,162, North Glengarry 10,251 and North Stormont 6,775. Yet the UCDSB is proposing closing the secondary
schools in all three other municipalities and leaving the one with the smallest population open. Rothwell-Osnabruck
has served my family well with quality education for more than one generation I might add. The enrollment has
declined since the board took away the French courses and put them at Tagwi FORCING the children in OUR
municipality to bus out of their boundary to get the courses that they need. I am not OK with this proposal and believe
that it needs to be reversed immediately. Put the same French courses in all schools and see what happens. Make
the kids have to attend the school in their own boundary and don't give them a reason to need to bus out of it and see
what happens. Do not close a school or two schools for that matter in a community that is going to grow and is already
bigger than others in SD&G. Make the trustees visit all the schools and learn about the communities that support them
so that they can make an educated decision. And for the record, Ingleside is West of Long Sault, not East as stated in
your report. This is just proof to me that the board staff do not know enough about our area to be making these
important decisions that will affect all of our citizens. You've heard the solution, South Stormont residents are not
happy with your proposal and we have offered up solutions. We need you to hear this and act upon it otherwise you
will cripple our community!

12/12/2016 1:24 PM

93 Bring french into the schools , this will bring up enrollment. But up school boundaries and keep to it. South Stormont
stands to have significant growth in coming years...so we need our schools here. There is plenty of space to build on
our community schools in South Stormont Township, so absolutely no need on spending huge amounts to build a
super school where rural kids will be a number.

12/9/2016 8:31 PM

94 Please consider the children, they are the ones to loose when it comes to being shipped off to city schools. 12/9/2016 8:15 PM

95 Keep our schools open put a boundaries on the schools , this will save buses and the expense of gasoline. Our rural
area was built around R-O and LSPS..so let's keep our kids here and let them graduate here.

12/8/2016 9:37 PM

96 Keep the boundaries on the schools. Bring back french Schools are needed in rural areas. 12/8/2016 9:16 PM

97 Take the time to learn the history and get to know the communities that support your schools. You must consider the
impact closing schools will have on our community (house values, local businesses etc). You have so much power and
we truly hope you will make the right decision for R-O and Ingleside. Maybe take the time to also look at why other
schools are not being considered for closure? Some others are very expensive to operate and are in a location where
all children must be bused. Although it may be convenient to ignore busing costs, it is not fiscally responsible. R-O
needs to remain, it is the only high-school in South Stormont and South Stormont is growing, check it out, talk to our
mayor and economic development, this needs to be a factor that is considered. We chose to live here for a reason.
Thank you!

12/8/2016 1:17 PM
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98 Keep R-O and Long Sault School open so South Stormont kids go to South Stormont schools #LancerForLife 12/7/2016 11:36 AM

99 1. Keep LSPS open since it is not a drain on the board (it is full). If this school closes, many parents will not send their
kids to RO. It does not make sense when many parents work in Cornwall to have kids going further in the opposite
direction from Cornwall. Parents will make alternate choices - mine, fore example, will attend a different school since it
will be more convenient to have them at a school that is in the opposite direction of where I am traveling each day. We
chose to live in Long Sault in large part because of the small nature of the school and the proximity to our house. If
our kids can't go to a school close to our home, then I will move them to a school close to my workplace so that I can
at least be close to them in the event that I need to drop them off at school, pick them up for medical appointments or
unexpected circumstances, etc. 2. Provide all rural students with rural high school options. My children are still young
so high school is far off, but I can say one thing with conviction: they will not be going to an overcrowded, downtown
city school. Although they provide diverse opportunities, they do not align with our rural lifestyle. My kids love the
outdoors, hiking, nature, etc. They will not be hanging out at a mall or downtown in a city during, before,or after
school. As a parent I have choices and I will make the choice that is best for my kids - not the choice that some
business firm (likely located in a city) has proposed for our rural kids.After all, the proposal itself is flawed. It does not
consider busing costs or the cost to the board when many students leave the UCDSB. As a parent, my job for is to
advocate for my kids and provide opportunities which are most likely to result in productive, moral future citizens.
Going to an overcrowded school with fewer extracurricular opportunities and significantly lower academic standing is
NOT in the best interest for my kids.

12/7/2016 11:33 AM

100 I do not have a lot of time and do not think this is a good way for me or any parent to tell you what a terrible job the
board is doing at closing schools. My alternative is for the board to save our High school. Give back the students from
Long Sault Public School who are going to Tagwi and restore RO borders.

12/7/2016 10:17 AM

101 i have been at the R-O seen i started in JK. I do not want to go to a over crowed school in Cornwall. I think they should
put the french immersion back in the school from 7-12 and keep the school open. The kids from the Long Sault public
should them have to attend R-O for grades 7-12. Please keep my school from closing it like a second home.

12/5/2016 9:30 AM

102 Keep community schools open. Make boarders FIRM by ensuring that ALL schools have equal programming (all
schools should offer French, trades, technology, etc) so that there is EQUALITY and no competition between schools
within the same school board. So keep a minimum of ONE elementary school in each small community and ONE high
school in each township. Promote French education within the board and you WILL get more kids. To succeed in this
area, kids need to be bilingual. Offer something different than the Catholic board to attract kids (ex: offer an enriched
French program - this will surely get parents' attention given the fact that most jobs in this area require bilingualism).
Instead of closing so many schools, why not market the schools within our board and invest in innovative program to
attract kids? At Long Sault Public school 2 families that are in my child's class have already left the board (they now
attend Ste. Lucie in the French Catholic board). Within these two families there is a total of 5 children. I asked both
families why they left and they said they wanted them to have French education AND the turmoil in this board was
unsettling so they wanted to leave LSPS before there is a mass exodus next year if it closes. I don't mean this rudely,
but I'm shocked that the board isn't scared about the number of families that they are going to lose. Closing schools in
a growing community is an unwise business decision when there are so many alternatives - alternatives that are in
coterminous boards. For the record, our kids WERE registered at Ste. Lucie for their junior kindergarten year,. After
visiting Longue Sault Public School, I switched their registration. Why? I liked the fact that my kids could walk to
school, I liked the fact that the school would give them greater sense of community and the importance of it. I liked the
fact that they would know other neighborhood kids at their school. I liked the fact they didn't have to waste time on a
school bus when they could be playing outside and being kids. It also felt like a second home to them because it is so
close to our own home. This is not a threat, but if it closes our kids will also be leaving the UCDSB. I will not send
them on a bus somewhere unless it is full French. Being at a school within our home community is my first priority and
my second priority for my children is French education. So, if our community school is removed from this equation,
they will go Full French. Ste. Lucie will gain more and UCDSB will lose more.

12/5/2016 9:11 AM

103 With the current proposal, small communities lose their schools which will have a trickle effect on entire towns.Local
businesses will suffer, house prices will suffer, community pride will suffer, development will suffer, preservation of
historical traditions will suffer, etc. . . Longue Sault Public school and other pillars of communities must remain open. It
is NOT a suffering school. It is merely being sacrificed to fill other schools. There are schools such as Tagwi (which
has one of the highest maintenance costs in the entire board) that are being kept open and they don't even exist within
a community. Tagwi is not being considered for closure, yet its closure would not affect a community (it does not exist
in a community - it is in the middle of nowhere), and it has the highest maintenance cost. I don't understand the logic.
Le's look at the big picture. Our communities matter and the schools within them drive a lot of the economic growth in
these areas. I hope the board looks at each small community and does its best to keep at least ONE school in each
community.

12/5/2016 9:09 AM
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104 I support the need to reduce costs and align students where logical. One point not mentioned above that have been
over looked is the current feeders and their impact to the bigger South Stormont and Tagwi and the communities. In
order to fully evaluate a solution we need to look at a bigger picture. Current snap shot and future recommendation
from the board as both have merit. We need to look at capital expenses (CAPEX) and Operational Expenses (OPEX)
and although they could be in two different budgets it still results in cash flow through and taxpayers dollars. We also
want to ensure while maximizing efficiency that we also maximize opportunities for developing our student, further
leaders and tax base. This need to be done by providing opportunities for various and numerous course selections in
the commercial, college prep and the Trades. All three are equally vital for survival of a community. this requires a
vibrant co-op program and areas for shops to allow students to practice their trades. with the potential closure of the
other schools, as it shows Long Sault and Ingleside are both thriving communities with new builds on the rise, new
builds means need families means better tax base mean more spaces required As new families develop younger kids
should stay closer to home, allow a re-purposed or right sized school to exist in Ingleside and Long Sault. this is good
for our board to allow for growth and shows leadership in anticipating what is happening along the Long Sault and
Ingleside corridor. Allow Ingleside to transition to a K-8 if the demographics and forecast show growth in the area and I
believe it will. Set up a 3-5 year CAPEX plan to better utilize or re-purpose R-O space. (similar study proposed for
North Glenngary) Allow Long Sault to remain status quo a healthy, thriving and expanding community around. Allow
both school's boundaries to feed either Cornwall or Tagwi as they do now to take full advantage of the infrastructure in
both places and the opportunities these provide. Allow the Boundary proposal for the Northern schools evolve as the
report states. It is clear that there will be another step required to review budget approvals for expansion in some
areas to consolidate. As this happens Tagwi can allow for a smooth transition depending on what direction the board
decides with Roxmore. This allows Tagwi, now centrally located and properly equipped for trades and Academic to be
the 7-12 or in some schools cases 9-12 option in conjunction with those families choosing Cornwall. Although I am
suggesting not closing Long Sault the board positions itself with long term planning and savings over the next 5-7
years, providing services where growth exists and increased tax funding should result in saving over the next 5-7 and
with proper analysis we will show where the break even and saving will begin..

12/4/2016 6:27 PM

105 I would suggest: R/O and LSPS have the best FCI ratings R/O elementary should remain as is. LSPS should also
remain as is. Both elementary schools should provide the same programming, ex French Immersion LSPS should be
a feeder school to R/O secondary R/O secondary should have additional programing including French Immersion to
support the students within the R/O feeder group boundaries Currently R/O elementary and LSPS are at high capacity
and together, both schools feeding R/O secondary can support the high school to full capacity This would save a lot of
transportation costs to the board. It would keep the students local, It would prevent long bus rides and keep families
together and it would support our municipalities and local businesses. It makes sense.

12/2/2016 1:33 PM

106 I say leave the R_O jk to 12 alone and put the french immersion back in the grades 7-12. I also think you should leave
the Long Sault Public alone and when the kids are ready to leave that school they have to attend the R-O for grades
7-12. which will put more kids at the school. In Two years both school will be doing good. We need to keep our
schools open for the kids and for future children who will move to this area. We are a growing community and need our
local schools.

12/2/2016 1:09 PM

107 Keep LSPS open. 11/29/2016 11:13 PM

108 I think they should put the french immersion back in the 7-12 at the R-O and have the kids from the long sault public
attend the R-O for there 7-12. They need to enforce the boundary.

11/28/2016 1:30 PM

109 I think they should put the French Immersion back at the 7-12 R-O. and in force the boundary and have the kids from
the Long Sault Public School attend the R-O for there 7-12. It would keep the kids with the UCDSB and also keep the
two schools open. Taking two school away from our community would be devastation.

11/28/2016 1:26 PM

110 Keep Long Sault public open. Maintain the K to 12 RO School. Adjust boundaries to permit all graduating grade 6 at
LS to attend RO K-12 school. This recommendation should reduce busing costs. Ensure French Immersion program is
permitted at both schools. LS public is currently full and will continue. RO will reach near capacity within 2-4 years. Do
not want our children attending any large urban school as suggested in the draft report.

11/26/2016 4:54 AM

111 Maintain Long Sault public school as well as the K-12 RO School. Adjust the boundaries to allow all LS students
graduating from grade six to attend RO high school going forward. This would allow RO high school to reach near
100% capacity within 3-5 years as well as maintaining LS at current full capacity.

11/26/2016 1:24 AM

112 Make the boundaries that are there now stick and offer more courses through R-O high school. Kids would not be
leaving to go to other school. Offer the programs and make the children in R-O district go there

11/25/2016 10:55 AM
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113 Rather than closing RO secondary, make a short term investment in the school which will result in a long term
financial gain. By this, I mean realign the boundaries of South Stormont so that South Stormont residents have a rural
school option for high school - send kids within South Stormont to RO for high school (this will keep rural residents
happy). Invest some money into RO for shops programs or innovative programming to show the community and
potential students that the UCDSB is invested in learning. The school already has capacity for elementary and high
school, lots of outdoor room for expansion and enough recreational facilities (gyms, community centre, etc.) to house
BOTH a high school and an elementary school. Seems like an easy transition to make in a short amount of time (and
there is not a lot of time to make all of these decisions and alterations to schools by March).

11/25/2016 10:52 AM

114 Keep students local. Students should have never been sent to Tagwi for immersion. Immersion programming should
have never left RO. Now Tagwi believes RO Boundaries are theirs. They are clueless.

11/24/2016 2:34 PM

115 I don't believe that either of these schools should close.....especially the secondary portion of RO. RO is the only
secondary school in this area and I believe that enrolment would be up if the UCDSB didn't remove the French
Emersion program. If part of this plan is to close the secondary part and move those pupils to CCVS (against the
communities wishes to keep rural schools open) using a suggested boundary, why can't the students in that boundary
be required to attend RO???? The people of this community reside in this area so our kids can go to a rural school,
why should that whole boundary be forced to go to CCVS against their will?

11/24/2016 1:15 PM

116 I love my school. I'm in secondary and before and after school I walk with my sibling from elementary and my
neighbour who is also from elementary. We walk to and from school every day unless the weather is bad of course.
I'm not sure I understand everything that is going on but I know if I was to have to go to Cornwall to school I don't
know how things would work. My friends and parents are very concerned that it's not a good idea for so many people.
Please help keep my school open. P.S I get really bad motion sickness on long bus rides ??

11/24/2016 10:11 AM

117 I go to RO right now. I'm planning on going to St Joes because there aren't enough options for me at RO. I would
rather go to Tagwi where I can get more courses. Close RO secondary and bus us to Tagwi where we can havve
better access to classes.

11/24/2016 9:57 AM

118 I have a student at Longue Sault P.S. that would be going to Tagwi next year. I refuse to send my child to CCVS. They
will attend St. Joe's. If RO stays open, I will still be sending my child to St Joe's. RO does not offer tech. courses and
my child will be going into the trades

11/24/2016 9:56 AM

119 I am a student of RO. I love my school because it is in my village, it is my second home. RO offers me a great
education because it is a rural school, my teachers know me by my name, I am not just a number. This is just one
reason why. I feel like I am just a number to the school board and am completely enraged that you are going to send
me to an overcapacity school in a city. This is not where I wish to receive my education. I will get lost in the shuffle
there, will not have a chance to play sports, will have less chance of winning awards and bursaries, will have to ride a
bus everyday, will lose the opportunity to work after school because I am on a bus, will have teachers I don't know
and who will not have a chance to get to know me. This is just some of my frustrations and mental anguish that is
caused by this reckless decision you are making with my education. RO is such a special school, you should visit it
sometime as most of the people making this decision have never stepped foot in the building. We are people not
numbers!! My alternative solution is that the students who go to Tagwi that should be coming to RO because of the
French immersion be directed back here as we will have French immersion. Second to that point the students from
Long Sault public will now come to RO for high school and not Tagwi as we will have French immersion again. This is
a brilliant and easy solution. Second to the solution above I chose to go to a rural school and not a city school and for
that and all the reasons listed above the school board should not even be considering busing me to a city school. I
want a rural school education!!!!

11/24/2016 9:36 AM

120 The alternative is that this school should not close, in fact all the students that attend Tagwi that should be attending
RO (at least 200 students) should be brought back to this school which will put RO 7-12 almost at capacity. With
French immersion being offered now and a school almost at capacity we can get even more programming which will
attract even more students to RO. As well, Longue Sault public should remain open at capacity and continue to fee
RO 7-12. This is the solution. Keeping both Long Sault and RO prospering Then my children who are currrently at RO
will continue to get the education they deserve and I pay for through my tax dollars. That is the solution in summary
but I plan on getting it out in more detail.

11/24/2016 9:34 AM

121 I'm hearing more and more people being in favour of amalgamating elementary with secondary schools together in
rural areas. RO is currently a JK-12 school and if Emersion was brought back it would bring back students we have
lost over the years. Char-lan has proposed to amalgomate which their community is in favour of. Tagwi is fighting to
keep the students with whom they will lose with the proposal from the board. Could the amalgomate on of elementary
and secondary be an option in that area as well? Thus closing smaller elementary schools and filling larger schools
will cut costs. Students could remain in their communities within even walking distances of their homes, daycares, jobs
etc. In turn keeping communities prosperous and happy. Thank you

11/17/2016 10:20 AM

122 Close R-O 7 to 12 and send to students to Tagwi to have access to a great facility and to have access to French
Immeraion. It does not make sense for R-O to reinstate an immersion program from k to 12 as it was successful in the
past.

11/15/2016 8:24 PM
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123 The 4 school boards need to eventually be combined and planning should be geographical. Will save on busing,
administration, facilities and staff and students, especially the elementary school students.

11/14/2016 8:05 PM

124 If RO closes, I would prefer my children (currently at RO) go to Tagwi instead of CCVS. We prefer Tagwi due to the
rural setting and the programs that they offer.

11/14/2016 10:26 AM

125 make Long Sault K to 6 and Rothwell Osnabruck 7 to 12. Long Sault a feeder school to R.O. 11/9/2016 3:02 PM

126 Keep LSPS open as it is a thriving school. All students from this school and RO elementary can feed RO secondary,
increasing the numbers at RO. Both schools will have high enrolment and the buildings are both in good condition. My
children will not be attending CCVS or any Cornwall super school. We value our rural schools.

11/9/2016 12:51 PM

127 Keep lsps as is and invest in RO so it can become the rural high school pathway for south stormong families. Invest
bad adding trades shops at RO and French immersion so if at a level playing field with other schools. This is an area
of growth. Invest, as wise business people would, in predicted areas of growth.

11/9/2016 12:44 PM

128 Return programming to RO so that students are able to receive the same level of education and extra curricular
activities. Create trade program opportunities for RO students by using experts within our own area. Giving students
real life experience and involving our community.

11/8/2016 5:28 PM

129 So many reasons why Rothwell's Osnabruck should not close.....I could go on and on about the percentage of Ontario
scholars whom have graduated from this small rural school, the importance of this school to the communities
surrounding it, the potential it has, the safe atmosphere it upholds for our students, and so on and so forth. A
recommendation I have would be to bring back the boundaries and programs to RO!! If RO wasn't stripped of all is
programs and students years ago this wouldn't be an issue. In my opinion there is nothing positive about sending my
kids on a bus for hours a day to an overpopulated school in a city they barely know, shove them into a class where
they are just a number, where they will loose their sense of individuality, lower their self esteem, increase their risk of
failure, decrease their chance to join sports, extracurricular activities, community events, less chance of getting an
after school job.......all just to be used as s pawn for a mega school which no one really wants!!! Please reconsider the
impact this proposed plan will have on our children and communities.

11/8/2016 11:56 AM

130 Enforce boundaries for students within a certain distance to RO to attend RO, thus filling the spaces in that school.
LSPS students (and students in schools closeby) should be attending RO high school.

11/8/2016 8:33 AM

131 Inforce the exsiting bonders. Make the students that are giong to Tagwi that live in South Stormont goes to a school in
South Stormont. All of LSPS grads gose to RO

11/7/2016 8:31 AM

132 I would like the option to send my children to Tagwi instead of CCVS. 11/5/2016 10:42 AM

133 Leave LSPS open and have the students within the proposed boundary attend RO high school instead of ccvs. This
allows our kids to continue their education in their own community, not be crammed into a school badly in need of
repairs.

11/2/2016 9:49 PM

134 Realign the boundaries within South Stormont to allow all South Stormont families an opportunity to go to elementary
AND high school within their own community. Rural families CHOOSE a rural home to provide a rural upbringing,
education, and recreational activities that are important to our families. We do not choose to live in the country to get
CITY amenities. Removing students from rural schools will be a mistake for the board and concerns me greatly
because I feel students deserve a public education (and if rural schools close, students will go to the Catholic board).
Parents, as taxpayers, also deserve the right to live in a location where they want their children to go to school - not in
a location where they have to be bused to go to a city school. You must provide rural options for rural families - if not,
the backlash will be detrimental to this board.

11/1/2016 4:34 PM

135 Over 200 high school students leave optionally leave RO Boundaries. With local immersion programming (as all
schools will be according to draft proposal), those 200+ students will attend RO High School. This will fill-up RO to
capacity. LSPS and RO have lower-than-average FCI and are viable to remain in operation without modification.

11/1/2016 11:02 AM

136 200+ Gr 7-12 students leave RO Boundaries to pursue immersion programming. With RO dual track programming (as
all schools will be according to draft proposal), those 200+ students will remain local and populate RO High School to
maximum capacity. Since LSPS is already Full, they will not need to move. Both RO & LSPS have lower-than-average
FCI, and are comparably inexpensive to operate. SOLVED!

11/1/2016 11:00 AM

137 If the draft reported correctly, you would see more than sufficient population to fill both LSPS & RO to the brim and
over with local students. Students are leaving the boundaries to follow immersion programming. With dual track
programming in all schools, this is immediately remedied and fill both LSPS and RO.

11/1/2016 10:55 AM

138 Change the school boundaries to support rural high schools. People in this area choose a smaller school so that
students can participate fully at all levels of education, sports and clubs and take leadership roles in the community
outside school. Wasting their time for hours on a bus is not educational, and deprives students of many opportunities
outside the classroom. UCDSB is a rural board. It would be exciting to see the Board innovate in order to maintain its
rural high schools, on which the fabric of its communities depends.

10/30/2016 3:29 PM
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139 Keep LSPS open. Families send their children to other high schools because they can. Remove this option,
repopulate RO Secondary with local students and downsize the Cornwall schools. Do not use my children to build a
case for a bigger school in another city.

10/28/2016 2:16 PM

140 Although I DO NOT agree with high school closing, at least give us better options! Seriously we are a country school.
We do not want to go to the city. If we did, we'd already be at St.Joe's with our buddies that left RO along the way. If
we can't have our K-12 school, at least move us all to Tagwi, a closer COUNTRY school. Please send out teachers,
office and custodial staff too so we'43 not going alone. Does anyone care about our mental health? Sure doesn't seem
like it!

10/25/2016 8:03 PM

141 I think that if this path of change is an absolute that the two elementary schools should remain open and that the
boundaries should be redrawn to make longue sault public school a feeder school for Rothwel Osnabruck high school.
Once the students that are currently leaving the boundary for Cornwall schools and Tagwi are attending RO high
school the numbers will balance to have a full high school. The grade schools will balance out as well and once you
factor in growth in the regions you will have full grade schools as well. You can get the numbers while still having
rural schools and not subjecting the kids to unusually long bus rides.

10/25/2016 6:39 AM

142 Enforce or adjust existing boundaries for RO. This will populate the secondary school program in South Stormont.
LSPS is a thriving school with recent work done to improve the already great facilities. Enrolment is high and the town
is growing. Do not allow LSPS to be closed simply to solve problems of overbuilding in other areas!

10/23/2016 7:42 PM

143 Continue to roll french immersion through RO, make hard boundaries for RO Secondary, filing it back up, bring back
programming to RO secondary and Longue Sault can be a feeder school for RO Secondary. Thus leaving LSPS as is,
filing butts in seats at RO, allowing both community schools to remain open. Long bus rides to Cornwall are going to
create tired, unhappy, unproductive students. And once they arrive at a school of 1800+ students, they aren't going to
received essential services. Many students in 'super schools' receive the exact opposite of that in education. Rather
than receiving a super education, students with needs begin to fall between the cracks. I don't want my children to
suffer for 10 years so someone else can benefit.

10/22/2016 6:08 PM

144 Keep LSPS open and RO secondary. They are both in good condition structurally and have both had recent
renovations ($200 993.76 invested in LSPS just two months ago and approximately 7 million in RO over the last 20
Years. With realigned boundaries, RO could house the secondary rural students who are slated to go to CCVS. This
would alleviate the frustration that many parents have recharging rural kids attending city schools.

10/21/2016 8:41 PM

145 Taking away specialized programming and classes has made it impossible for these schools to be full. Give back what
has been taken away and you might find the numbers increase.

10/21/2016 8:36 PM

146 Amalgamate CCVS and St. Lawrence SS. Have all LSPS students feed into R-O. Ingleside and Long Sault are both
growing communities. Enrolment will increase in years to come because of this.

10/21/2016 8:01 PM

147 1)Rothwell Highschool needs to have an expanded, varied course calendar that will keep all students eager to remain
at Rothwell rather than having to seek their chosen courses else where. 2)Rather than overloading Roxmore School
causing a need for portables or new build, move the boundary further North and move North Stormont pupils to
Rothwell where there's ample room. 3) LSPS is at least 93% capacity and the building is is excellent condition,
therefore there's no need to disrupt the lives of these children and their families in this ever growing community.

10/21/2016 7:12 PM

148 Boundaries and some of the French programming that was taken from RO almost ten years ago has been granted at
RO this past year. Students within the Ingleside boundary have been going to LSPS to benefit from it's immersion
programming. Let's face it, surplus space in this school has been caused by the lack of programming. If RO
(elementary and secondary) offered appropriate programming, enrolment would naturally increase. As a parent, I don't
want and will not be sending my kids into Cornwall for school, nor do I think doing this will be beneficial for the schools
and families of these schools in Cornwall. The CCVS boundary is absurd. No one is thinking about education or
students in this proposal. Not to mention, the impact this decision would have on local communities. I think the only
thing this is doing is causing UCDSB parents to consider (and for many already) to act upon changing boards, which
in the end, will also change the way this plan would fold out.

10/21/2016 5:29 PM

149 When it comes to Longue Sault Public School it makes no sense to add busing times, add cost as a result of those
additional busing requirements and to close a school that is at approximately 96% capacity. If the UCDSB is looking to
create the appearance of overcrowding to receive provincial funding at the cost of the students and communities our
family will be choosing to switch boards.

10/21/2016 5:16 PM

150 I don't support this proposal at all. Eliminating schools in the rural areas to form larger schools is no benefit to anyone.
This decision is not based in the best interest of the students. Students don't want to be moved, let alone transported
into Cornwall for secondary school. The enrolment issue at RO would not exist had the board left well enough alone.
The low enrolment is a result of stripping this school of its French programs and the good majority of its high school
programming. These schools could be left alone and if RO could provide the programming they once did, the
enrolment issue would soon fix itself. I think we must not forget that there is a Catholic school across the road that
may reap the rewards of this proposal you have in place. That being said, you will still be in the same situation....
Leaving you not enough enrolment or support of your bigger plan.

10/21/2016 5:15 PM
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151 The alternative to leaving it as is that our school taxes will be switched to the separate board. If the public board
cannot support and therefor maintain a healthy, vibrant public school in Long Sault then we will no longer support that
board! Further to that we will do everything within our power to encourage all Long Sault residents to do the same.

10/21/2016 4:47 PM

152 -RO boundaries for RO (K-6) could easily be expanded to the east and west, without much extra bussing. -RO
students at LS need to be returned to RO, with adequate teachers to instruct them in immersion. -Grade 7-8 students
from RO and LS could easily be accommodated in the east end of RO until a new larger school is constructed in
Cornwall. This would keep UCDSB co petition with the Separate School in Ingleside. -9-12 students could be
transferred temporarily to Tagwi until the new school in Cornwall is built. There are already many students from the
area attending Tagwi and this would help to eliminate parental fears about their students attending an overcrowded,
unsafe facility. -As LS outgrow their facility, they could gradually be transferred to RO, either through boundary
changes or by grade level.

10/20/2016 10:26 PM

153 If the board wants to remain competitive with the Catholic Board, then keep Longue Sault Public School open. If the
only options for elementary schools in South Stormont are across the road from each other, many parents have voiced
that they would opt for the small K-8 Catholic school in Ingleside over a 400+ student K-6 school. Long Sault is a
growing community, with the subdivisions being built in the area geared towards young families. Keeping this country
school open would give the UCDSB an advantage over the CDSBEO. In order to fill vacant spots at RO, perhaps
splitting the boundary for Morrisburg Public School between Rothwell Osnabruck Elementary and Iroquois Public
School is an option to consider. Morrisburg Public is on the list of possible closures with students being
accommodated at a renovated Iroquois Public School. Iroquois Public would not require an addition which would have
cost savings for the board. If the vision of this report is to overcrowd CCVS in hopes of getting funding to build a high
school to service all of Cornwall, consider closing St Lawrence SS now. All students attending Cornwall high schools
would continue their education in their community, and rural students would continue their education in their
community. No one is uprooted and changes in busing costs would be minimal while facility costs would decrease.

10/20/2016 9:23 PM

154 I do not support this draft recommendation at all. I think it is absurd to transport students living in the proposed new
boundary to CCVS in Cornwall, which is in poor physical condition and does not have the space to support all of these
students. Even worse is to look ahead to 10 years from now when a possible super-school is built to house all students
from the Quebec border to AULT island! Looking at the proposed map, the boundary contains a huge rural area. We
chose to establish our families and live in a rural community because we value the lifestyle and are determined to
protect it. We live in South Stormont, not the city of Cornwall, and have no interest in bussing our children in to a
school that is not part of their community. We do not want our children on busses for absurd amounts of time, nor do
we want them feeling obsolete in a school where the population is so large that they don't feel connected. In their
teenaged years, students have enough difficulty grasping their identity as budding adults and need to feel that they
belong and are connected to their school, teachers and school based activities. In a school of 1800 students, how do
they do that?! Not to mention the devastating effects that closing schools will have on these communities. Long Sault
is more vibrant than ever. Subdivisions can't be built fast enough to meet the demand of people wanting to establish
their families in this community. Ingleside is not far behind and in fact, the gap between the villages is closing as more
and more houses are being built in between them. ALTERNATIVE: why not reconfigure the boundaries to have
students from Long Sault Public School and Morrisburg Public School feed into RO. DEEM R.O. a K-12 DUAL TRACK
SCHOOL and tighten up boundary rules. Do not allow students to transfer to schools outside of their boundary if they
provide transportation. If RO is dual track, students will not need to go to Tagwi or CCVS to have French Immersion
instruction.

10/19/2016 9:51 PM

155 1. If high school students need to be bussed and the closure of RO is not revocable that all high school students there
be given a choice between the city school or Tagwi. Many parents do not want their children to go to school in the
city. 2. Mega school idea is very counter productive. This would be the most repulsive idea for the tax payers.I am
sure when you went to high school there was always some friendly rivalry between schools and competition. This is
one of the high lights of being a member of a high school. Individuality within the same educational frame work. Big
and new and shiny does not a feeling of community make. Ya lots of new stuff but attended by teenagers with broken
spirits and a sense of not belonging. 3. Reach out to the communities to fill their empty school spaces creatively that
brings in needed income for the school board. Empty room for adult art lessons ( I would take one) photography etc.
You know Marilyns senior fitness classes in Long Sault draws a full house of participants to all of her classes. Why? It
is an area with many people who look for opportunities close to where they live.

10/19/2016 4:29 PM

156 Finally, what about pushing for the unification of the public and Catholic school systems in Ontario, as other provinces
have done? How can the province afford to run two parallel English-language systems? Why should it be on the
backs of the rural students?

10/19/2016 12:21 PM

157 Put the kids back in R/O. Take pride in R/O - a school where everyone is family, supported and encouraged to be the
very best that they can be. Where students have a name. Do not allow R/O and it's students fall to through the cracks.
Support our children. Support our school.

10/19/2016 12:18 PM
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158 Expand the scope from just brick and mortar to include other areas that could be reduced in order to reallocate funds if
needed. Specifically in the administrative section such as decreasing the number of executive positions -
superintendents to reallocate funds to the schools in support of less school closures. Schools such as Long Sault
Public that are not seeing the decreased enrolment should not be included in these kinds of reviews as there is a
reason for its success and to move the children away from this environment would be detrimental to them on several
levels as well as the community. This CANNOT be the only option. Its time to put all of the areas of the school board
under review and start cutting at the top too.

10/19/2016 12:08 PM

159 Upgrading course selection at R-O would undoubtedly attract lost students back to their home area, that is R-O. We
need shops/tech programmes; more productive, job-oriented co-op programmes. While costly at first, think of the
dollars saved NOT bussing these students for miles every week day! Perhaps the now vacant separate school building
in Long Sault could be purchased and utilized for this purpose, if necessary rooms cannot be added on to R-O.

10/18/2016 2:33 PM

160 Since South Stormont is a growing community - 29% of the six local municipalities residential building permits were
issued in Long Sault and there are currently 5 subdivisions expanding in the area I think it would be a wise financial /
business decision for the UCDSB to invest money into this area. If R-O were expanded with the addition of some
construction technology / automotive technology shops and boundaries were re-aligned, I strongly believe that both
LSPS and R-O could be successful schools and excellent business investments within the school board. The declining
enrolment at R-O is not a result of the lack of potential students, it is a result of the lack of programming offered at the
school. This is due to the fact that several students left R-O to attend other schools (many of these students now
attend the Catholic DSB) because the immersion program was not offered at R-O. With proper marketing and
programming, the growth in this area could be a long term investment for the board if these schools remain open.
With re-aligned boundaries, students could go from LSPS to R-O secondary and perhaps students from Morrisburg
(some current Seaway students could also be accommodated at R-O). Or, make Tagwi a grade 9-12 school again and
LSPS, R-O, Roxmore, etc. K-8 schools so that Tagwi could accommodate all of the rural students for secondary
school. This would provide a rural option for our students.

10/18/2016 11:45 AM

161 Keep Longue Sault Public School open which does not have an issue with low enrollment. Send Long Sault to RO for
high school instead of Tagwi. Also why are elementary schools ending at grade six? Why can't rural elementary
schools go from jk-grade 8? If RO is still having issues with a budget why not rent it out in the evenings for community
classes such as exercise, art, kids sports etc.. Also could RO's empty classes be used for a nursery school to
generate funds. Obviously some schools have to close but why close the schools in great shape that are such a huge
part of their communities.

10/18/2016 10:53 AM

162 Leave R-O a JK-12 school that is to be feed by long sault public school and not allow long sault to feed Tagwi as they
have been allowed I the past thus bring the population of the secondary school to a low level. Add tech and Shop
course to RO thus retaining current student enrollment and upcoming enrollment and entice enrollment from the
Catholic school also. Make RO a full dual core program offering from Jk to 12. Also if Morrisburg is to be closed or
seaway hs bring some of those students to RO to fill seats. As we already have students that attend from Morrisburg
already. This would leave the option open for seaway too to become a jk to 12 school by combining Iroquois public
and seaway dhs together. Thus filling their seats. With the grade 7and 8s at RO in the secondary end of the school
the school sits at almost 50%compacity so with the addition of the 7 and 8 from both long sault public and Morrisburg
public school it will bring the capacity higher. Also with any of the 9 to 12 students that were from Morrisburg and long
sault public school would also assist in bring the numbers up. There for the board also can maintain the special
money set aside by the ministry for RO secondary that they would lose if they closed. Also there is plenty of space
available to have portables at RO as we have had them in the past when they integrated the grade 7 and 8s into the
secondary end of the school

10/16/2016 5:46 PM

163 - alter the boundaries to include more students in Seaway feeder group being bused to R-O. - all LSPS graduates to
attend R-O, with no option of attending Tagwi SS. - rent out unused space

10/15/2016 11:33 PM

164 Longue Sault Public school be expanded to accommodate the growing community in South Stormont, specifically the
town of Long Sault. As premiere Kathleen Wynne encouraged, partner with the CDSBEO to purchase or utilize the
now closed Saint George's school which is located ajacent to Longue Sault Public. Keep RO as a 7-12 school with
students from the closing Seaway DHS moving to RO.

10/14/2016 9:38 PM
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165 This process is being rushed. And not well planned out as a result. The nature of education in Ontario is changing and
fiscal pressures are rising. The Ministry of Education has allocated Funding for new schools as part of this process.
Where transportation extended transport distances are being proposed; and rural schools merged in City Centers who
can't currently house the pupils; there's a need to plan & build a rural multi-purpose school centered in the population
and boundaries it serves. One building that will have separate wings for elementary and highschool with common
elements in the middle (ie. gym, library, computer rooms, cafeteria, etc..). This building must have consideration for
expansion for when Catholic and Public school boards merge. This will minimize the waste of operating multiple
buildings for Elementary and HS. This will maximize 1FTE teacher who may be used at Elementary & HS. This will
maximize services such as: custodians, parking, administration, yard maintenance, mechanical systems, etc.. The key
is a Good Plan.. not rush & cram. The Architecture Drawings should be designed modular so it can easily modified and
reused at different sites to accommodate different sizes of population. Buildings should be phased in as needed, so
major systems do not all fail at the same end-of-life (ie roofs, floors, etc..). Maintenance will be intermittent and
periodic, reducing administration at the school board level. Further more, education is changing. Students can
participate in distant education training through technology. A resource should be designed and installed at the school
where high school students can take courses not normally offered at their school via tele-conference. This option
solves the "small rural school" dilemma. I am in the Highland Family, RO Feeder group. Transportation proposed will
well exceed 1 hour. And the Elementary school and High School in the proposal are 30 min direct drive away from
each other. Therefore they are in opposite directions. This is inconvenient for parents and guardians to accommodate
before/afterschool programs and extra curricular programs as their child moves through the school system. POOR
PLANNING ON YOUR PART DOES NOT CONSITUTE AN EMERGENCY ON MY PART - NOR A MISERABLE
EDUCATION EXPERIENCE FOR MY CHILDREN. If this plan moves ahead as-is, my 3 children will be enrolled in the
Catholic School system for convenience-sake. And all my friends and family members will all support the catholic
school system by changing their property assessment education support to catholic. These changes as-is may lead to
the demise of the UCDSB and force a merge with the Catholic Board.

10/14/2016 12:22 PM
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